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A BROADCAST CONCERT FROM THE AIR
The photograph shows the saloon of the aeroplane from which a concert
was recently broadcast whilst in the air.
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SWITCHES
LTHOUGH Switches are very
necessary in wireless sets, they

are among the "danger spots"

where current may "get off
the rails," as it were ; they

may cause the introduction of high resistance owing to faulty or dirty contacts, a,x1
in addition they may introduce very undesirable capacity effects between the
opposing terminal strips.
When the Dubilier Minicap Switch ,vas designed,

these particular problems were solved-the first
by the use of definite self-cleaning rubbing contacts, the second by a special arrangement of
the terminal strips, as shown in the illustration.
Me terminals have substantial tags for soldering,
and the frame is solidly contructed of a special
metallic alloy.

The Minicap is a double -pole double -throw switch

useful in all circumstances for general purposes.
Manufactured by the Dubilier Condenser Co.
(1925) Ltd., in addition to the following
Fixed Mica Condensers. Variable Air Conde.ierers,

The Dubilier Minicap
Switch.

8/-

Anode Resistances, Grid Leaks, the Dubrescon
Valve Protector, the Ducon Aerial Adaptor,
the Mansbridge Variometer. The Company are
also sole cone. ES ona'rts for the products of the
Mansbridge Condenser Co., Ltd.

Whenever any of these products are required,
the wisest course is to

Specify Dubilier.
REGISTERED

tiyti

TRADE 1.I.".NS

DUBI LI ER
CONDENSER CO (1925) LTD

ADVERTISEMENT OF THE DUBILIER CCNDENSER:CO. (1925; LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, NORTH ACTION, W.3.

TELEPHONE : CHISWICK 2?41-2-3.
E.r.s.r45.
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You want THE BEST !
When buying coil holders, Ask for " Lotus " and you will
get the best.

LOTUS Coil Holders

el =deur Wit -2,:z3

Guaranteed for

Twelve Months:

are made from Bakelite mouldings with nickel plated
fittings, they are an ornament to any set and they give
the best results.

MOVING BLOCK CANNOT FALL.

There are two
types of " Lotus"
Coil Holders.
For outside Panel

Mounting, Two way
7/.. Three way 10 /6.
For Inside Baseboard

Mounting,

6 -inch

handle. Two way 8,'-.
Three way 12'6.

The Vernier Movement is actuated by

three sets of enclosed
Precision Cut Gears,

representing a
reduction of 8 to

1,

TESTIMONIAL

" I should like to take this opportunity of saying
how glad, I am that I fitted your coil holder. I can
now, without any other alteration to my set (Det.
L.F.), receive 6 stations with comparative ease,
where before, tuning in of 3 was an achievement."

GARNETT WHITELEY & CO., Ltd.
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road,

LIVERPOOL

Get this Crystal
Set!"
THE

GOOD quality complete Crystal outfit, all ready for fitting and listening The Cabinet, which has a range of
25 miles from any broadcasting station
and 100 miles from 5 X X (Daventry-),
in.

has all parts mounted on best quality
ebonite and a revolving crystal detector, fitted with " Permanite " Crystal.
Tuning range 300-500 metres. Special
socket provided for 5 X X Coil. Set
comprises Cabinet,
'Phones, Lead-in

as

above,

Tube,

pair

plus a twelve months' guarantee of

70f

100 per cent. efficiency. Comfortable
(no hair -catching " gadgets ") fivefoot cord and permanent magnets,

1

sets, both valve and
MANY
more
crystal,
are offered in our Wireless

Catalogue and Special Set Leaflet, both
post free on request.

Try

HOLBORN

LONDON

PERMANITE Crystal !
What other people say about it

"It may interest you to know that with

Permanite' on a simple Crystal Set,
with a 25 ft. aerial, I get Cardiff (45 miles)
quite regularly and satisfactory. Also London
(125 miles). faintly but quite audibly. I have
also heard Birmingham, Manchester and
Newcastle close down as well."
The most sensitive Crystal obtainable.
Try a piece-remains in adjustment
Gamagc

perfection in volume, tone and clarity,

Lightning

Switch, 100 ft. Aerial Wire,
2 Aerial Insulators, and 20 ft.
Earth Wire. Complete
"
5 X X Coil 6/- extra
Post Free

GAMAGES

WHEN you buy a pair of REVO
Lightweight Phones you buy

4,000 ohms resistance.
Write for full particulars of crystal and
valve sets, our famous REVO Loudspeakers, amplifiers, telescopic masts, etc.
If you cannot obtain REVO goods locally
write direct:

THE CABLE ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,
TIVIDALE, TIPTON, STAFFS.

longest. Hundreds of testimonials. Obtainable in two sizes, each complete

with silver catswhisker.
Medium size to fit
Large size, easily
broken itpieoeseesvertaol
the cup. Post free,

Price with sil-i /
ver catswhisker I / -

-fit the cup.1 / 6
Complete

"The Name for Perfect Radio"
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EXCEPTIONAL OFFER
5,000 GENUINE FULLER

A New fixed Condenser

UNUSED

SAC-LECLANCHE BATTERIES
SPECIALLY SUITABLE FOR LIGHTDULL EMITTER VALVES.
ING

Sangamo

EVERY BATTERY IS GUARANTEED
To give an E.M.F. of 1'2-1'3
volts, and comprises two cells con-

BEING
we

are

Fixed condensers are important units in a radio receiver and
should be carefully chosen for sust-,ined accuracy. A poorly

EX -GOVERNMENT STORES
enabled

to offer them

made fixed condenser varies with every temperature and
humidity change, and directly affects the efficient working

at the

absurdly low price of 5;'9 each, at which
figure they represent by far the cheapest

of your set.

Sangamo Fixed Condensers are guaranteed to be accurate

under all conditions. Neither the intense heat of soldering or
the rain -soaked atmosphere will impair the accuracy of these
condensers. M Ade of smooth brown Bakelite in all standard
sizes and supplied with or without grid leak clips. Ask to see
one at your usual supplier.

method of obtaining electrical energy

EBONITE
MOULDEDCONTAINER

7' x 5i" x 2i"

Weight ... 61 lbs.

Two Batteries
Three

..
..

Six
Twelve

..
..

117- -

BUY

57/-

CAN!

15/9, WHILE
30/YOU

020

TRADE INQUIRIES INVITED.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC LTD.,
10 FITZROY SQUARE, LONDON, W.1

SANGAMOIlTHE BRITISH SANGAMO Co., Ltd.,
Ponders End, Middlesex.

4ccurate

Radio PartsJJJf

"Tune -in" to
Daventry and

Watmel Fixed Condensers are built this way
for a very special reason. We discovered that
by making theist a circular shape we practically

Standard capacities.
Any other size can be
at
short
supplied
notice.

Grid Condenser.
.00005
000 I

.0002
0003
.0004 1.00025
.0005

2/6
each

Standard
Fixed Condenser.
.002

.001
0025
. 006

eliminated edge loss-an important consideration in condenser efficiency. They simply
bristle with other good features, too. Mica
sheets securely clamped between the plates
render it impossible for the capacity to vary,
whilst the bakelite case ensures perfect insulation. Moreover, no wax whatever is used in
their construction. Fixing is the easiest matter
-one central screw only being necessary.

f 2/6 each
} 3/6 each

Combined Grid Leak
and Condenser.

3/-

FIXED CONDENSERS
Guaranteed correct within 5 %.

THE WATMEL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.
332a, Goswell Road, London, E.C.1.
Tel.: CLERKENWELL 7990.
Lancashire and Cheshire representative : Mr. J. B.

LEVEE, 23, Hartley St., Levenshuhne, Manchester.

,accurate:

`}-leaf proof

nected in parallel.

get maximum
signal strength

IGI:1N IC Variometer
B.-B.L. Types
(Pat. No. 235654)

The Igranic B.L. type Variometer will ensure it in any crystal set.

Its " wound -on -air " construction eliminates signal -reducing insulation

and gives you remarkably selective tuning combined with

maximum signal strength.. If you are building a set or want to,
improve your present one, ask your dealer for the Igranic B.L, type
Variometer. Its wave -length range is 700 to 2,400 metres and its price
-is 18/, For wave -lengths of 280 to 650 metres use the B. type, which is

built on the same principle and costs 12/6.
Write for the new booklet Z833 which describes IGRANIC RADIO DEVICES.
They- include:-Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensers, Fixed
Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Transformers, Variable Grid
Leaks, Variometers, Vario-couplers, Coil Holders, Potentiometers, Combined
instruments, Vernier Tuning Devices, Switches, Valve Holders, etc., and
also the Igranic Super -Heterodyne Outfit. All carry the IGRANIC
Guarantee.

Branches:
BIRMINGHAM
BRISTOL
CARDIFF

IG

I(

GLASGOW

LEEDS
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE

LECTRIC
149, Queen Victoria StreetNVITE), Works: Eistow Road,
LONDON.

BEDFORD.

and Electrics
The Leading Radio Weekly for the Constructor, Listener
and Experimenter
Vol.

Edited
VII. No. 1E2
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Ready-made Aerials -

-
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THERE are quite a number of freak or

807

" stunt " aerials, mainly improvised and
including such inapt objects as fenders and
spring mattresses. It is astonishing how
audible broadcast can be when picked up in
this way with a simple crystal set, especially when a B.B.C. station is within a mile
or so. More astonishing still is it to find

ing was used, the house had years before
been wired for electric purposes and was
now, of course, isolated from the mains.
Why not utilise the' wiring ? No sooner
thought than tried ! Very faint signals
were at once obtained from the nearest
switch, but the best effect was obtained
from a ceiling rose in a bedroom.
switches, while the other "loops -in " at the

Where should the Rheostats
Be? -

1925
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that one's own body can act as a good
Now in the wiring of a house one of
aerial, the writer finding that, while his the two main wires "loops -in " at all the
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his own body (whilst sitting on the self- ceiling roses and the like; the remaining
same bed and holding the aerial terminal) wires, of course, run from switches to the
is better still.
respective ceiling roses. As a rule, allthe
lamps in a house are not fed via one parImportance of the Earth
ticular fuse or pair of fuses, but are
Although at first thought remarkable divided into a number of circuits. In the
(though, of course;` not actually so), the 1.'r it er 's case the upper floor of the house
"earth " is much more necessary,- and so formed one circuit, and it will readily be
one gets an arrangement in which a wire seen how, by connecting -in at the suitable
comes up from some form of earthing ex- terminal on the now disused ceiling -rose,
pedient and there, at the elevated end of quite a length of fairly well insulated wire
it, is the set. From the set there follows inside wooden casing and at a good height
an aerial of sorts; but while the earth is became available.
so vital-, any kind of aerial may suffice.
Results were, as previously indicated,
But such an aerial, as generally happens, good, but the 4o -turn coil which the writer
has to be somehow 6r other rigged -up with had invariably used had to be cut down to
a certain amount of trouble.
about 25. Tuning was very broad. This,
Without doubt a wired aerial is much then, was an aerial formed by the electric
better than a stunt one, though there are wiring of the house-not, of course, by
(apart from experimental or any means a new .expedient except that
demonstration purposes) when such can be

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics."
Price Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday
immediately following. Post free to any
part of the world : 3 months, 4s. 6d.
6 months, 13s. 9d. ; 12 months, I 7s. 6d.

Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or

Cheques should be made payable to the
Proprietors, Cassell and Co., Ltd.
General Correspondence is to be brief
and written on one side of the paper only.
All sketches and drawings to be on
separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will
be promptly considered, and if used will
be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the

Editor, and the conditions printed at the
head of " Our Information Bureau "
should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed,
according to their nature, to The Editor,
The Advertisement Manager, or The
Publisher, "Amateur Wireless," La
Belle Sauvage, London, E.C.4.

fallen back upon. A lengthy stretch of
metal,_ however, is hound to be superior
to a compact article 'of the domestic
sphere. There are some who have been
quite satisfied with results obtained from
the gas -piping of the household, or from
gutters and rain -pipes. These not only

a really good earth, but
naturally entail a certain dubious amount
of insulation on the part of the walls, etc.
The writer has often had to extemporise
wireless gadgets. On one occasion, being
in " digs " where an aerial (even of an indoor type) was regarded by the powers that -be as a direct invitation to lightning,
it was necessary to rouse no suspicions or
animosities. (Landladies must be treated

necessitate

with circumspection !) What the writer
actually did may be interesting.

He discovered that although gas light-

the wiring was in this unusual case "dead."

Another Attempt

Well, after a time there seemed to be
a kind of disapproval in a certain quarter
-not so much heard as felt. The writer
thereupon cast about for another aerialof. wired type, if possible. The bell -push

in his sitting -room caught his eye. Removing the cover, he connected the set. The

lac tl station came in well and better than
an ordinary indoor aerial, .though not quite
so good as on the other arrangement.

One evening, by pure bad luck, the
connection to one of the terminals on the
bell -push pulled across, and to the writer's
dismay the bell rang. The landlady first
made her way to the front door. There
was an interval (the landlady undoubtedly
did some hard thinking), and then. the
room door opened

G. E. MooRE.
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WHERE SHOULD THE RHEOSTATS BE ?
NEW LIGHT ON AN OLD TOPIC

-o
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AGOOD deal has been written at one
time or another abotti the .position
of the rheostats; that is to say, whether
they should be in the negative or the positive filament lead. In the majority of
sets made at the present time the rheostats
probably occupy the former position since
this came into popularity some time ago
for a very good reason.

Effect of Filament Potential

bias will he added should any of the re- grid p6tential, and we cannot- make the
sistance spiral be in use. Now the im- best use of the potentiometer if the- rheo-_
portant point to note is this. If you stat also varies the grid potential.
brighten the filament by decreasing the
If the potentiometer is provided, as most
resistance you bring its potential nearer to of them are nowadays, with a pointer and
zero. Hence when you brighten the fila- a scale marked off into divisions, it would
ment von reduce the difference between the appear that when a 6 -volt accumulator is
in use the setting of the pointer mid -way
upon the scale means that we are tapping
off a positive potential of 3 volts. But
are we ?

If you look at a circuit such as that

3

shown by Fig. 1, which is a note magnifier

added to a crystal detector, you will see
that is of the intervalve transformer is
connected directly to the negative lowtension lead. If we regard the negative
terminal of the accumulator as being at
zero potential, then the grid will be at the
OP
same -potential. If the accumulator is a Fig. 1.--- Grid Bias without a Grid -bias Butery
6 -volt one and the valve a bright -emitter
requiring 4 volts there will be a drop of
4 volts through the filament and of 2
potential of its negative leg and that of
volts through the turns of the rheostat that the grid; in other words, you reduce the
are in use. This means that the negative negative grid bias.
leg of 'the filament will be at a potential
Similarly by dimming the filament you
2 volts above zero. Since grid potentials increase the amount of negative grid bias.
in valve receiving sets are always measured It is"clearly desirable to be able to adjust
with respect to the negative leg of the the filament potential without varying the
filament, the grid in this case, being at amount of grid bias. If you arrange your
zero potential, will be 2 volts more nega- connections as shown in Fig. 3, with the
tive than the negative leg of the filament. rheostat in the positive low-tension lead of
That is, we have applied to the note mag- the note -magnifying valve, then the neganifying valve a negative grid bias of 2 tive leg of the filament is always at zero
volts without the use of a special grid bat- potential, and the bias upon the grid retery. This is about the amount required mains unaltered, no matter what adjustwith a general-purpose bright -emitter valve ments are made with the rheostat.
working with its normal anode voltage.
In Figs. 2 and 3 valves of the other two

Certainly we are making the grid

volts more positive than the negative

filament lead; but if the rheostat is in this

leg of the filament, and if there is a 2 volt drop in the rheostat, then actually we
are making the grid only r volt positive
when the slider is at the mid -point of its
navel. Further, we can make no proper
use of the potentiometer scale unless we
know the potential drop across the rheostat.
Now look at Fig. 3. By connecting the
negative -leg of the filament to the negative low-tension lead we make its potential
always zero. Half -way along its travel
the slider of the potentiometer taps off a
potential 3 volts above zero and makes the

grid 3 volts positive with respect to the
negative filament leg. If now we divide
the scale into six divisions, each of them
will represent t volt positive on the grid,
whichever way the rheostat is turned.

The Rectifying Valve
The third and last case is that of the

rectifying valve, and here I admit that the
case for placing the rheostat in the positive lead is not so strong. If we do so we
cannot vary the steady grid potential

"r"

Fig. 2 and 3.- Two Examples showing how the Rheostat AlTeets the Grid Potential.

With the advent of the -small power valve classes are also seen. vi in both figures
and of the grid -biasing battery the state of is a high -frequency valve, whils't v2 is in
affairs in the note -magnifying side of the each case the rectifier. Do the same conreceiving set has considerably altered.
siderations hold good here? Let us take
Look for a moment -at the connections vs first of all. Here again if the rheostat
of the note -magnifying valve v3 in is in the negative leg the grid potential of
Fig. 2. Here the grid is biased by a the valve will be altered by any movement
special battery, and since the rheostat is of its knob. But we already .have in the
in the negative lg.of the filament, further potentiometer a means of adjusting the

unless we make use of a variable grid leak
some similar contrivance.
But by
placing the rheostat in the negative leg, as
seen in Fig. 2, the filament potential can
be minutely adjusted by means of the rheostat. For ordinary purposes it is therefore
probably rather better to place the rheostat
of the rectifying valve-in the- negative filament lead.
J. H. R.
or
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TOROIDAL COILS

El
El
111

An Ideal Type for H.F. Coupling
'EEHEEEEDEOEDOE'OEIFEEECIEEEDEObEEEDEODEOCIDEIEIMODE106EEMCIEEDIDEEDE

IN this country very little work, if any,
has been effected with toroidal coils,
though they possess many inherent
features of which advantage may be taken.

A piece of i6 -gauge square busbar wire is

inserted in the said kerf to expand the
former to a slightly increased diameter,
and is subsequently removed when the coil

This omission is probably due to the sup- is to be taken from the former. Before
posed difficulty of winding a coil of the proceeding .with the actual winding of the
type shown in Fig. s. There are two coil the piece of busbar wire is inserted
simple methods of producing a toroidal in the longitudinal slot for the purpose
soil.
explained and a mounting strip of fibre
According to the method of winding (A in. wide by 5-6 in. long) is placed
illustrated in Fig. 23 the wire for the coil on the former as shown in Fig. 3 and held
.

is wound upon a needle comprising a strip

in situ with india-rubber bands.

passed through the former,. or torus, as the
winding proceeds. The applied turns

so a suitable 'adhesive, say shellac varnish,
is applied thereto as the winding proceeds.
For ordinary purposes No. 28 s.w.c.

The coil

of wood notched at the ends, which is is to be cemented to the mounting strip,
should be radial, being close together on
the inner side and more widely spaced on
the outside of the core. This particular

enamelled wire may be used for the coil,
and for broadcast wavelengths zzo turns
method of winding is now practically obso- will serve. The coil, after removal from

lete

and

has been superseded by

the

method shown in Fig. 3, which has the
advantage over its predecessor in that it
produces an air -spaced coil.
In the preferred method of Minding

(Fig. 3) the coil is wound solenoid fashion
upon a former comprising a suitable length

diameter fibre or 'other tubing
having a longitudinal saw kerf therein.
of

x

An Example of a Toroidal Coil.

will be patent to anyone that the 'supposed
difficulties are mere myths and should not

debar anyone from enjoying the advantages to be gained by using these coils.

The particular feature of toroidal coils
that there is no measurable external
field. Due to the form of winding, all

the former, is mounted upon a piece of A -in.
ebonite or the like about IC in. in diameter.

is

This disc has its circumferential surface
shaped to accommodate the coil and is
provided with a radial slot (as shown in
Fig. 4) to receive the ends of the binding

induced currents oppose each other and So
no induced current flows. Hence interference is prevented and consequently dis-

strip, which are cemented therein.
From the foregoing brief explanation of

the methods of making

tortion does not occur in tuned H.F. circuits owing to the elimination of any magnetic feed -back.

As the auto -transformer method of coup -

FIG. 2

NEEDLE.

COVE.

A/YOZ,Z

FIG. 3

W//vO/N6.

FIG

I

Cite

Mee

..,Ay 'WY?,

(-RAO/AL
A.ER:A-

FIG. 4

FIG.
SHAPED

EAR Try

()

GYV/C,

Fig. I.-Ring-wound Toroidal Coil. Fig. 2.-Method of Ring Winding. Fig. 3.-An Improved System of Winding. Fig. 4.-Support for
Coil Fig. 5.-Toroidal Coil as H.F. Transformer. Fig. 6.-Application of Toroidal Coil to Aerial Circuit.
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ling is used when toroidal coils 'are placed

in H.F. circuits as H.F. transformers,

it
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method of making connections. So it
L = 4.606 n' h logs,
would be wise to examine any H.F. transformers one may have, or contemplate where L = inductance in cm.
using, before wiring up coils or other
n = total number of turns.
apparatus. In certain cases it may be
R = outside radius in cm.

renders possible a higher degree 'of amplification in each stage with increased sensitivity and range. Furthermore, as the
coils have no ``pick-up" qualities of their advantageous to support the mounting disc
r =-- inside radius in cm.
own, only signals flowing in the aerial directly upon a condenser terminal, for
h = height of cross-section in cm.
circuit are built up. It follows also that example, or place inductances close
The number of turns which can be
in suitably designed coils there is a maxi- together. This may he done with confi- wound in a single layer on a torus.
mum coupling with a high ratio of voltage dence, for no interchange of energy will
= 3.1416 d. X t.p.i.,
- increase, due to the concentrated field and occur between the inductances.
where n = total number of turns.
zero leakage. The latter fact ensures a
The application of a toroidal coil to an
d = inner diameter of torus.
maximum transfer of energy to succeeding aerial circuit is illustrated in Fig. 6, and
t.p.i. = number of turns per inch.
grid eircuits. Another interesting_ fact is here again a tapping is made to produce
Properly designed toroidal coils can be
that when a number of toroidal coils are an auto -transformer coupling.
thoroughly recommended to the amateur as
placed together and connected in series the
To obtain maximum results from toroidal being a medium whereby a set may be
effective inductance is the sum of the in- coils they Must be properly designed. To improved to increase range and selectivity
dividual inductances. Inductive coupling obtain maximum inductance a torus should and produce more volume of good. quality.
is only possible with toroidal coils when have a large cross-sectional area rather
H. J. H.
the coupling turns are around the torus than a large outside diameter. More than
and intermeshed with the existing turns.
one layer of turns may he employed in the
MOUNTING VARIABLE
Fig. 5 diagrammatically represents a coil if necessary, but in such cases the

toroidal coil adapted to.serve as ail H.F.
transformer having a ratio of 4 to. ',Which
forms a suitable basis at which to start
experiments. To obtain maximum results
in this way it. is necessary to experiment
with a view -to balancing un properly the
coil for a stipulated wavelength. It will
be observed that in the specific example
shown that the coil is tapped off for the
anode lead at a quarter of the complete
number of turns it possesses, and at half
the- number of turns for the H.T. + lead.
Greater selectivity can, -of course, be introduced by using' a smaller proportion of the
total number of turns in the anode circuit.
This will increase the transformer ratio.
For those who propose making up some

of these coils to suit their existing H.F.
transformer sockets it is pointed out that
apparently no standard connections exist
for

plug-in

transformers.

Text -books

seemingly agree as to a suitable standard,
but each manufacturer prefers his own

formula given below will prove slightly
CONDENSERS
inaccurate. Although a toroidal coil pro- IN many of the variable condensers the
duced by the method shown in Fig. 3 single hole fixing hearing is frequently a
appears as a plain cylindrical coil before loose fit in the ebonite bush of the top plate.
taking its dough -nut formation, it should This results in making it _almost an imnot be assumed that the formula for in- possibility to fix the condenser so that it
ductance and capacity of such coils apply will not swivel as a whole round the bush..
to toroidal coils, for when solenoid coils
To overcome the difficulty the writer
are made toroidal the same laws do not adopted the plan of cutting a thin cardapply.

board washer slightly smaller than the size
For amateur wireless 'enthusiasts wish- of the top plate, shellacking both sides,
ing to design their, own toroidal coils, -the and placing it between the condenser and
following formula are giVen :
the panel, when, with the shellac still
Inductance for a torus of circular cross- tacky, the fixing~ nut is tightened up.
section.
There is also another little point worth
L = 12.57 n' (R - / R2 - r2),
noting. Frequently the ends of the studs
where L = inductance in cm.
securing the end and fixed plates project
n = total number of turns.
beyond the top end -plate, so that the tightR = radius to centre of cross-section ening up of the fixing riut causes distortion
in cm.
of this plate. This risk will be eliminated
r = radius of cross-section in cm.
by filing the projecting stud ends flush with
Inductance for a torus of rectangular the surface of the plate, so bringing it flat
cross-section.
against the panel.
A. G. H.

HWEEDEEEEECEEEEDEEEEEECIEEMEE

o THE PIED PIPER
OF EDUCATION
OECIECIEEHEDHEEEEDEDEEDEEEEIDELIEJ

-THERE can he no two opinions about
I the popularity of the British Broadcasting Co.'s transmission to schools in
the light of the truly astonishing incident
depicted in the accompanying photograph.
The children of a village council school

in Bedford recently had 'h half -holiday.

.And the essence of a school' holiday is its
release from lessons ! But rather than
miss Mr. Kay Robinson's Nature talk.,
which in the ordinary way they would have
heard in the class -room, a number of the
scholars walked four miles into the town
where they might listeh to a loud -speaker.
And, as the picture shows, these enthusiasts
are not of the "priggish " order so abhorred

by the average schoolboy and girl, but
The Attraction of a Lesson by Wireless.

normal jolly children who appreciate their
lessons by wireless.
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A "WINDMILL" CRYSTAL .SET

0
O

A crystal receiver incorporating a novel means of quickly changing _from the local to the high -power station
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THE windmill coil -holder introduced in

trically shorting the last-mentioned coils.
A separate view of the face of the fixed
block is shown by Fig. 4.
Another block of ebonite is screwed centrally to the revolving arm and carries a
pair of spring contacts for each coil. As
each coil is brought to the upright position
the contacts leading to that coil engage the

the set about to be described is cer-

tainly a benefit to the amateur. By means
of this two or more coils can be brought
into the- circuit separately merely by
revolving the coil -holder. Whilst it is
necessary, of course,

to incorporate a
simple type of switch operating between a
fixed block and the revolving arm in order

fixed contacts A. The arm pivots on an
axis screw, and pressiire is applied for the

to insert the various coils in the circuit,
the usual type of double -pole double -throw
change -over switch that occupies valuable
panel space is dispensed with.

contacts by a spring washer as shown.
LOCAL

This new coil -holder is shown in Figs.

HIGH POWER

Home-made honeycomb coils are used,
and in order to obtain minimum self -

capacity they are merely stitched in four
Fig. 5.-The Circuit Diagram.
2 and 3 applied to a crystal set. On
places to the three-ply wood arm.
the panel at the back is secured a block
Fig. 5 shows the circuit diagram from
of ebonite '0 in. thick, which carries two contacts on the arm that are not in use which it will be seen that each inductance
contacts A and a brass plate B, which func- (so that the arm is always in an upright coil is tuned by the .0003-microfarad varitions firstly as a bearing plate for spring position) and also as a means of elec- able condenser.
H.
t,

STITCH INC-I.

Fig. 1

Trigea-PLsr

PHoNEs

AECIRt

LOCAL con.

15LOCIC SCREWED
STANOARE
CRYSTAL

DETECTOe
\A

7-0 ARM,
FIXED BLOCK

-0005 VARIABLE

s- STITCHING .

cor+onastz

FIXED CONTACT A
PIVOT
SCREW

PHONES

Fig. 3

OgkvENYRN

Figs. 1 to 3.-Front and End
Elevations

and

" Windmill " Set.

Plan

of

Fig. 4.-Detail of Fixed Contact Block.

SNOW AND THE AERIAL

cal discharge of the aerial may be demon,
PANEL MARKING
strated by curious crackling and rushing
THE difficulty of engraving wireless
noises in the receiving set.
panel's may be easily overcome by the
An instructive experiment was made by - use of two very simple kinds of punches
warn the amateur of certain electrical disattaching a small fixed condenser to the which can he made -put of hardened steel.
turbances which may occur.
Listeners have always been' advised io aerial lead and, after a few hours, the Two small punches are made, one with a
include an aerial -to -earth switch in their latter, duly charged, brought forth healthy chisel -like head and the other. precisely the
wireless installation. "Earth your aerial blue sparks. Such discharges might cause same, only with an edge half -the -length.
The symbols used in wireless -can easily he
when the set is out of use " has been a serious damage to a. receiver.
Should any readers wish to convince' engraved with these tools, that is, to w:ite
slogan since broadcasting began. The
reason was apparent to all during the themselves of the truth of these statements, "11.T.," two i-ertical strokes of the long
summer months when thunder -storms are all that is necessary, providing weather chisel joined by a horizontal stroke of the
prevalent. The habit of disconnecting the conditions are suitable, is to disconnect sinaller, and -T . is one vertical" stroke
aerial, however, should be just as care- the aerial from the set, allow it to become topped with a stroke of the short chisel.
fully practised during the winter.
charged up and then place the aerial lead The- chisels should be used with a small
It has been conclusively proved that in in close proxmimity to the earthing mallet and the cuts afterwards" filled in
the case of snow -storms each flake brings arrangements. A small but interest- with white Paine. Care should be taken
with it a small electrical charge which, on ing "firework '2 display should be the to strike moderate blows in order to avoid
cracking the panel.
G. L.
contact, electrifies the aerial. The. electri- result.
J. G. A.

AT this time of the year when snow
may fall any day, it is as well to

812
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PRACTICAL
ODDS AND ENDS

0

Truing -up Panels

Novel Coil Mounting

0
0

A Detector Conversion

TO true hp the edges of a panel tho IN the average enclosed crystal' detector
THE sketches show a novel method of
fixing a solenoid type coil into.
majority of constructors use a smooth
a screw cup is fitted. In the writer's
a cabinet.
Two light frames should file. A far better method is to use the detector this cup was too small for a
be made of about u -in. by a -in. wood back edge of a broken hack -saw blade in crystal which it was desired not to break.
supported on four ebonite or wooden -rods.
The wire is wound on the frame, which is

a manner similar to that of using a spoke-

A larger cup, however, which fitted the
A square or bevel edge can be ,crystal would not fit in the glass Cylinder.

shave.

arranged to be a nice fit in the cabinet; obtained without showing any tool marks.
the panel may, if desired, be arranged to
J. W.

Repairing Condensers

To overcome the difficulty the glass was
removed and a small piece of brass was
cut and shaped as shown in the diagram.

THE ebonite bush fitted to variable condensers with aluminium end -plates is

apt to work loose as the threads become
worn; the consequent result is that undue

Arrangement of Coil Mounting.

rest on the frame instead of on special
Tappings are taken from the interior of the coil- to studs on the panel.
Losses will be considerably reduced by
this method of mounting, but care must
be taken that moisture in the wood. of the
cabinet does not introduce damping.
ledges.

movement is set up between the plates and
the capacity is- -not 'constant. A simple
method of repairing condensers which
have developed this fault is shown in the
accompanying diagram.

A piece of ebonite

35.,

in. by

3

in.

,approximately) should be drilled to fit the

Details of Detector Conversion.

A hole (4 B.A.) was drilled in the stand
bearing the catwhisker arm, and the brass
strip was fixed by means of a small nut
This formed the necessary support for the moving arm.
The detector may easily be converted to
the enclosed type by loosening the screw
and nut, slipping off the added brass strip,
and replacing the glass cylinder. R. A.
and bolt.

C. E.

A Neat Aerial Switch
HE switch shown in the accompanying

An Easy Wiring Tip

I illustration is superior to the ordinary
D.P.D.T. type in that there arc no losses
introduced by had contacts or capacity

-Adjusting out

Details of Repaired Condenser.

effects.

Three plugs and sockets of the usual

type are required, together with two short outer screws of the vanes. Next drill a
lengths of flex. The connections are as hole a little smaller than the adjusting
follows : Ping A to aerial; socket A to screw and force the screw into the hole,
turning it so that it will tap its own thread.
ileffio/
Unscrew the two nuts and place the ebonite
strip in position, when it will be found that
the moving shaft is firmly supported.

AMETHOD of terminal adaptation in
order to facilitate the fixing of back of -panel wiring is illustrated in the accompanying diagram. It will be noticed that

the shank of the terminal is split in order
to carry the end of the wire, a lock -nut
being placed over the threads to form a
clamp.

A. B. K.

Obtaining a Good Earth
FREQUENTLY amateurs who are unable to erect outdoor aerials find it
equally difficult to get satisfactory earth

Section

connections. A solution of the difficulty is
to ruse a counterpoise. This should be
A Neat Aerial Switch.
Sow CU/6
placed as nearly under the aerial as
An Easy Wiring Device.
po;sible to get the best results.
aerial; plugs B and C are connected toThe, insulation- of the counterpoise must
gether with a piece of flex. Socket B goes be as efficient as that of the aerial itself or
If all terminals which have sub -panel
to the earth terminal of the set, and the resistance of the earth connection will connections be replaced by those of the
socket C to earth.
be greatly increased. As many wires as .type shown there will be no need to use
When the plugs are in their respective possible should be arranged in parallel and the soldering -iron.
Cross -connections
sockets, as shown in the sketch, the set is connected at one end to the set.
which do not meet at a terminal point
E.
ready for use. In order to "earth" it,
may be joined by cutting short lengths of
screwed rod and fitting lock -nuts as on
plug A should be put in socket C, and plug
W. G. A.
C in socket A.
G. D. C. Ask " A.W." for List of Technical Books the terminals.
To Sei

To eofth

.
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OURSELVES AND THE

ELECTRICAL IMPULSE
414%

-a carefully cultivatea acquaintance
Certain of our technical experts, having foregathered in the sanctum of our
chief -of -staff, did ponder with deliberation on the wisdom of his discourse.
" Now gentlemen," he said, " you will have to exercise considerable mental
brilliance and thoughtful friendliness in pursuit of the electrical impulse. We
know that he is the electrical energy which quickens the radio receiver into
pulsating life ; our job is to tempt him just a little further without fraying
his temper. That is, to transform him into voice and music with radio instruments having the correct scientific elements for a really natural transformation. Build, gentlemen," he added, " and remember, he is to be
carefully cultivated." But that was long ago. After seventeen years' peaceful
penetration in the Brandes laboratories, we are perfectly acquainted with the
best methods of effectually harnessing the properties of this elusive spirit of
radio sound. Get Brandes radio instruments, built by master craftsmen and
scientists in the reproduction of radio sound.
Any good dealer stocks Brandes.

THE TABLE -TALKER

The new goose -neck design is

the result of research in radio
acoustics, which definitely es-

tablishes its value in relation to
the diaphragm fitted. Patent
material used in the construction

of the horn eliminates metallic

harshness. Volume and sensitivity
controlled with small lever located

at the rear of the base. Elegantly

shaped, tasteful neutral brown
finish, felt -padded base. Height
18 ins., bell to ins.

MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES
The whole secret of Matched

Tone is that one receiver refuses

to have any quarrel with

its
twin.
Ably schooled in these
generous sentiments by our

specially erected Matched Tone
apparatus, their synchronised

THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER
Ratio x to 5. The main objects
in view are high amplification of
applied voltage, together with
a straight line amplification frequency curve. That is to
say, for a given input voltage, the

effort discovers

amplification is constant over a
wide band of frequencies, thus

There is no possibility of the
sound from one earpiece being
half a tone lower than its mate.

ally protected and shielded so
that the transformers may be

greater sensitivity and volume and truer tone.

eliminating resonance. Mechanic.
placed close
interaction.

together without

THE BRAND OL A

Specially built to bring greater
volume with minimum current

input and exceptional clarity
over the full frequency range. A
large diaphragm gives new
rounded fulness to the low
registers and new clarified lightness to the high. Reproduction

controlled by a thumb screw on

the base. Polished walnut plinth
with electro-plated fittings.
Height 26 ins., bell 12 ins.

30/ Brandt: Limited, 296 Rgent Street, W.I.

Works-Slaugh, Buck

Bran- des

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908
28-231
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Magazine
TO MY READERS ! A message from the

Special Christmas Number
..

Editor.

SPOOF BROADCASTING AND OTHER
WIRELESS ENTERTAINMENTS FOR
THE CHRISTMAS PARTY.
UNDER MY AERIAL. The chat of the

Am.

Contents include
SULPHUR-THE PERFECT INSULATOR.
A special article by Dr. E. E. Fournier

Month.

THE TELEGRAPHONE. The new

HOME -CONSTRUCTOR
SETS
FLEWELLING

NOISY WIRELESS. A poem.
GADGETS, HINTS AND TIPS.
THE B.B.C.'S CHRISTMAS GREETING.
A personal message from Mr. J. C. W.

\X'ith free Struc-

Give Them Radio This Christmas !

d'Albe.

THE CHRISTMAS FOX-TROT TO BROADCAST MUSIC. By Santos Casani, the
well-known dancing master.
Ripples.

AN

IMPROVED
ONE-VALVER.
tograph plate.

Are You A Good Listener ?
YOU, YOUR SET AND YOUR LANDLORD.
The legal position explained by a Barrister at -law.

THE KIDDIES' WIRELESS CHRISTMAS.
By Agnes M. Miall.

THE PRINCESS DULCIORIA. A

i reit s

fairy-tale.

Getting the Best from Your Loud -speaker.
Reggie Takes Up Radio !
Wireless Femininities.
TINCTURE OF MIRTH. By Alfred Heard.

A Frame Aerial with Station Indicator.
Why the High -power Station Seems Weak.
Finding the Circuit to Suit ME !
HOW TO PREPARE YOUR PANELS.

A FOUR -VALVE NEUTRODYNE
RECEIVER. The original set is
offered as a prize in a simple competition.

A SET FOR YOUR LADY FRIENDS.
A single -valve set that

is

simple

to operate.

THE UNSEEN DRAMA. Answers of some of
the best-known personalities in the dramatic
world to the question : " Is the wireless play
possible ? "

The Best Aerial Wire.

PROF. E. SOPP'S FABLES. No. 4.-The

VALVER. A brother to " As Good
A `et As Money Can Buy."

A SIMPLE CRYSTAL SET.

Novelties and New Apparatus illustrated and
Described.
THE LOVE RUSE. A wireless story by Alec
Waugh.

THE BEST POSSIBLE THREE-

A Simple Aerial Insulator.
Valve Sets in Theory and Practice.

THE LISTENERS' INN. A draw im
Loading Your Set for Daventry.
Wiring and Spacing Your Set.
" Esperantised " Broadcasting ?
Will Broadcasting Bring International
Understanding ?
JOKING APART. By F. W. Thomas, the
" Star

happen.

Wavelets.

OSCILLATION AND OSCULATION ! A
drawing.

WHAT THE B.B.C. IS DOING.

Reith, Managing Director.

Fan and the Viper.

By Hem y Greenly.

IN THE FASHION ! A drawing.
THE WEATHER FORECAST. What might

device

for " storing " broadcasting.

humorist.

Don't Miss the DECEMBER
NUMBER-- BUY IT TO -DAY

Specially

contributed by the B.B.C.

as usual

What the Reader Thinks.
Below the Broadcasting Belt.

1 /-

London, E.C.4

Cassell's, Publishers,
?0119-1:114,
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THE NEW WH TYPE
H.T. BATTERY.

The table below gives the
types of batteries recom-

mended and the burning
hours between charges.
If your requirements are

not met here, ask for a

ahe Ion9-tife Otatery

copy of Catalogue " W."

Ordinary Bright Emitter (Filament Current, O'7 ampere):

33/6

1 Valve

3 CZ 2-1

(6 Volts), 28 tours.

Dull Emitter
1 DFG

Volts), 100 hours.

(6 Volts), 28 hours.

1

DTG

(2 Volts), 36 hours.

(6 Volts), 28 hours.

2 Valves

3 Valves

(2 Volts), 58 hours.

(2 Volts), 58 hours.

Dull Emitter (Wecovalve)
I Valve

63/-

3 Valves
3 CZ 6-2

Current) (Mullard "D.3::' Ediswan "A.H.D.E." Cossor " W.1 "-)
(Filament
3 ampere
W.2 and similar types

10/_

1 Valve
(2

48/-

2 Valves

3 CZ 4-1

5/I"

1

(Filament Current, '25 ampere):
2 Valves
1 HZ 2

1:1FG

(2 volts), 125 hours.

*06 amp. Dull Emitter

(2 (2 Volts), 75 hours.

17/6

3 Valves
1 HZ 2

(2 Volts), 43 hours

1 Valve

2 Valves

3 Valves

(4 Volts), 290 hours.

(4 Volts), 106 hours.

(4 Volts), 60 hours.

20/-

Or
(4

17/6

(marconi.osra. "D.E.Mu"llalUjj.D1:1)V;" Ediswan A.R.'06,") .

2 DFG
Volts), 320 hours.

10/-

20/-

Or

2 DFG
(4 volts), 190 hours.

WH High Tension Battery. Supplied in 24 volt units, sealed in moulded glass container.
TECHNICAL DATA.
CAPACITY. The actual capacity of the battery

DIMENSIONS -40 in. W x Oh in. L over glass container
x 53 in. H, over lead terminals x 15s2 in. H over take -offs.

is 5,000 milli-

ampere -hours when used on very small discharge currents, such as are
required in wireless apparatus.
VOLTAGE.-The battery is made up in .12 -cell units, thus

-

WEIGHT. -151 lbs. including acid.
QUANTITY OF "ACCUMULATOR" SULPHURIC ACID,

giving 24 volts per battery.
NORMAL CHARGE CURRENT. -1- Ampere.

PRICE

1'240 specific gravity. -11 pints per 24 -volt battery.

24 -Volt WH. Battery

BIRMINGHAM

58 Dale End

'Phone : Central 7629-30.

BRISTOL :

22 Victoria Street
Phone: 6460

nacniedc t i n.g.

clip. s

35 /.

2 /6

Strap Carrier .
Wire Carrier .
Extra Connecting clips, each

iLnuctl uetlgu d2in

1 /6

.

6d.

0,0ligib pLECTRICAL STORA
A' COMPANY LIMITED

CLIFTON JUNCTION, Near MANCHESTER
LONDON : 219.229 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.2
Telephone: Regent 8070

MANCHESTER :

1 Bridge Street

'Phone : Central 2075-6.

GLASGOW :

40.44 Tureen Street

Phone : 985 Bridgeton

Amateur Wireless
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ibbons of steel
-the same century ,old principles
of construction are employed in
every Cossor Grid.
MROM bank to bank across a
.11.' girder bridge a train speeds

on its way. A hundred tons or
more of living freight suspended

in mid-air on a few ribbons of
Such is the skill of man.
Rigidity is the Alpha and Omega
of bridge construction. Without rigidity no bridge can
withstand the devastating forces
of Nature.
Rigidity, too, is the very essence
of successful Valve construction.
steel.

Without rigidity there must be
distortion and mi cr op honic
noises.

Compare

the

Cossor

Grid with the ordinary spiral

Grid and you'll instantly appreciate why the Cossor Valve has

won such a unique reputation

The Wuncell Dull Emitter
Voltage 1.8 volts. Consumption 3 amp.
0W1 for Detector and L.F. 141'W2 for H.F. amplification 14/ -

for purity of tone.
The Cossor Grid is a wonderful
piece of miniature engineering. It
is built up on a stout metal Grid
band, and each turn of the wire

is secured in three positions 35 places in all. Was there ever
such rigidity ?

Combine that with the Cossor
electron -retaining systemof design and you'll readily recognise
why the Cossor is by far the
most popular British Valve.
Everywhere it is earning golden
laurels for a mellowness of tone
hitherto considered impossible.
Before choosing your next Valve
ask your Dealer to show you the
Wuncell - the Cossor Dull
Emitter. Functioning at a dull
red glow (almost invisible in daylight) it is, indeed, a super economy valve with an abnormally
long life. For the first time it is

possible to obtain a low temperature valve in every way as sensitive

as the best bright emitter. The
secret of Wuncell success is to be
found in its wonderful filament.
Instead of a wire, whittled down
to the point of fragility, the filament used in the Wuncell is built

up layer upon layer under the

Cossor patent process. Instead
of weakness there is strength.

The Cossor Loud Speaker
Valve W3
'

Voltage r8 volts. Consumption 5 amp.

Price 18/6

*Also in WR Series, with special
switch and resistance in base to
enable Valve being used with
2. 4- or 6 -volt Accumulator:
WRI for Detector and L.F. 16/WR2 for H.F. amplification 16/-

'AAAAAAAAMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
issued by A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury, London, N.

Gilbert Ad. 4013
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Orpheans Band, complete with instruments tiyity which

No More
More Jamming ?
have heard a good deal recently
WEabout
the new device invented by
Capt.

A.

eliminate

Roberts, which is stated to
all possibility of jamming.

and

music,

a

number of

well-known

artistes-and a /piano. The concert. was
transmitted by means of a microphone
specially slung so that it might be in-

Tests, so far as they have gone, appear to sulated as far as possible from the effects
substantiate the claims of the inventor. I of vibration. The transmission was picked
notice, though, that they have been made up at the receiving station at Reston and
only ova}- very short distances and that sent over the land -line to 2 L 0,' whence
apparently the task allotted to the inventor it was sent out in- the usual way. This
was to cause lamps fixed to a small box to item no doubt opened the eyes of many
light up or be extinguished by means of of us to the wonderful load -carrying
his transmitting gear, whilst every effort Powers of a modern giant air liner. It
was made by those supervising the test to was, too, a unique feat in the way of a
transmission. Regarded, however, purely
spoil his efforts by jamming.
as a piece of broadcasting, it was not very
successful, since owing to the noises in the
2 L O's, Quality
of the aeroplane even when the
I do not know what you think about it, cabin
engine
was switched off it was difficult to
but it has seemed to me for some weeks hear spoken
words, and the music had a
now that all is not quite well with 2.L O's background that
was anything but silent.
transmissions. Some time agO, during one
of his technical talks, Capt. Eckersley gave
Wireless in the Rhineland
us -a practical demonstration of what is
One of the fruits of the Locarno Conmeant by high-, meditim- and .low- ference may be that those who dwell in
pitched transmissions. It seems to me that the Rhineland will be able to become
2 L.O's broadcasts are at present rather "broadcatchers ", at no very distant date.
too low pitched. I am using at the present During the occupation by the Allies the
time a set which in the ordinary way gives possession of wireless receiving apparatus
particularly pure and, ".clean " reception, by inhabitants was prohibited. This meant
yet I find that speech from 2 L 0 is often that this little corner of Germany was e
inclined to be throaty and a trifle indiss about the one place in Europe where the
tinct. The result in fact is, very much benefits of broadcasting could not be
the same as that produced by shunting the enjoyed. It is expected that the restricloud -speaker with a condenser of large size tions will be removed any day now, and
when a high- or medium -pitched trans- that when they are, aerials will spring up
mission is tuned in. I was particularly everywhere.
Wireless is exceedingly
.

struck

the other night when the Halle popular in other parts of Germany, and

Orchestra was being relayed from Manchester. The words of the announcer at
2 Z N-

were

clear and distinct

with a

natural pitch when he told us that the
concert was now over and that stations
would be transmitting their own pro-

there can be no doubt that it will make
rapid strides in the Rhineland as soon as
receiving sets are permitted.

Selling to America

is

essential in any country

where broadcasting stations operating on
near -by wavelengths are legion.

Local Talent.
I am very glad to say that' the B.B.C.
is taking care to develop what we may call
the local *side of broadcasting: It seemed

at one time that there was rather a risk
that the local element might be swamped
in the atmosphere of London owing to the
wide use of simultaneous- broadcasting...
Recent announcements, however, show that
the importance of fostering local talent and
of developing the local side of programmes

is fully realised by the company and that
they have no intention of losing sight of
these things. Each station -should, I think,
have its own particular characteristics, and

you will find if you are able to tune in
more than one that they have.

The Single -valuer
Capt. Eckersley has had a good deal to
say lately about the single -valve set. He
brings out a point that I have frequently
made in these notes : The majority of the
interference by radiation that we experience nowadays is due to attempts by users
of single -valve sets- to get too much out of
them.
small

People still 'have the idea that a
set can cause only small inter-

ference, and that if they hear a loud howl
it must be due to somebody using a powerful receiver with umpteen valves-. This

is by no means the case, for no mattes

how many valves you have in a receiving
set it cannot produce More powerful interference than if it had only one.
The single -valve receiving set is a firstrate piece of apparatus if it is carefully
and sensibly used. It has an enormous
range for the reception of telegraphy, but
for telephony its main use is. to receive the
local station. AS soon as you endeavour

One of our biggest distributing' houses
The next moment London for wireless components reports that it is
grammes.
called, and the difference was extra- doing a considerable business in the sale
ordinary.
of British parts in the United States. This to cover longer ranges with it you are
I find that I am not alone in noticing may come as rather a shock to those who practically bound to cause interference,
the lowness of .the pitch; a great number are always telling. us that we are streets and you cannot obtain anything like pure
of friends and acquaintances have com- behind the Americans in the matter of reception, -since it must be operated too
mented upon it in the course of conversa- wireless components. It seems to me that close to the oscillating point. It should
tion. A rather low pitch is kind -to bad each country has its own strong points be remembered, too, that there are limits
receiving sets, since it makes their repro- in this respect. British manufacturers to the loudness of signals obtainable from
duction less harsh than it would otherwise excel in the making of low -frequency com- a near -by station with one valve. If you
be.
It does not, however, give 'a well - ponents and of valves, whilst the Ameri- push reaction to its limit you may get a
designed set a good chance of doing itself cans are possibly a little in advance of good deal of noise, but you will also get
proper justice.
ourselves with some of their high -fre- harshness and a background of crackles.
quency -parts. There is not much of a sale No set, single- or multi -valve, is working
The Aeroplane Concert
in this country for complete sets made in properly unless it is slightly within itself.
The concert given from an aeroplane the States, since, though they are selective What I mean is that perfectly pure recepflying over the Croydon district, which had without being unstable, their reproduction tion is obtainable only when signals arc
to .be postponed for the day on which it is not such as appeals to British ears. not quite so loud as they could .be made
Was -originally announced to take place In the same way the average British set if one tried. May I ask all valve users
owing to the prevalence of fog, was does not go down -in America, because, once 'more to remember this : Every squeak
successfully given at the second attempt. though the quality obtainable from it is you make is audible to all of those receivIn the plane were members of the Savoy excellent, it is rather lacking in the selec- ing the station that you are trying to tune,
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(continued)

in within a radius of at least two or three spherics were worse than I ever remember
miles of your aerial.
hearing them before in this country: This

Getting the Best Qaality
For low -frequency amplification the
resistance - capacity and choke - capacity
couplings have become .increasingly

popular during the last year or so where
more than one stage of note magnification
is used. The reason, quite simply, is that
it is seldom satisfactory to use more than
one intervalve low -frequency transformer

in a receiving set unless instruments of
the very finest type are employed. Both
choke - capacity

and

resistance - capacity

coupling, if properly designed, give reproduction of wonderfully pure quality with
a complete freedom from noise. A point
that is not always appreciated is that

state of affairs appears -to have been pretty
general, for I have had reports from many
people living in different parts of the
country to the same effect. This left only

Saturday and Sunday for the work, and

I was afraid that we might be able to
do very little, as the low -hanging clouds
and the uncertainty of the weather gave
one the feeling that atmospherics might he
pretty bad for a day or two. Luckily, on
the following two days conditions improved immensely. During the daytime
X's occurred only at infrequent intervals,
whilst in the evening they were pretty \ ,-e 1 1

absent until about 10.30 p.m. -

Sparks!

It

An Improvement
On Sunday evening conditions were very

much better, for most of the spark operators appeared to he taking a rest. I was
able to work a good many stations on the
broadcast band without much interference.
When our own stations had closed down
I

picked up at good strength Madrid,

Barcelona,

an experimental

station in

Paris, Bremen, Breslau, Stuttgart, Frankfort

and a

good many other foreign

stations, all of Which came in very well,
though atmospherics began to grow rather
bad as time went on. On the whole, Eastbourne seems to be a good place for wireless reception in that distant stations come
in well, but a poor one in so far as interference upon the broadcast band from
'morse signals is concerned.

the capacity of the grid condenser used
When I tried for stations on- the broadThe Longer Waves
is rather important. Recently I made up cast waveband I was able to get many of
We
found
it far more satisfactory tt
a five -valve set using a first-rate trans- them fairly easily. Even in the .daytime
former for the coupling between the recti- one was able to tune in. several of the work upon the longer waves. 5 X X come:
fier and the first note magnifier and the more distant ones at decent loud -speaker in very well indeed and interference
choke -capacity system between the first and
second low -frequency valves. With only
one note magnifier in use reproduction was
excellent, but when the Second was thrown

in a certain harshness was noticeable. The
grid condenser in this case had a capacity

strength, whilst London and Bournemouth

came in very powerfully and could be
separated without any, trouble. But if I
succeeded in getting broadcasting stations,
I also succeeded in getting something else.
This was spark signals in great profusion,

very rarely experienced on this wave
length. Radio -Paris is, if anything, rathe;

stronger than 5 X X; we found four valve:
quite sufficient to give us good loud

speaker strength when he was tuned in a,
lunch=time. On this wavelength there is
a little interference at times from the auto-

.oi microfarad, this happening to be many of them with no mean strength
from
behind them. 1 had often read complaints matic stations, and occasionally
spark;
though
there
is really not much
from dwellers on the coast that they were
that all harshness disappeared and that worried by morse, hut 1 had no idea until more than one experiences at an inland
even the loudest transmission came I sampled it for myself that reception receiving station. We were, however,
troubled with a mysterious form of interof

the largest available. Later I substituted
a .15 microfarad condenser, with the result

through to perfection and without a trace
of harshness.

If you are not satisfied with the reproduction of a set in which choke -capacity
or resistance -capacity is employed, try the
effect of changing the present grid condenser for one of greater capacity. In
theory perfect reproduction can be obtained

could be so much interfered with by ships
and' coastal stations. The trouble appears

to be due more to the French coastal
stations than to our own, but not a little
of it comes from ships.

Tuning Them. Out

The worst of a powerful spark signal at
only by the use of a very large capacity,
such as r microfarad or 2 microfarad. short range is that you simply cannot tune
There are, however, certain drawbacks to it out. Some of these transmissions were
these large condensers, and as a rule the of such 'strength that they were audible
best results will be obtained with a con- over a band of quite 200 metres. A spark
denser whose capacity is from .s to .25 signal of this kind appears to set the

aerial vibrating by sheer shock just as
atmospherics do. Spark transmissions can

microfarad.

never be very sharply tuned at the best

South -coast Conditions
I recently had the opportunity of studying at first hand broadcast reception conditions on the south coast of our country.
A friend living at Eastbourne had installed a new five-valver, and as he was

of times, and when they come from somewhere fairly near it is alniost hopeless to
attempt to elminate them. I was able

to improve matters a little by using an
indoor aerial-though this, of course, cut
down signal strength-but no kind of

ruption -of whose cause I am not quite
certain. When Radio -Paris was coming in
a curious noise would 'start quite suddenly
at times. It began with a kind of whirring
sound, rising in pitch, which suggested
that it was caused by the switching on of
somebody's generator. It was not, however, followed by readable signals. What
happened subsequently was that a strange

kind of mush came through for several

seconds and then suddenly stopped. This
process was not repeated at regular inter-

vals; in fact there might be long periods
in, which its effects were not experienced
at all.
I am inclined to think that it must have
been due to induction from the telephone

lines, of which there were several at no
great distance from the aerial.

Musical Brevities
I

like that idea of to -morrow night at

an absolute beginner he found himself wavetrap proved effective. It is, one
rather at sea and so cast round for some- imagines, only a question of time until
one more experienced to lend a helping the use of ,park -transmitting apparatus is
hand. Hence an invitation for the week- prohibited. This has already been done,
end, and a very interesting time spent I belieVe, in the United States, and it is
with a wireless set in a locality hitherto to he hoped that steps will be taken in
this country and in France before long.
strange to me.
On the Friday evening it was impossible The spark method is, anyhow, an in-

Edinburgh with its performance of shortest
musical compositions, poems.and stories in

efficient one, requiring great power behind
it to ensure even a moderate range,

the majority of the artistes are to be drawn
THERMION.
from local talent,

to do any sort of .wireless work, for there
were

thunderstorms

about

and

atmo-

existence. - I wish the same idea could be

applied to the talks, especially some of
those who really sound too tired for their
The farce entitled
task.
Affinities, by Vernon Woodhouse, should
onerous

also prove excellent fare, and

I

believe

E
--
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THE ABC OF MODULATION
'
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An explanation of some simple systems used -in transmission
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IT is a useful analogy to consider the

ciable power was used. At the same time,

effect of speech into the microphone is to
is ,an instructive experiment for any- apply corresponding voltage variations to
taking the place of the conducting wire in thing up to 5 watts, particularly if the the grid of the valve oscillator across the
line telephony. It is just as impossible microphone is shunted by a condenser as low -frequency transformer T. These in
turn cause the amplitude of the generated
to get speech across space, unless the shown by the dotted lines.
intervening medium is first filled with a
oscillations to fluctuate ,so that the aerial
steady stream of "carrier " waves, as it is Modulation by Absorption
radiates a "modulated " carrier wave.
Instead of inserting the microphone
Instead of stepping -up the speech
to hold an ordinary telephonic conversa-

carrier wave in wireless telephony as

Fig. 1

it

Fig. 2

H WA

H WA

Fig. 3

Fig. 1.-Direct Aerial Absorption.
Fig. 2.-Coupled Absorption System.
Fig. 3.-Grid-control Modulation.

tion in the absence of a connecting wire
between the two instruments.
Once, however, a steady stream of
carrier waves has been set up, the problem

directly in circuit, it can be shunted across voltages across the transformer

T,

the

part of the aerial inductance, or, better microphone could be inserted directly in
still, coupled to it as shown in Fig. 2. the grid circuit, in parallel with a con-

In both these cases, how -ever, the degree denser to by-pass the high -frequency curof wireless transmission simply resolves of modulation is not good except on very rents. The effect on the grid is not, howitself into ways and means of modulating low powers; the danger of overheating the ever, so pronounced, and the resulting
or varying the amplitude of the carrier, microphone is always present; and finally modulation is less efficient than that
obtained by the arrangement shown in
waves in such a way that they bear on
Fig. 3. In both these examples of grid
their backs, so to speak, an impression of
control considerably more power can be
the voice frequencies, ready to be transhandled than in the arrangements of Figs.
lated at the receiving end into corresponding sounds.

Aerial Modulation
The simplest, but by no means the most
efficient, way of doing this is to place the
microphone directly in the aerial circuit, as
shown in Fig. i. The effect of speaking
into the microphone Varies the resistance
of the carbon granules, and as these form
part of the aerial circuit, the resistance of
the latter is also varied. The amplitude
of the carrier -wave currents supplied to
the aerial by the valve oscillator accordFig. 4.-Another Grid -control System
ingly fluctuates in sympathy with the
speech. In other words, the steady C.W. the frequency, of the carrier wave alters
emission is now modulated.
considerably (as well as its amplitude)

and 2. It should be noted that in all
the foregoing circuits the positive pole of
the plate battery is earthed, so that special
precautions must be taken to insulate the
accumulators so as to prevent shorting to
earth.

Fig. 4 shows an interesting type of grid control transmitter, known as the Colpitt's oscillator, which is widely used, particularly in America, for long-distance C.W.
signalling, although it is quite capable of

giving good results on telephony up to
20-25 watts. It will be noticed that the
high-tension

supply

circuit is

now in

parallel with the main oscillatory (aerial)
circuit. A choke coil is inserted on the
One obvious disadvantage of this method owing to the change in the effective in- H.T. side to block out the H.F. currents,
is that it introduces unnecessary resistance ductance of the aerial circuit caused by the whilst a condenser c on the aerial- side
passes them on to the aerial, and at the
into the aerial circuit (namely, that of the absorption or microphone circuit.
same time prevents the H.T. supply from
microphone), and thereby wastes a large
being short-circuited through the aerial
proportion of the available energy. Grid Control
A more satisfactory plan is to employ inductance. This condenser must be
Another objection is that the microphone
would be burnt out directly any appre- grid control as shown in Fig. 3. Here the able to withstand the full H.T. voltage.

Plate Modulation

Choke -control Modulation

Another simple method of modulation,
not in itself very effective, but serving as
an introduction to the modern form of
transmitter is that shown in Fig. 5. Here
the Microphone is coupled directly to the
plate circuit of the valve oscillator instead
of to the grid circuit as before. The result
of speaking into the microphone is to set
up fluctuating voltages across the step-up
transformer T, which in
turn alternately increase or diminish the
value of the
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N ow the effect of speaking into the
Choke control is the ideal system to use microphone will be to apply a fluctuating
with any power over 20 watts. AS will be voltage to the grid of the control valve,
seen from .Fig. 6; two separate valves are thereby causing it to become periodically
used, one A acting as an oscillation genera- conductive, and setting tip corresponding
tor or -power valve, and the second ti -as surges of current across the choke coil K
a modulator or control valve. The pur- in the common plate supply. The steady
pose of the control valve, as its name im- potential (existing at the plate end of the
plies, is to regulate the amplitude of the choke under normal conditions) accordsteady carrier wave furnished to the aerial ingly fluctuates in sympathy with the con -

normal

plate potential derived
from the H.T. battery
If, for instance, the
steady voltage of the
H.T. battery is 15o,
and the microphone

voltages across T vary
from + 20 to - 20, the
resultant plate potential will fluctuate between 13o and 170 volts.
This will, of course,
create
corresponding

Fig. 5.-Plate Modulation System.

changes in the amplitude of the carrier

by the oscillator

A.

Fig. 6.-Choke-control Modulation.

The source of the ductivity of the control valve, thus giving

were supplied by the valve oscillator to the modulating influence is the microphone, as
aerial, and a modulated radiation results. before, but in this instance the speech

rise to corresponding voltage variations on
the plate of the oscillator valve. As the

Direct Microphone Connection

proportional to its plate voltage, the amplitude of the emitted carrier wave is in this
way effectively controlled by the speech
frequencies applied to the microphone.

As in the previous case, the microphone
can he inserted across a condenser directly
in the plate circuit instead of being coupled
to

it, but the voltage step-up across the

transformer is then lost, and the effective
modulation is reduced accordingly. In
addition, it is obviously a disadvantage to

voltages are applied to the grid of the power output from this valve is directly
control valve and reappear in amplified
form in the plate circuit of that valve.
In order to explain the operation of this
system, let us suppose that a heavy negative bias is applied to the grid of the
control valve, so that under normal circumstances very little current flows from
the H.T.battery across the plate and fila-

B. A. R.

A resident in Glasgow has informed the
director of the British. Broadcasting Co.'s
station at Plymouth that he received

place the H.T. potential directly on the ment of that valve even when the filament
microphone, where it is liable to cause is lighted. The whole of the H.T. current Plymouth station at good loud -speaker
injury to the operator.

therefore flows throUgh valve A.

strength on two valves.

ARTISTES YOU HAVE HEARD

Mr. Will Van Allen.

Miss Sidonie Goossens.

Mr. Cedric Sharpe.
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A.J.S. Chokes and

No.
115 is a new leaflet .
which gives
grams and data
concerning A.J.S.
Coils, Condensers,

Publication

Choke Units are
popular

compo-

.dia-

nents, and will beincreasingly
popular, as constructors are beginning to realise
that better radio
come

reproduction

and Chokes. We

is

will be pleased to
send you a copy.

made possible by
the use of chokes.

Coils

Inductance
THESE inductance coils are wound

These coils, when used with the A.J.S.

in such a manner that the self

Variable Low Loss Condensers, provide a
most efficient means of tuning. Each coil is
securely packed in an attractive box.

capacity and high frequency resistance have been reduced to a minimum. The windings are enclosed in a

Publication No. 115 contains particulars of
the full range, together with tables showing
wavelengths obtainable when used with all

well -finished moulded container, which

protects them from damp, dust, and

our Variable Conden..ers.

rough handling.

Coil No.

All coils have the same dimensions, 31 inches
in diameter.

Each coil has its number clearly shown on a
white ivorine disc on the side of the container.
The plug and socket fittings are nickel plated,
and a smooth running, certain contact is ob-

tained when used in conjunction with any
standard coil holder.

A.J.S.

VARIABLE

CONDENSER
This is really a low loss condenser
of sound construction, and sold at
a reasonable figure.
.0002 Mfd. 10'6 .0005 Mfd. 12 6
.0003 Mid. 11%6 I .001 Mfd. 17 6

Coil No.

Price.

20
25

4i 9

35

413

40
45
50
60
75

4/3

200
250
300
400

4 /3

5 00

100

150

4/3

4/3

600
750

4/6
6/0
6/9

1000
1250
1500

43
.

Price.
7%6

79
80
96
99
10 6
12 0
13 0

14'6
16 6

WRITE FOR PUBLICATION, No. 1 15

A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) Ltd.
RADIO BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON

A. J. STEVENS (1914) LTD..
Radio Branch, WOLVERHAMPTON.

Telephone: 1748 (7 lines). Telegrams: " Reception, Wolverhampton.-

Please send publication No. 115.

LONDON OFFICES: 122/124, Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.2.
Telephone: Regent 7161/2. Telegrams: " Ajayessco, \Vestcent."

Name

London."

Address

GLASGOW OFFICES: 240/250, Great Western Road, Glasgow.
Telephone: Doulss 3449. Telegrams: "Reception, Glasgow."

A.W. 28/11/25.

ISSUED BY THE PUBLICITY DEPT. A.J.S.
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THE improved Wecovalve has been fitted with
a tape filament which enhances the life and
performance of the valve. We can justly claim
that it is the most robust dull emitter valve at
present on the market.
In full operation the current used is so small

that the filament glows in the dark at a dull red
heat only. In daylight it would appear that the
valve was not in use.
The Wecovalve is especially marked for service
as follows, and to obtain the best -results, valves
should be

selected

for

the

function

they are

designed to perform.
Red Spot Orange Spot

-

-

-

-

Green Spot

-

-

H.F. Amplifier
L.F. Amplifier
Detector

Price 16/6
Ask for our Booklet, No. W546,

which gives full details of our
new season's apparatus.

Telephones and Cables Limited
formerly

Western Electric Company Limited.
CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
Telephone : Central 7345 (10 lines).

Works :

NORTH WOOLWICH. NEW SOUTHGATE and HENDON.
Branches: Glasgow, Leeds, Newcastle, Manchester, Birmingham, Cardiff,
Southampton, Liverpool and Dublin.

P.A. 4 VALVE
FOR POWER
AMPLIFICATION.

Price 45,'-.

Ng Valk OM the lopelitaineat
11
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A TWO -VALVE
ULTRA-AUDION
LOUD -SPEAKER
RECEIVER
..:_12.11IEECEMEIEIHEEEIHEEECIEEETEEL:111_

View of Top of Panel.

View of Under Side of Panel.

The Panel

AS many amateurs know, a detector and
low -frequency amplifier will work a

The measurements of the panel are
12 in. by 12 in. by Y4 in. Mark the panel
by drawing a t -in, margin round the whole
of the four sides. The marking should be
as in Fig. 2. It should be noticed how- the
valve legs are placed, filament leg -s ver-

loud -speaker ten to fifteen miles from a
main broadcasting station satisfactorily,
but at a farther distance it is a matter of
luck. With the receiver about to be described the volume is as great as that of

a

/'
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Next connect phones and aerial and earth.
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and No. too in the reaction coil holder.

I

6._k- ;3'

' -1 ' ' - '
'517 ___.

in position, No. 75 in the aerial coil holder

04_,:t. 2-

-

__.
,

0 4,.0
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1700.2.

4111.

0 000

,

tive to the bottom terminal on the righthand side, H.T. negative to its fellow terminal, and then the low-tension negative
and low-tension positive. Place the coils

PRNEL 02;(12

At

-

,_
COND.-4)

H. 7."

I
I

41)"* .

4 0 -4

FIG. 2

+
HONES

FIG. 3

Fig. 1.-Cireuit Diagram. Fig. 2.-Layout of Panel. Fig. 3.-Wiring Diagram.

a detector and two low -frequency ampli-

tical and the grid leg facing the aerial

also the purity of tone and selectivity of tuning is all that is desirable.

terminal.

fiers,

By using Marconi R valves, London at a.
distance of t4venty-five miles may be heard

on an Amplion loud -speaker too ft. away
The circuit
if a good aerial is used.
(Fig. 1) will be found interesting by reason
of the unique auxiliary reaction used.

ECONOMY IN H.T.
THOSE users of multi -valve sets who
have cause to complain of the amount
of H.T. current consumed may find a cure
for their trouble in the application of grid
bias.

By the .addition of the correct value of
bias the grid -volts anode current of the
valve is shifted to the left, with a corresponding decrease in the H.T. current.
The quality ,of reproduction will also be
improved in most cases,

especially

if

general-purpose valves are being used in
L.F. stages.
Grid bias may easily be added by break-

ing the lead from the secondary of the

Wet two fingers and place them on the fila-

Testing

ment sockets; if no shock is felt, it is safe
to place the valves in position, but before
doing so temporarily disconnect the H.T.
Now commence to tune in. Turn the
condenser dial and rheostat dial simul-

A good too -volt battery is essential for
the H.T. supply and a 6 -volt accumulator
for the filaments. Connect the H.T. posi-

and slowly move the reaction coil.
R. G. E.

The method of wiring will be apparent
from Fig. 3.

L.F.transformer to the negative L.T. and
inserting a small dry battery, preferably
variable in steps of t 4 volts. The positive end of the grid -bias battery should be
connected to the negative L.T. terminal..
Suitable values of bias are as follows :
1'54-3 volts for the first L.F. stage, 3-4%,

taneously, and on hearing a signal stop
_

MAST PROTECTION
IT is surprising that more aerial masts
are not provided with a truck or cap.

The main object of this truck is to protect
the top of the mast, where the end -grain
of the wood very easily absorbs moisture
and so encourages rotting and splitting.
for the second stage, and .4%.-9 for the last Another feature about a truck, however,
stage. No bias is necessary for the detec- is that it gives a more finished and worktor, while a slight amount of positive bias manship appearance to a mast.
(that is with the battery reversed) is often
The truck need only be a circular flat
necessary in H.F. stages to prevent oscillapiece
of wood about twice the diameter of
M.
C.
tion.
the mast at the. top, and may be fastened
It is proposed to broadcast from Edin- with long nails or screws, and can he made
burgh entertainments in two halls in Dun- at home or purchased from any marine
A. W. X.
store
fermline.
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RULES.-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, lay -outs, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your
name and address. Always send stamped, addressed envelope and attach Coupon (p. 852).

causes an undue amount of ripple on the D.C.

Parts for Super -het

Q.-Would you please tell me where - the current. Perhaps the Gravesend supply is
Silver -Marshall transformer -unit and oscillator - A.C. and not D.C., and if this is the case you
coupler, used in the super -het described in the will not be able to work this H.T. unit at all.
issue for July rs, may be obtained.-T. N. B. You had better make sure that you are using
D.C. in the first place.-A. J. C.
(Bournemouth).

A.-These parts may he obtained from

Messrs.

R. A. Rothermel, of. 24, Maddox

Street, London, W.I, or W. Sayer, 5oa, Strand,

W.C.-C.

Crystal and Two L.F. Stages

Q.-I would like

to

build a set for loud-

speaker reception front the local station and
should be glad if you would give me a. suitable
circuit.

I want to'use a crystal detector, followed

Connecting Phones

Q.-Is it possible to connect four pairs of

4,000-ohin phones to a set in such a manner
that the total resistance is still 4,000 ohms ?J. P. (Glasgow).

A.-If the phones are connected in series -

parallel so that there are two groups of phones
in parallel, with two Pairs of phones in series
in each group, then the total resistance across

by two stages of L.F. amplification, the first
being transformer -coupled and the second choke -

capacity coupled.-L. F. D. (S.W.4)
A.-The circuit is given herewith. Variometer tuning is shown, but any other efficient

either end between the supporting ropes and
the yokes of the spreaders. The lead-in 'fron:
the counterpoise should be brought into the

house through an insulated tube and cart
must be taken to keep resistance down by
using heavy gaiage wire. It does not, as a

rule, matter whether the wires of the counterpoise are parallel or arranged fan -wise, though

in some cases one method may give better

results than the other.S. H. R.

H.F. and Detector Circuit
Q. Please glue me a two -valve circuit consisting of an H.F. valve followed by a detector.
I- wish to use tuned -anode coupling and would
like to be able to cut out the H.F. valve when,
required.-K.C. (Eastbourne).

A.-The circuit you require will he found

on this page. A D.P.D.T. switch is used to

OUR WEEKLY NOTE
ACCUMULATORS OR DRY BATTERIES
When dull.eznitters were first introduced one of
the principal advantages claimed for them was that
they could be worked from dry batteries. However,
experience has shown that, except in cases where

vocu

only one or two of the most economical type of valve

are used, dry batteries as a source of L.T. supply

9
005

are far from being satisfactory.

on/

The trouble is that the voltage of such a battery

falls continuously during discharge, and the greater
the current drawn from the battery the greater this
fall in voltage.

HT

Thus when dry batteries are used the rheotsats

require to be constantly adjusted in order to maintam
the same voltage across the filaments. This in itself

is troublesome, but may be actually dangerous if
the set is switched off and the rheostats left at their
final adjustments. As soon as the current is cut off

A Loud -speaker Circuit.1

the voltage of the battery will begin to rise again so
that when the set is next used a greater voltage than
is advisable may be applied across the filaments.
The real advantage of using dull -emitter valves
is that a very small accumulator will last for a long
time, and it is strongly recommended that this source
of supply should be used whenever the total current
required by the valves exceeds about ), amp.

+

H.F. and Detector Circuit.

cut out the first valve, one side of this switch

connecting the grid condenser either to the
aerial or to the plate of the first valve, and
the other side cutting in and out the filament
Daveutry it . would be better to use plug-in
of the first valve. Another D.P.D.T. switch
coils tuned by a .0005 variable condenser in
parallel. The values of the coupling con- the telephone terminals of the set will be the .is employed to enable the polarity of the
denser and grid leak are not very critical, but same as tkat of one pair of phones, assuming reaction coil to be reversed at .will. It will
the ordinary grid leak of 2 megohms resistance all the phones to be of the same resistance.-Bs. be necessary to do this whenever the H.F.
stage is cut in or out-B.
should not be used.-J. F. J.
The Tropadyne Super -het

method may be used instead if desired.

If

you would also like to be able to receive

A Simple Super -het

Q.-Will the

simple 3 -valve super -het de-

scribed in the issue for April 25 be capable of
receiving British and foreign stations on headphones, using. three valves ?-W. A. (Leicester).

THE BUREAU.

Q.-With reference to, the Tropadyne super-

ket described in a recent issue of " A .I17 .," (x)
Does the transformer core finish flush with the

end cheeks or is the coil enclosed as with an
L.P. transformer ? (2) Would d.c.c. wire
A.-Yes, on an outdoor aerial but not on of the same gauge be satisfactory in place of
a frame, though four valves would be more - the s.s.c. wire specified ?-D. B. (Bournereliable. If you wish to snake the set more
powerful and suitable for use on a frame aerial,

Mica Condensers

Q.-Could you oblige me with a list of the

materials required to make ,the variable mica dielectric condensers for the Tropadyne super het, and also a brief description of the methods
of construction ?-R. H. (N.19).

A.-The making of this type of variable

condenser requires much skill, and it is not
A.-(1) The core is placed flush with, the possible to carry out the job without the use
you merely add valves to the intermediate cheeks, and not closed as with an L.F. trans- of a lathe. We recommend you to purchase
amplifier. This is the portion of the set former ; (2) D.c.c. coil would not be satis- four Baty .0005 mica -dielectric condensers
immediately following the first detector.- factory for the windings, as it would take up for this receiver.-A. J. C.
A. J. C.
too much space and would vary the induct- Crystal Loud -speaker. System
ance.-C.
H.T. from the Mains
Q.-Can a 6 -volt accumulator be used
instead of dry cells in the "A.117." crystal loudQ.-I have been trying to use the system Counterpoise
Q.-I am using a single - wire counterpoise speaker system ?-P. R. (Essex).
of obtaining H.T. front the mains, as described
A.-An accumulator could, of course, be
in AMATEUR WIRELESS for March 7. The 14 to z6 ft. above the ground coupled to my
apparatits will not work on a two -valve circuit earth. Would it be better to use two wires used, but the current drawn from it would
(det. and L.F.) but sets up a terrific howl. and if so should they be parallel or spread out be so small that it would he difficult to keep
the battery in good condition. Dry cells,
Can you tell me what is wrong ?-F. K. fan -wise ?-P. C. (E.5).
A,-In the first place, the counterpoise on the other hand, can easily supply the small
(Gravesend).
A.-Without knowing the nature of the shoUld not be connected to earth. It should current required by the microphone and, as
" territu, howl " you mention it is very diffi- be insulated just as carefully as the aerial they will last for a considerable time, will be
cult to advise you. It seems likely that your itself if the best results are to be obtained. quite economical besides being less trouble
supply authorities are using a generator that Two shell -type insulators should he used at than an accumulator.-B.
mouth).
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A Neat Coil -holder
MESSRS. THE LONDON ELECTRIC STORES,
LTD., of 9, St. Martin's Street,

London, W.C.2, are the producers of a

Vokes and Co., of 38, Conduit Street,
Regent Street, London, W.I.
Known as the -Honeytone, it is only
necessary to place the gramophone needle
in the groove. of the reed projecting from
the centre of the instrument to convert a
gramophone into a loud -speaker. The reed
is rigidly fixed at one end to a metal strip

and passes up through the centre of

capacity or choke -couplings

D.E.2

the

H.F. gave better results as a detector.
We can recommend these valves from
the points of economy and efficiency.

a

The impulses from the receiving
set pass through the solenoid, setting up a
strong magnetic field and temporarily
transforming the reed into a magnet.
According to the strength and form of the
solenoid.

impulse received from the set the reed is
vibrated between the poles of the permanent magnet.

An adjustment is provided to move the
reed either towards or away from one of
the poles. This adjustment takes the form
The L.E.S. Coil -holder.

panel -mounting two-way coil -holder incorporating a novel vernier device. The com-

ponent, which is illustrated in the accompanying photograph, is mounted by a one hole fixing device, ,which clamps one of
the coil -holder plugs firmly to the back of
the panel.
Through this fixed holder
passes a shaft, at one end of which is
attached the engraved dial and knob,

of a small milled wheel fixed to the side
of the instrument. The whole is covered

in a metal case with a pleasing brown

Two New Marconi Valves.

crystalline finish.
The results obtained with the Honevtone

A Variable Mica Condenser

were exceeding good, the volume obtain -

mica as a dielectric is manufactured by

Type of rake

D.E.2 H.F.
D.E.2. L.P.
D.E.8 H.F.
D.E.S L.F.

Fil. Jolts

Fel. Current

2

.I2

2

.I2

Amplification
Factor

12
7

.12
5.6-6
16
whilst the moving coil -holder is fixed to
.12
5.6-6
7
the other end. This shaft is hollow and
down its centre passes another smaller
shaft which by a screw thread imparts a able being exceptionally great. The reprofine adjustment to the moving -coil -holder. duction of speech and music was very lifelike, whilst a uniform response to all the
The vernier knob operates this motion.
The component is extremely well made audible frequencie-, was shown when used
and finished, whilst by means of a special in conjunction with a good table -grand
clamping collar the friction is obtained gramophone.
necessary to prevent heavy coils from falling once they are out of the vertical New Marconi Valves
position.
THE Marconi Valve Co., Ltd., of 210-212,
Tottenham Court Road, London, \V. t,
have submitted to us for test samples of
their new valves, types D.E.2 H.F., D.E.2
L.F., D.E.8 H.F. and D.E.8.L.F. All the
four valves are of the dull -emitter type,
each consuming .12 ampere. The D.E.2
type require a 2 -volt accumulator for filament -heating purposes; whilst the p.E.8
is supplied by 6 volts. A tabulated list of

A VARIABLE condenser which makes use of
Impedance
(ohms)

45,000
22,000
23,000
8,000

eults

PlateRcLst'

.

30

obtained
G. B. Voltage

/5-1-

So i5-7 transformerl
/
\ coupling

-4

45
8o

-4

transformer`

1

coupling

/

Messrs. Peter Curtis, Ltd., of 75A, Camden

Road, London, N.W. The fixed and moving plates are made in two sets, each moving set connected to one of the fixed sets.
As the dial is rotated to the position of
maximum capacity the moving plates of
each set interleave with the fixed plates,
to which they are not connected.
On test it was found that the maximum

the properties of these valves tested by

ourselves is given above.
In construction the valves are very
robust and are fitted with good -quality
ebonite caps.
Both the L.F. valves when used in conjunction with a suitable transformer give
tremendous volume free from distortion.

The Honeytme Loud -speaker Adaptor.

With the D.E.2 type, when a high -ratio
A Loud -speaker Adaptor
transformer (greater than 3 to r) is used
A GRAMOPHONE loud -speaker adaptor of as a coupling, it was found better to use
unique design and construction has been a D.E.2 L.F. also as the detector. For
sent to us for test 'by :Messrs.

C.

G.

lower - ratio

transformers,

resistance -

A Mica Variable Condenser.

capacity (sample submitted was rated
.0003
microfarad) was approximately
.00034 microfarad, whilst the minimum
lay between .0001 and .00012 microform!,
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PETER THE PARTICLE. VII

0

Being Episodes in the Career, of an Electron from Mars

-0

Report of a speech delivered by the Chief Electron (Peter the Particle) at the Weekly Dinner of the Free Electrons
(Copper Lodge), Fordville Branch, Panhandle State, U.S.A.
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HOW I SERVED A TERM IN "QUOD " window, which Trapp sometimes cleaned better in Surbiton. Immediately we were
up the torture began. Scores of undisci"I AM not aware whether the word quod, with a piece of old silk petticoat.
plined E.M.Fr's shoved me this way and
as employed, by the unlettered as a Trapped
I
that, and I had no resilience. Consesynonym for durance vile, is identical with
" Then Trapp began to make another quently I was badly strained. There I
that which was so frequently on the lips
of your twopenny -ha'penny geometrician accumulator. He seized my bit of lead experienced.for the first time the dreaded
fizzly ' or continuous _X, which keeps one
Euclid. Perhaps it does not matter. How- and pounded it brutally with a nasty
knobby
lump
of
porcelain.
I
think
he
was
on
the rack for to x to --000 cycles at one
I
am
concerned,
q.e.d.
as
ever, so far
means quod demonstrated it.' I under- trying to flatten Out the lead, but as I was time.
stand that Darwin, the noted bug -hunter, shanghai'd, so to speak, I did not see the
showed that a decrease in elderly spinsters end of the business. He had given us Deliverance
"Truly, I ate the bread of affliction,
caused a decrease in the clover crop; his only about a dozen blows, when I was
reasoning was erroneous but humorous. forcibly transferred to the enemy. In a brothers. My orbit dwindled. My energy
Less spinsters, fewer cats. Fewer cats, word, I was-er--seconded to the porce- declined. My ergs were numbered, and
they were few. My mass-well, 1ggt me
more field -mice. More field -mice, fewer lain.
"I. have remarked before that I can draw a veil over that. I was not t to
bees. Less bees, less clover. Q.E.D. Nciw
what quod demonstrated to me was-the tolerate no backchat from calcium com- ring the bell of a pawnbroker's side door !
more pigeons and the fewer corks, the pounds. I am no snob, but there are limits. And then
As my old Proton on Mars used to say,
.And then that Pigeon came and broke
more free electrons.
Peter,' once an electron associates with his blessed little neck on the aerial. In
"I like pigeons. I like them in the same
way that many people like cocktails; not Calcium he is beyond the pale of decent the dark he came, with never a cork to
for themselves intrinsically, but because of Charges.' -Judge of my dismay, then, warn him. A Deliverer, a Garibaldi, a
what they can do for one. Where do the when I found myself actually doing work Bolivar, a-all the rest of 'em. Down we
corks come in? Well, I'd better begin for a shilling insulator. I was hobbled went with a Mark Four Star crash, spreadwhere I left off last week, as the P.O. like an Army elephant and anchored like ing destruction among the Trapp Sweet
Wireless Inspector said when he tackled a Portsmouth hulk. I was humped by all Peas. The prison doors opened, for the
the T.I.P. Super-hetero-neutro-metro-puro- manner of vulgar particles and deprived shilling insulator burst like a bomb, and
I shot, with a special wriggle I learned
uni-oxo-dinkie-dyne set for the fourth of the power to retaliate in kind.
"At
the
conclusion
of
some
weeks
of
in
Mars, clean into a glorious drop of
time.
misery I was hoisted up to the high - positive 11,9 called Rain. It was slightly
potential end of Trapp's aerial, from impregnated with Calcium, but a little
"I Am Stolen"
which position I had a good view of the thing like that didn't worry me-not even
the
Lead
atom
from
saved
"After I
destruction at the hands of Dr. Juffie, I, surrounding ether and saw for the first when we shot down a drain. Down with
E. B.
the atom, and in -fact the whole chunk 'of time the asymmetry and stark ugliness of corks on aerials ! "
(To he conc!arlerl)
lead, were cast into the laboratory sink, the Southwark aerials. I believe it is no
.

whence we were retrieved by one Thomas
Trapp, -.the bottlewasher, who took us to
his house in a

coat -pocket defiled

by

particles of shag. .Thomas was not' interested in metal _fatigue, like Dr. Juffle.

No, he was the Home Constructor par
excellence and had received Rio de Janeiro

on a piece of-home-constructed-' Whatasite ' and two note mags.
' We were deposited in terrible company,

on a rough bench in a thing called `the

shed,' a wooden structure at the bottom of
the Trapp backyard in Southwark devoted
to-I believe Mrs. Trapp said muckin.'
Whenever Mrs. Trapp had occasion to gird
at Mr. Trapp she said-more in Southwark

than in anger-` Wastin' time an' money
on all that muckin', 'stead of takin"ome
the blinkin' manglin'.'
"Trapp was, however,. a persevering
.fellow and used to spend hours in the shed:

For some weeks I had a holiday, broken
only by a sharp set-to with the negative
terminal of a-home-constructed-accumulator which was far too near for my comfort. The nearest positive charge on which
I could rest my lines of force was on the

MASS TELEPATHY BY WIRELESS
The photograph shows the party of "receivers" in the locked room at the Savoy Hotel on the
occasion of the recent attempt at mass telepathy.
Left to right (sitting).-Miss Zena Dare 0-lon. Mrs. Brea Mrs. Twigg, Lady Tree, Miss Dorothy Warren.
(Standing).-Com
mander Kenwonhy, Mr. R. H. Eckersley, Mr. James Agate, Sir Alfred Robbins, Capt. C. A. Lewis .and Mr. J. C. Stob
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"BOTTLING" THE PRINCE'S SPEECH
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The Date of Broadcast Must Wait on the B.B.C. Experiments
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IN our last issue we gave a brief descripIt will be remembered that we made matter which has made it impossible to
tion of the Telegraphone, a recently- special reference to the amount of experi- determine the date.
invented instrument with which it. is ment necessary on the part of the B.B.C.
A fully illustrated article describing the

possible
speech

"bottle -up "

to

Telegraphone

or music, and we
stated that the first public

appears

in

Christmas Number of
"Wireless Magazine"
now on sale. Readers will
be interested in the- photographs of the apparatus in
use which are reproduced
on this page. Briefly, the
the
the

this apparatus was
to be the recording of the
use of

speech of H.R.H. the Prince

of Wales, on the occasion
when the Lord Mayor is to
congratulate the Prince on
his recent tour. The Press

apparatus consists of a
microphone and a means of
amplifying the variations

has taken enormous interest
in the proposal.
At the
time of writing (the day
prior to the FridayNovember 20-on which
His Royal Highness is to
make the * speech), the
engineers of the B.B.C.
have not concluded their

of current, which arc then

experiments for the neces-

date.
It is obvious that the in-

sary

arrangements

converted into mechanical

vibrations and recorded permanently on a "wax"
cylinder, which later may
be used for reproduction

either direct or for broad-

casting at some future

for

amplifying the speech, and
it

is

therefore

still

strument has some wonder-

im-

possible to state the precise
date on which the "bottled "

The Telegraphone Records Everything Said and Heard in a
Telephone Communication.

broadcast will he made; it is extremely
likely that by the time these lines appear
in print it will have taken place.

ful
possibilities,
among
which are its use as a
dictaphone, the reproduc-

Amplifier for Use with the Telegraphone.

A Novel Switch is Part of the Telegraphone Equipment.

engineers and the need for a satisfactory tion of high-speed more at low speeds,
conclusion in orch:r that the broadcast and many applications for broadcasting
would he true to life, an it is just this purposes.

FULL PARTICULARS OF THE TELEGRAPHONE

APPEAR IN THE CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

" THE WIRELESS MAGAZINE
THE WORLD'S GREATEST MAGAZINE OF WIRELESS
NOW ON SALE

ONE SHILLING
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View of Backs of Panels.

'THE experimental receiver about to be
I described is the result of some months
of experimenting with a view to obtaining

panel on which a large number of
different circuits may be wired up and
tried without the use of switches. The
a

result can, 'of course, be obtained by

using fixed components with leads taken
Bto separate terminals; but this involves the
use of lengths of flexible insulated wire
which cross and re -cross and which by
EI
their very nature render very difficult the
avoidance of stray capacities and inter O
El
action between various leads with their,

chiefly of inductances and fixed and variable condensers. The fixing holeS in the
Dubilier fixed condensers are exactly 2 in.
apart, and this was the separation decided
upon. Not only is the distance convenient,
in this respect, but the capacities between
the sockets are negligible.
The valve sockets on the panel are
numbered consecutively .1 to 18, and these
numbers correspond to those in the dia-

gram of the wired circuit (Fig. 2). If
the panel and the diagram are examined
together it will be seen that the aerial
circuits are on the extrenle right and the
anode circuits on the extreme left of the
panel. The photograph of the back of the

panel clearly shows the method' of wiring

the set and also the wide spacing of the

sold with

3

that the connecting plugs might in either

or' 6 B.A. shanks indis-

case be free of the knob operating the

leak; when the two left-hand sockets are
joined, the grid leak, is across the grid
condenser, and when the two right-hand

which will he seen between E2 and A2,

O
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consequent disadvantages.

The top panel,

as

will be seen from

(see page 830) and photographs, is.
fitted with valve sockets evenly and symmetrically disposed, into which.the various
Fig.

i

components to be used in the particular
circuit can be plugged. The components
are adapted for plug-in connection by
fitting them with valve pins at a uniform
distance apart. In selecting the spacing
Elof the pins, regard was had to the fact
that the components to be moved consist

The Top Panel
The top panel

is a

The condensers (fixed and variable) will
first be dealt with. The mounting of the
fixed condensers is interesting and very
efficient. Two valve sockets and two vale

S//

PLATE

S/2

S6

pins are necessary for each condenser.
The threaded shank of the socket is first

E/

removed either with hack -saw or file and
the base riled square with the aides. The
base of the socket is then drilled and
tapped to take the threaded portion of the
valve pin. The drilling can best be done from above because the socket itself forms

R2

TO L.7:- G'/0

LEAK.

..s/0 d S.90
,5/6 ?
S7.5

TO L.T+

a- guide for the drill.

condensers and the sockets screwed down.

Fig. 2.-The Wired Circuit.

are Clix sockets.

The Clix plug shown
is connected to At by a short length of
flex passed through a small hole in the
panel, the end below the panel tieing
soldered to the shank of Ar. This flex

should be sufficiently long, to enable the
plug to be inserted into the plate socket
marked P.

This will be found very useful

in wiring up crystal circuits. The ter
minal A2 is connected to the fifth of the
large terminals marked z by a length of
square bar bent as shown.

The two grid-

bias terminals may also be shorted in a
similar way.

The Front Panel

The front panel (Fig. 3)

The pins are in-

serted through the fixing holes of the

oE.2

12 in. by 9 in. by Y4. in.

minals have 4 B.A. shanks. Valve sockets
are unfortunately not standardised and are

E
E
E
El
E
ID

El

0
E
E
E

in. by
4 in. and may be of is -in. ebonite. On it
are mounted the two vernier condensers,
is

9.,_1,

the rheostat and the variable grid leak,

The condensers used are the Colvern, the
rheostat a Peerless and the variable grid
leak a Bretwood. As the writer employs
the .o6 type of dull -emitter, the rheostat
has a total resistance of 30 ohms. The

sockets shown below the grid leak are
again Clix sockets, the two middle ones
being connected together and to the top
- end of the grid leak. The use of four'
sockets instead of three was adopted so

sockets are joined, the leak is connected
direct from the grid to L.T. positive. The
panel itself is fixed to the wooden side of
the -containing box, which has a portion
cut away to accommodate it.

The

d CircuitWire

The points calling for comment in the
circuit are four : (I) the Clix connection
from At, (2) the terminal A2, (3) the two

terminals Er and E2, (4) the sockets t, 2,
3 and 4. With regard to (1), it will be
observed that when the Clix plug is in x
the connection from aerial to grid is via
the grid condeiser. this is the only fixed
condenser which is permanently wired
into the circuit; its capacity- is .6003
microfarad. When the plug is in Y the

connection from the aerial is to the grid
direct and the grid condenser is "out.!;,(2) the terminal A2 enables the A.T.C.
to be placed in series. To obtain this
position the shorting bar bct \veen A2 and z
is removed and the lead-in from the aerial
connected to A2 ; when- A2 and z are shorted

0

E
El
E

A Tuning Coil.

the particular position in the circuit. The
variable. condensers, for ease of adaptation,

The Components

S/

P1

piece of ebonite

The drilling of
the panel is simple and calls for nothing
but an inspection of the drilling diagram.
The five terminals at the top centre of the
panel are the large pattern fitted with
2 B.A. shanks, whilst the remaining ter-

o
0

of the L.F. transformer in reflex circuits.
(4) The sockets i, 2, 3 and 4. The pro vision of these four sockets enables either
tuned anode or tuned H.F. transformer to
be used.
The tuned -anode coupling is
obtained by shorting to 3 and 2 to 4.
A small component for effecting this is
described later.

S2

bar is used throughout except for the negastat, which is of rubber -covered flex.

El

Ill

1

various wires. Bare No. 16 square -section

tive filament lead to and from the rheo-

4,

criminately. The holes to accommodate
these, therefore, must he drilled of the
required size. The two sockets x and v,

ElI ti
Hj

E
E
E
F7
E

In the receiver described below use is made of movable components, which may be inserted in various positions in a
fixed circuit. The design is such that the wires are well spaced, and precautions have been taken to avoid unwanted
capacity and undesirable interaction.
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A NOVEL MULTI -CIRCUIT RECEIVER

O

A short length of wire is soldered at one
end to the soldering tag and at the other
secured under the socket when screwed

,22:-E

should

have

ebonite

end -plates.

0

Two

holes to. take valve pins arc drilled and
tapped 2 in. apart in the base of the condenser. The fixed vanes should then be
connected to 'one pin and the moving to

El

O

Two ways of making the connections arc shown in the photograph of
the components. It will be evident that
the other.

not

only can the fixed

condensers be

plugged in one over the other, but a variable condenser can be plugged in over a
fixed condenser so that any capacity above
the minimum of the variable condenser.can
be obtained. This is also extremely useful.

E0l

Lu

The Crystal Detector

The crystal detector may, of course, be
of any -type. That shown in. the photograph of components is a Mic-Met, which

down.

was the writer's final choice after many

This method of mounting enables condensers of various capacities to be plugged
in one over the other until the best value
of the capacity has been ascertained for

experiments.

The

detector

is

shown

mounted on ebonite strip with three valve
pins. Two of these are 2 in. apart, the
third (between them). is spaced for plug -
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and the aerial connected to Ar, the A.T.0
0
is in parallel. (3) Er and E2. 'These two
0
terminals provide alternative earths with
0
respect to the sockets 9 and to. This is of
E
9O
E
importance when considering the position
The Complete Receiver.
A Group of Some of the Components.
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View of Backs of Panels.

'THE experimental receiver about to be
I described is the result of some months
of experimenting with a view to obtaining

panel on which a large number of
different circuits may be wired up and
tried without the use of switches. The
a

result can, 'of course, be obtained by

using fixed components with leads taken
Bto separate terminals; but this involves the
use of lengths of flexible insulated wire
which cross and re -cross and which by
EI
their very nature render very difficult the
avoidance of stray capacities and inter O
El
action between various leads with their,

chiefly of inductances and fixed and variable condensers. The fixing holeS in the
Dubilier fixed condensers are exactly 2 in.
apart, and this was the separation decided
upon. Not only is the distance convenient,
in this respect, but the capacities between
the sockets are negligible.
The valve sockets on the panel are
numbered consecutively .1 to 18, and these
numbers correspond to those in the dia-

gram of the wired circuit (Fig. 2). If
the panel and the diagram are examined
together it will be seen that the aerial
circuits are on the extrenle right and the
anode circuits on the extreme left of the
panel. The photograph of the back of the

panel clearly shows the method' of wiring

the set and also the wide spacing of the

sold with

3

that the connecting plugs might in either

or' 6 B.A. shanks indis-

case be free of the knob operating the

leak; when the two left-hand sockets are
joined, the grid leak, is across the grid
condenser, and when the two right-hand

which will he seen between E2 and A2,
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consequent disadvantages.

The top panel,

as

will be seen from

(see page 830) and photographs, is.
fitted with valve sockets evenly and symmetrically disposed, into which.the various
Fig.

i

components to be used in the particular
circuit can be plugged. The components
are adapted for plug-in connection by
fitting them with valve pins at a uniform
distance apart. In selecting the spacing
Elof the pins, regard was had to the fact
that the components to be moved consist

The Top Panel
The top panel

is a

The condensers (fixed and variable) will
first be dealt with. The mounting of the
fixed condensers is interesting and very
efficient. Two valve sockets and two vale

S//

PLATE

S/2

S6

pins are necessary for each condenser.
The threaded shank of the socket is first

E/

removed either with hack -saw or file and
the base riled square with the aides. The
base of the socket is then drilled and
tapped to take the threaded portion of the
valve pin. The drilling can best be done from above because the socket itself forms

R2

TO L.7:- G'/0

LEAK.

..s/0 d S.90
,5/6 ?
S7.5

TO L.T+

a- guide for the drill.

condensers and the sockets screwed down.

Fig. 2.-The Wired Circuit.

are Clix sockets.

The Clix plug shown
is connected to At by a short length of
flex passed through a small hole in the
panel, the end below the panel tieing
soldered to the shank of Ar. This flex

should be sufficiently long, to enable the
plug to be inserted into the plate socket
marked P.

This will be found very useful

in wiring up crystal circuits. The ter
minal A2 is connected to the fifth of the
large terminals marked z by a length of
square bar bent as shown.

The two grid-

bias terminals may also be shorted in a
similar way.

The Front Panel

The front panel (Fig. 3)

The pins are in-

serted through the fixing holes of the

oE.2

12 in. by 9 in. by Y4. in.

minals have 4 B.A. shanks. Valve sockets
are unfortunately not standardised and are

E
E
E
El
E
ID

El

0
E
E
E

in. by
4 in. and may be of is -in. ebonite. On it
are mounted the two vernier condensers,
is

9.,_1,

the rheostat and the variable grid leak,

The condensers used are the Colvern, the
rheostat a Peerless and the variable grid
leak a Bretwood. As the writer employs
the .o6 type of dull -emitter, the rheostat
has a total resistance of 30 ohms. The

sockets shown below the grid leak are
again Clix sockets, the two middle ones
being connected together and to the top
- end of the grid leak. The use of four'
sockets instead of three was adopted so

sockets are joined, the leak is connected
direct from the grid to L.T. positive. The
panel itself is fixed to the wooden side of
the -containing box, which has a portion
cut away to accommodate it.

The

d CircuitWire

The points calling for comment in the
circuit are four : (I) the Clix connection
from At, (2) the terminal A2, (3) the two

terminals Er and E2, (4) the sockets t, 2,
3 and 4. With regard to (1), it will be
observed that when the Clix plug is in x
the connection from aerial to grid is via
the grid condeiser. this is the only fixed
condenser which is permanently wired
into the circuit; its capacity- is .6003
microfarad. When the plug is in Y the

connection from the aerial is to the grid
direct and the grid condenser is "out.!;,(2) the terminal A2 enables the A.T.C.
to be placed in series. To obtain this
position the shorting bar bct \veen A2 and z
is removed and the lead-in from the aerial
connected to A2 ; when- A2 and z are shorted

0

E
El
E

A Tuning Coil.

the particular position in the circuit. The
variable. condensers, for ease of adaptation,

The Components

S/

P1

piece of ebonite

The drilling of
the panel is simple and calls for nothing
but an inspection of the drilling diagram.
The five terminals at the top centre of the
panel are the large pattern fitted with
2 B.A. shanks, whilst the remaining ter-

o
0

of the L.F. transformer in reflex circuits.
(4) The sockets i, 2, 3 and 4. The pro vision of these four sockets enables either
tuned anode or tuned H.F. transformer to
be used.
The tuned -anode coupling is
obtained by shorting to 3 and 2 to 4.
A small component for effecting this is
described later.

S2

bar is used throughout except for the negastat, which is of rubber -covered flex.

El

Ill

1

various wires. Bare No. 16 square -section

tive filament lead to and from the rheo-

4,

criminately. The holes to accommodate
these, therefore, must he drilled of the
required size. The two sockets x and v,

ElI ti
Hj

E
E
E
F7
E

In the receiver described below use is made of movable components, which may be inserted in various positions in a
fixed circuit. The design is such that the wires are well spaced, and precautions have been taken to avoid unwanted
capacity and undesirable interaction.
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A NOVEL MULTI -CIRCUIT RECEIVER
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A short length of wire is soldered at one
end to the soldering tag and at the other
secured under the socket when screwed

,22:-E

should

have

ebonite

end -plates.

0

Two

holes to. take valve pins arc drilled and
tapped 2 in. apart in the base of the condenser. The fixed vanes should then be
connected to 'one pin and the moving to
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Two ways of making the connections arc shown in the photograph of
the components. It will be evident that
the other.

not

only can the fixed

condensers be

plugged in one over the other, but a variable condenser can be plugged in over a
fixed condenser so that any capacity above
the minimum of the variable condenser.can
be obtained. This is also extremely useful.
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The Crystal Detector

The crystal detector may, of course, be
of any -type. That shown in. the photograph of components is a Mic-Met, which

down.

was the writer's final choice after many

This method of mounting enables condensers of various capacities to be plugged
in one over the other until the best value
of the capacity has been ascertained for

experiments.

The

detector

is

shown

mounted on ebonite strip with three valve
pins. Two of these are 2 in. apart, the
third (between them). is spaced for plug -
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and the aerial connected to Ar, the A.T.0
0
is in parallel. (3) Er and E2. 'These two
0
terminals provide alternative earths with
0
respect to the sockets 9 and to. This is of
E
9O
E
importance when considering the position
The Complete Receiver.
A Group of Some of the Components.
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ging into the grid and plate socket& of the left-hand side of the photograph of
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CONCERNING THE

the receiver.
(4) A shorting plug. This is a strip of

the valve holder.

The Transformer

ebonite or wood holding two valve pins,
The L.F. transformer (a Lissen T3) which are connected together by copper
merely stands on the panel. Flex leads strip.
are taken from the terminals on the trans(5) A tuner consisting of a low -loss coil
former to valve pins, which are plugged wound with No. i8 d.c.c. wire on a
into the sockets on the panel. If the skeleton former, the turns being separated
valve pins are secured to the flex leads by string loosely wound on the ebonite
by means of drilled sockets as mentioned strips over which the wire is wound. Tapabove in connection with fixed condensers, pings are taken to the studs on the switch
different capacities can be plugged in shown. A lead from the switch arm goes
across the windings of the transformer.
to a terminal on a small piece of ebonite
strip shown on the right. The aerial is

Other Components

Other components in the photograph are
(1) a fixed condenser with air dielectric,
which is built up of ordinary fixed plates

9$

tic

-

to the required capacity; that shown is

This condenser is used
between the aerial lead-in and the ter.0003 microfarad.

uC

B-

minal Al -and will be --found-in valve circuits-to give increased signal strength
in many cases and less reaction demand.

(.14--114"1-1,;4
Fig 3.-Layout of Front Panel.

SUPER -HET
IT will be readily agreed by most wireless
enthusiasts that the super -heterodyne
promises to be the set of the future. Its
advantages over other circuits and receivers are enormous; no other set has such

a tremendous range and, what is equally
important, the ability to pick out a remote
station in spite of local interference. It is
independent of an outdoor aerial, and -the
small frame practically eliminates atmospherics and mush generally.
The purpose of this article is not to
explain the theory of the super -het, but to
describe the best and most economical
method of working the set. The initial
cost is, of course, heavy. The valves, the
oscillation coupler, and the intermediate
transformers are all expensive items.; and
it is inadvisable to cut down the number
of valves used or the chief advantages of
the set will be lost. The many fixed con-

densers and the grid leaks required

in

various parts of the circuit must be of the
highest quality; poor components will only
lead to disappointment and indifferent
results.
S

Then there is the question of valves.
Now that the average bright -emitter only
costs eight shillings, many amateurs will

be strongly tempted to lay in a stock of
these valves for their super -het.

But this
the worst possible policy. A bright emitter. consumes .7 of an ampere; eight
such valves will consume more than 5
amperes, which is a heavy strain on the
accumulator. Moreover, the owner will
be faced with a heavy charging bill every
is

S8

SO

month.

The alternative is to buy the dull emitters of the dais which only require
S14

2"

/

S5

2"-

SIB

41)-"

/2"

Fig. 1.-Layout of Main Panel.

(2) A stand for holding this condenser
(constructed of a bobbin on which wire
is sold) is screwed to a wooden base and
bears a small ebonite slab on which are
mounted two sockets and two terminals,
the latter being connected one to each
socket. A variable condenser can also be
plugged in, the connection in this* case
being made from the terminals. This,

attached to this terminal, and the number
of turns in the aerial circuit can be regulated by the switch. Auto -coupling and
other methods of tuning can be tested on
this coil. Leads from the end of the coil
are plugged into sockets 5 and 6. Although
not shown, variometers can be mounted
on ebonite strips having the usual two
valve pins, the windings being connected
though simple, is an invaluable accessory, to the pins.
Some of the circuit arrangements
and many other uses will suggest themselves to the experimenter.
possible with this receiver will be dealt
(3) A small strip of ebonite bearing four with in a concluding article in the next
C. C. P.
valve pins connected two and two. This issue.
(To be concluded)
is for connecting socket r to socket 3 and
socket 2 to socket 4. The pins corresponding to sockets 3 and 4 are secured by

tapped valve sockets as before explained.
The use of this enables tuned -anode coupling to he employed. It can he seen in

Mention

"A.W." please when

you write to advertisers.

.o6 ampere at a .pressure of 3 volts. Such
valves cost about sixteen shillings and are
therefore very expensive when purchased
in large quantities. But think of the saving in filament current; eight such valves
will take less than .5 ampere, which a
large dry battery can comfortably supply.
While the cost of maintaining eight or
more bright -emitters will run into pounds,
the running of the low -temperature valves
will he only a question of shillings.
To sum up, the owner must be prepared

to spend a fair amount of money in the
installation of this luxurious receiver; the
upkeep,

however, he can keep within

reasonable limits if he choses his valves
and batteries carefully.
The dull -emitters will last for years
without replacements. If treated gently,
they are practically everlasting.
A
moderate -sized
accumulator recharged
every four months will give excellent service at a very low cost. A large and heavy

high-tension battery will feed the valves
for nearly a year. Hence the running expenses of a super -heterodyne receiver are
not alarming; the total upkeep will work
out at roughly forty shillings a year,
which is not very much more than the
(Concluded on third column rage 834)
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which both speech and music can be regis-

tered on a magnetised steel band and reproduced by means of amplifiers at any

ad lel i

THE New South Wales State Govern-

1 ii llnaI NHL
Broadcasting Committee set up by the

ment' proposes to establish a State wire- Government.
less broadcasting station on similar lines to
A wireless installation is the latest dethat now in operation in Queensland. The vice employed by a dentist, in London to
scheme will provide for the establishment soothe the apprehensions of his patients.
of relay stations in various country
-

Manchester's contribution to the series
"Radio Revels" organised by the
The- wireless station at Colombo. (Cey- B.B.C. will be held at Belle Vue on Delon) has been experimenting with a new ceinber 15. Two dance bands have been
and up-to-date C.W. plant in order to. engaged, and music will also be relayed
explore the possibility of establishing through London froth Continental stations.
.direct wireless telegraphic communication
Fire insurance companies in Canada are
with Perth, Western Australia, 3,120
endeavouring to ascertain the part played
miles away.
To give the spice of variety to the pro- by wireless as a factor in increasing fire
grammes it is the intention of the .B.B.C. losses. American fire insurance companies
already made a slight increase in
to introduce this winter many other dance have
premium.
bands in addition to those already being
The world's largest loud -speaker it being
regularly broadcast.
built
in Germany. It will be used experiThe recent thought -reading experiment
organised' by the B.B.C.. did not produce mentally to supply music over an area of
any accurate answers.. from the thought - about a quarter of a mile, though the
Makers anticipate that it will be heard at
readers.
a much greater distance. The giant inBetween London and Leeds four special strument will have three bell mouths,
lines have been set apart by the Post Office each 49 ft. across and 1 to ft. in height.
for the use of the B.B.C. Thirty ampliIn common with all stations of the
fiers automatically feed the lines with the
B.B.C., 5 X X willhold a "Radio Revel"
London programmes.
December 15 at the Patti Pavilion. The
A special Kentish programme is to be on
financial
results of these revels will he deprovided from 2 L 0 on December 2. It is voted to charities.
hoped to introduce a radio version of
On Sunday, November 29, after the
Chaucer's Pilgrimage. and broadcast a peel
evening studio service, unaccompanied
of bells from Canterbury Cathedral.
by the choir of the New College
The Director of the Bowles ObserVa- singing
Chapel will be relayed from OXford.
tory, France, puts forward the theory that
The last act of Carmen will be relayed
birds are guided in their journeys by
from the B.N.O.C. performance at the
electro-magnetic currents.
of Wales Theatre, Birmingham, on
At a meeting of the Dundee station's Prince
Wednesday, December 2.
"Sports Corner " a presentation was made
The Halle Orchestra, under the directo Mr. W. F. Campbell, the well-known
referee, who is leaving for London. Mr. tion of Sir Hamilton Harty, playing at
Campbell was one of the originators of the Free Trade Hall, will open the eventhe "Sports Corner," and its success has ing programme on Thursday, December 3.
been largely due to his initiati'e and en- Avillage concert at the 2 L 0 studio,
under the presidency of Vivian Foster, the
thusiasm.
A new system of amplifiers that will im- "Vicar of Mirth," will provide the light
prove reception and correct distortion is fare of the day's broadcast.
being used in connection with the B.B.C.'s
The Chinese actress, Rose Quong, will
centres.

of

simultaneous broadcasting system.

later date.
The Western Electric Norsk Aktieselskapet at Oslo has now finished the construction of the new Hels1ngfors transmitter. This station is testing daily between
13.00-21.00 G.A.T. on 522 metres. Power
is 500 watts.

A new protean burlesque entitled The,
Park Keeper will be broadcast by Louis
Hertel from the London studio on Friday,'
December 4. A "Round the Stations" programme will conclude the entertainment.
on that evening.
In commemoration of the anniversary of
Puccini's death a special programme corn
posed of his works will be broadcast from.
2 L 0 on November 29. Mr. Percy. Pitt
Will give a short descriptive talk -on the,
famous Italian composer's operas, and an'
attempt will be made to pick up via
Keston a message which is to be ,broadcast from Rome on this occasion.
The Radio -Belgique station has con-

cluded a contract with the Theatre du
Marais, Brussels, by which the broadcast-.
ing station will be empowered to relay
dramatic performances from that theatre
during the coming winter.
The Evensong from Durham Cathedral
is to be relayed to the Newcastle station on
November 29. An address will be given
by Bishop Weldon, Dean of Durham.
The Berlin amateur transmitting station
of the Funktechnische Verein now works

regularly every Wednesday and Friday

evcnig from 21.30 to 22.3o G.M.T., and on.
Sundays from 01.00-02.00 G.M.T. Further

irregular transmissions are made on Sundays between

13.00-14.00

G.M.T.

The

club has two transmitters in operation, one

of zoo watts on 75o metres, the other of
to watts on 43 netres. The call -sign is
now K C S.

St. Andrew's Day, November 30, will
not only be celebrated at all the Scottish
stations but at the London studio as well.'
A recitation of "Guddlen," from the pen
of Ian Maclaren, and interpreted by Mr.'
Augustus Beddie, will be'relayed from the
Edinburgh station.
The Potsdam (Prussia) authorities have
decreed that all aerials are to be registered
with the local police. Would-be licence holders are compelled to submit plans,
measurements, diagrams and other sundry'

details, and so many conditions must be"

fulfilled that many wireless enthusiasts will

broadcast from the London station on Sun- he deterred from purchasing apparatus.
It is claimed that the very last word in day, November 29.
The wireless transmitter erected at the.
A conference of European broadcasting military aerodrome at Soesterberg
wireless apparatus has been installed on
hoard the liner Transylvania. It consists stations will be held at Brussels in the !and), utilising a power of only to watts,
of a 1% kilowatt Siemens quenched spark course of next month, when the final wave- has established two-way communication)
and C.W. set, and is so powerful that the lengths will ,be definitely allotted to all \vith Nijni-Novgorod, Spain and Jugooperator is able to get into direct touch transmitters.
Slavia. Experiments have been carried
with New York when off Greenock, on
the Clyde.

It is probable that the Radio Society of
Great Britain will give evidence before the

It -is proposed to- incorporate in the .new out on various wavelengths between 16 and
broadcasting Station, 42 metres, but for the present transmission: now in course of erection, the appliance in- are being regularly sent out on 40 metres.
\ ented by theScribi-VoX Co., of Berlin, by
(More Radiograms on tage 838)
Frankfort -on -Main
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EXPERIMENTS WITH

0

"THE CRYSTAL EXPERIMENTER'S DUAL RECEIVER"

O

El

O

The constructional details of this receiver appeared in our last issue

00000000000000DEEDEE0000000000000E0000000000000E0EME000000=00000EMEEDDOEDEZEDEEDDECCE6
THE following are some experimental aerial -tuning inductance and a detector condenser ct is used in parallel with the

circuits which may be tried on the dual
receiver, constructional details of which

and phones. Reference to Fig. 2, page 76t
(front of panel), will immediately show

secondary coil L2.

the condenser CI.

aerial -tuning industance (see Fig. 5).

Circuit No. 4.-Here is an auto -coupled
appeared on page 761 in No. 181. The which plugs are used and their relative circuit using two plug-in coils Li and L2.
theoretical circuit diagram is shown in positions. Tuning is effected by means of The condenser c t is in parallel across the
Fig.

1.

For purposes of convenience and

X2

CP

TEL. e

00/

Fig. 1.-The Theoretical

Fig. 2.-A Simple Circuit.

Circuit.

identification the various terminals, plugs
and sockets are numbered to correspond

Circuit No. 2.-This employs the variometer L4 with the addition of a loading
with the diagrams already given of the coil Lt in series. A small loading coil
front and back of the panel (Figs. 2 and 3, should be used for local reception where
page 761). Each circuit about to be de- the variometer fails to cover the wavescribed will be marked in accordance with
the front -of -panel diagram, which will

length range, the .0005 condenser Ci tun-

ing in parallel across the whole of the

Circuit No. 5.-Fig. 6 shows anarrange-

ment which takes the form of a wave trap. This circuit is particularly good on
small indoor aerials.
Tuning is first

effected by, means of condenser C2 and
finally by means of the variometer

Circuit No. G.-Fig. 7 is a special dual

T2

TEL./.

els

/

X6

T.-5

P8
rs
Fig. 3

'77:7

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Figs. 3, 4 & 5.-Three Experimental Circuits.

Show clearly how they are obtained on the inductance. For reception from 5 X X
actual receiver. Having studied the few (Daventry), use a Daventry loading
examples given, it is assumed that the coil in series with the variometer and the
experimenter will be able to proceed to .00r condenser C2 in parallel (see Fig. 3).
Circuit No. 3.-Fig. 4 is a straightwork on his own lines.
Six suggested test circuits are shown in forward loose -coupled circuit, for which
Figs. z to 7.
reference is again made to Fig. 2. In this
Circuit No. i.-The first example case plug-in coils LI and L2 are used and
chosen (Fig. 2) has only a coil for the the variometer discarded, and the .0005

circuit in which coils LI, L2 and L3 are

coupled, and both detectors DI and D2
used, thus enabling rapid test to be made
to discover the relative merits of each.
Also, one person may listen -in on one pair
of phones while another is experimenting

with crystals, at the same time listening in on the other pair of phones (see Fig. 7).
(Concluded on page 831)
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Extensive Experimeffting
EmphasisesEdisumn. Wirth!
THE greater Sour adventures

in Wireless, the
greater will be your appreciation of Ediswan Valves
-the clearer will each experiment demonstrate
that Ediswan Valves are unexcelled by any other make

in the world.
The best results will obviously be obtained by Ediswan
co-operation. There is an Ediswan Valve for every
specific purpose.

THE VALVES TO USE
2

RECEIVING

ACCUMULATOR

OR BATTERY
VOLTS

POWER

4
2

P.V.5.
P.V.6.
P.V 8.

A.R.

A.R.D.E.
A.R.06

3

And as time goes on you Will be all the more astonished

at the long life of these Valves and of their unusual
economy.

For the best results use Ediswan H,T. and L.T.
Accumulators with Ediswan Valves.

PRICES
A.R. (H F. or L.F)

8,-

R.

A.R.D.E. (H.F. or L.F)14/A.R.06 (H.F. or L.F) 16,6
P.V.5.D.E.
22;6
P.V.6.D.E.
18/6
P.V.8.D.E.
22/6

ASK YOUR
WIRELESS
DEALER FOR

11_

V WES
will Improve

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123 / 125,

Queen

Victoria

Street,

London,

E.C.4.

ANY Set,

trutteur Wes
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!' EXPERIMENTS WITH -THE CRYSTAL EXPERIMENTER'S DUAL RECEIVER"
(continued

from page 832).

One of the advantages of this arrangement is that there is no loss of signal
strength which is usually due to the use

NOVEMBER 28, 1925

of crystals obtainable, together

is a list

with notes on contacts, etc.
Crystal.

To assist in memorisation, this article is
concluded with the explanatory key below.
KEY.

Contact

Carborundum Steel.
Galena
Silver, brasS, copper
magnesium ribbon.
Silicon
Gold or steel.
Iron pyrites Gold.
Molybdenite
Zincite
Zincite
Galena
Galena

Tellurium.
Copper pyrites.
Tellurium.
Graphite.

Tellurium

Arzenite.

or

Silver.

These are the most common crystal cornp6

XI aerial side of coil L3
x2 aerial side of coil Li
x3 aerial side of coil L2
x4 earth side of coil L2
x5 earth side of coil Li
x6 earth side of coil L3
x7 aerial series to
T7
TS
x8 earth series to
Pt fixed vanes of condenser c C2
P2 moving vanes .of condenser C2
P3 crystal side of detector
D2
P4 earth side of phones
Tel. 2
P5 stator input of variometer L4

P6 rotor input of variometer L4
P7 crystal side of detector
DI
Tel. I
Ps earth side of phones
P9 fixed vanes of condenser ci
Pio moving vanes of condenser ci

x6; it
ris

Fig. 6. - Circuit with Wave -trap.

of more than one pair of phones being
used in series or in parallel in one circuit.

Combinations
Crystals. -Some brief notes on crystals
obtainable and suggested combinations to
try may not here be out of place. Detector r may be permanently equipped with

7iP

TEL.2

ordinary set.
If the tuning seems difficult at first,

don't blame the set. The knack is difficult to acquire, and the best results are
P8

Pz

Til

obtained after a .feW weeks' practice.

Also

remember that if L.F. stages are used

they must be carefully designed or dis-

a good piece of hertzite, which seems most
reliable for continuous use. A fine gold
or copper catwhisker is most satisfactory.

All experiments re crystals are therefore
carried out on detector 2. The following

"CONCERNING THE SUPER -HET" (contintredfrant
Page 83o)
maintenance of a three- or four -valve

tortion will occur.

Fig. 7.-A Dual Circuit.
bina tions,

al though

many

other

less

familiar cry.-tals are obtainable.

I

THE

The writer is strongly -

in favour of one or more stages of resistance-capacity amplification, which is pure
and noiseless.
G. J. M.

YOURS for 20/Send 20'. to -day, together with your order for the "Tonyphone,- and this
wonderful set, which receives all B.B.C. Stations, will be sent on approval,
complete with all accessories.

`SFERAVOX'

You pay

a further Li each month, or 5'. each
week until completed.

TONYPHONE ' SUPER
TWO -VALVE SET

LOUD SPEAKER

Complete

with

Accumulator,

H. T.

BItterr, Aerial, one Parr 4,000 ohms
Headphones and two rakes-one High
Frequency and one Detector.
All

TONED IN SILVER

.Royalt,es "aid.

SILVER IN TONE g

Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.

0

-- Illustrated Price List free on application --

BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO.

(Tonyphone Dept.), Abbey House, Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

rinilonn1011011111

S3 10s.

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS ?

SENSITIVITY, PURITY, POWER
The principle of reproduction is a new form of
the reed. Many new features are embodied including immunity from demagnetisation. By far
the most superb Speaker available. Come during
broadcast hours, or tell us where we may demonstrate to you.

GOODCHILD & PARTNERS, LTD.,
57 Eagle St., Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Telephone:
HOLBORN 6405

Telegrams:

"WHIZZING, l IOLB"

,'SA

rr

./3IF you add depreciation to

the expense and

inconvenience of
having vour own

accumulators
unskilfully

recharged. it costs
youconsiderably
more than our
inclusive HIRE

and suffer the depreciation and many

annoying inconveniences caused by unskilled charging.
WE SUPPLY and deliver a NEW ROTAX
Wireless Accumulator of suitable size for
your set. We call and exchange it for
another fully -charged one weekly or
fortnightly anywhere in Greater London
for 13 weeks from 8s. inclusive.
If you have your own accumulators we give
the same continuous service from 6s. per

if you have only one, lend
SERVICE. quarter-and
you one of ours, alternate exchanges.
RADIO SERVICE CO.
105, TORRIANO AVENUE, KENTISH TOWN, N.W.5.

REAL SERVICE-HIRE OR MAINTENANCE
/WRITE FOR FOLDER "Z.8.' or PHONE: NORTH 416r -1162j
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Famous Amateurs
Mr. A. Garrett.
" I find it really excellent.

Captain Percy Baker.
Tewkesbury.

" You are too modest in your advertisements. I can tune in Continental stations

Mr. T. McNamera.

GEC0PHONE

"The slow-motion mechanism is the most
ingenious that has yet come to my notice.
Another point which impressed me was the

sive tributes to the

Station 5 R B.
The absence of
any possible backlash and quietness in
working are two great points, especially for
short-wave work. I shall have no hesitation in recommending to my friends, and
other amateurs."

ET more impres-

Condenser are reproduced here.

Fit a

GEC0PHONE C o n denser in your own
set to -day !

Swansea.

increase of one's tuning range . . . the
efficiency of the receiver in which the condenser is has gone up 50 per cent."

Mr. Maurice Child.
Director London Telegraph Training

Mr. John Sadler.

College.

President Aberdeen Radio Society.

" I have considered it sufficiently accurate
to form a unit in a Heterodyne wavemeter
which is being constructed in our students'
workshop. You are to be congratulated
on having produced such a really practical

easily as Daventry, with good sharp
tuning. If only your condenser had been
invented earlier I should have saved pounds,

"Your advertisements in no way exaggerate
the superior quality and tremendous advance

have tried about 14 different kinds.
You cannot miss a station on it."

practical appreciation has taken the form of
ordering two more."

article."

Mr. Louis J, Wood.

Mr. J. A. Partridge.

as

for

I

Mr. D. McAteer.
Dublin.

" I can report quite shortly that it is better
than any of the well-known makes on the
market. The smooth action makes tuning
to the low wavelengths, such as K D K A,
quite a simple matter."

in

variable condenser design.

My own

Hon. Sec. Halifax Radio Club.
" A combination of the finest condenser
features which has yet been manufactured
in this country. The reduction gear is as
near perfection as it is possible to get-the
simplicity itself.
congratulated."
fixing,

You

are

to be

Station G 2 K F.
"

.

.

the slow-motion device was found

to be an

ideal arrangement.

The entire

freedom from backlash and the smoothness
of movement were very agreeable. There
was a complete absence of . . . hand capacity."

GECoPHONE
GECOPHONE Components
are fully described in Booklet
B.C. 3759.

1,0W LOSS -SLOW MOTION

VARIABLE CONDENSER
Sold by all GECOPHONE Service
Depots, Wireless Dealers & Stores

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Full particulars of GECOPHONE Sets are given it
Booklet B.C. 3772.
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J. F. J.'s answer to L. A. M. (Bedford) in No. 173, since I am able to

receive the high -power station, about 15c
miles away, louder than London, only 27
miles away, both stations coming in at good
strength. My circuit is the simplified

Fog -signalling Apparatus
SIR,-Among the Radiograms in No. 179

I note it is stated that "the first fog signal apparatus on the Spanish coast is
being installed at Cape Silleiro." Is this

Flewelling, and, of course, this receiver
requires a larger reaction coil than the
single "straight." However, I find the
most suitable coil to use in the reaction
for Daventry is the same reaction coil
used for the lower B.B.C. station. My
I find the battery to be well up to the reaction coil consists of too turns of No.
requirements of my nine -valve super- 36 silk -covered wire in a basket coil.
heterodyne receiver (incorporating three Being a Flewelling enthusiast since the
power valves). For ordinary purposes I circuit was first published in this country,
use three valves, H.F., detector (tuned - in my humble opinion it is the best and

L.F., Using a maximum most interesting of the outdoor -aerial
Telegraphy and Telephony" mentions fog - plate voltage of tzo volts for the last- single -valve receivers.-S. E. W. (Holm signalling apparatus at Cabo Villano and named receiver, I find that reception is all wood).
Cabo Finisteira, and the 1925 Year -Book that can be desired in way of purity. The
adds Cabo Prioi and Isla de Salvora ? All volume and clarity is simply amazing for Other Correspondence Summarised
so simple a construction.
work on t,000 metres.-B. D. (Stock).
correct, as the 1923 " Year -Book of Wireless anode) and

In the ordinary course of events I can

J. M. (Glasgow) finds that reception is

"Building a Permanent H.T.-Battery" never keep an H.T. dry battery for any 'far better when no metal, tinfoil or screws
S18,-With reference to the article on longer than three months, but I have had are used for securing 'the crystal in the

construction of a battery which appeared the wet battery in use now since June 20
in No. 159, as I have constructed a 168 - last.
I can thoroughly recommend the battery
volt battery on the same lines mentioned
therein and have only seen one, letter of to all readers of "A.W." and would like to
appreciation in your Correspondence avail myself of this opportunity of making
column from readers, I would like to let known my very great appreciation of the
you know my great appreciation of the article.-H. W. T. (London, N.).
above tip in view of the strong need at the
Super -regenerative Receivers
present time for a really permanent and
reliable H.T. battery.
SIR,-T am afraid I do not agree with

cup.

J. W. J. (so, King Street, Cambridge)
has been allotted the call -sign 5 J 0, and
would welcome reports.
'E. W. (x9o, Liverpool Road, Irlam, neat
Manchester) wishes readers to note that the
call -sign 2 U A belongs to him and not to

an amateur in London, as is erroneously
supposed.

Get it at Day's
AND SAVE DELAYS

'Make 'your

We have a full stock of all the latest

Circuit Joints

neat & efficient
WITH

J.E.G

SOLCLIPS

REGO.

OESIG/4

.714545-6

050. OAT. /4. 13076 4 0295

WIRING CONNECTORS
Both Amateur and Professional will find " Solclips
exceedingly useful in the construction of Wireless
sets. The simplicity and ease with which joints are
rendered neat and effective without the possibility

of fracture, give absolute assurance of electrical

continuity and perfect reception.

SAMPLES FREE ON REQUEST.

- 1/- per box of 18, either type. Includes solder pellets, flux and instructions. ,Can be
used for either 1, 2, 3 or 4 perfect joints, any angle
required, without bending wire, which
may be either square or round.
11111111111 mmmmm

IHURFHP!!!!!!!!.

lunriniq
THREE WAY

TERMINAL

DALE FORTY & CO., L d

productions, including the following :H.T. ACCUMULATORS.
£
Ediswan, 60 -volt
100 -volt

.. 2 10

.. 4

Exide, New Pattern,

115

0

Fuller's, Block, 30 -volt 1 10

.. 2 19

0
6

7

6

5
10

6

14

6

24 -volt

L onglyffe, 60 -volt

4 17 6

10500

VERNIER DIALS.
Pico Vernier Dials 4 -in.

E-Z-Toon
3 -in.
Accuratune
4 -in.
National Velvet, Vernier Dials, 4 -in.

..

WIRELESS, LTD.,
St. Paul's Square, Birmingham

,ONE WA
TERMINAL
CONNECT°

6
5

..

d.

Valve Holders, Baseboard Type
2

9

0
0

LOUD -SPEAKERS, DIA-

PHRAGM TYPE.

VALVE HOLDERS.

Western Electric Kone 6 6 0
17 6
.. 6 0 0
Sterling Primax
Sterling Mellovox
..
Edison Bell, New Pat-

2
.. 2

8

0

Benjamin

Antiphonic

23
1

6

1
1

6

WILL DAY, LTD.

Selling Agents:
COOKE AND WHITFIELD

6

s.

New Pattern Mulford
Wire -Wound
Anode
Other sizes to order.
Resistances ..
5 6
A.B.C. Wave Trap ForSuccess L.F. Chokes
.. 10 0
mers. Cutaway Type
Super
L.F.
Chokes
18
0
x3
..
..
30
All above made in Guaranteed Lissen L.F. Chokes
.. 10 0
Grade ' A Ebonite.
5 x 34. ins.

Ellis Anti -Capacity Valve
tern ..
2 0
Holders,
Baseboard
COILS.
CABINET TYPE.
Type, with one red leg
H.T.C.
Anti
Capacity
Igranic.
BROWN CABINET
Under Panel Type ..
Atlas.
. . 6
6 0
MODEL
H.T.C.
Anti
Capacity
Lissen.
TRUMPET TYPE.
Over Panel Type
Tandco Plug -In.
ALL
STANDARD
MAKES
Aermonic
Back
of Panel
Tandco Basket Coils.
IN STOCK.
Tyce
Reflex Unmounted.
Send 6d. for the World's Finest Radio Catalogue. (Callers Free.)

CONNECT°

13113MINGlikM,

3

LOW -LOSS FORMERS.
ANODE RESISTANCES
£ s. d.
AND CHOKES.

0 Dayzite Low Loss Formers, Threaded Type
4
7 x 3( ins.
..

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQ., LONDON, W.C.2
TELEPHONE:
Regent 4577.

TELEGRAMS

"Titles, Westrand, London."
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TAKE your choice of any part of the world.
With an Ormond Condenser station after
station can be tuned in quickly and sharply,

I/kik/6/11J 1L111111\111 \\&\.&

no matter how closely the wave lengths approximate.

Paris, Madrid, Rome, Breslau-any part of Europe,
any part of America. With an Ormond Condenser
nothing is simpler. But it must be an ORMOND
-the result of 25 years' British Manufacturing

111111841801186411111Pirilli.

experience.

Ormond Low -Loss
Condensers
SQUARE LAW (Patent applied for.)

Supplied in the following sizes : ,
Site.

Price
with Vernier.

---

r""."

M

*1 -'*"..i....6

.'--:-............;

r -mm..-=--,...===.

-.."".".7.

ilr"W

Price

without Vernier

6/6
7/6

.00025
.0003
Complete with knob and dial.

0/9/-

ram
ingiamemsnetomarm.

r^IM

We specialise
specialise in turning Brass and Steel Screws and
Machined Parts and Accessories of all descriptions.

Ask your dealer to show you these Ormond
Condensers-the best dealers stock all
Ormond products.

w',..mantiammememx~Mew

NoWNI!!!!!il!!!,111111%11t!PIIIIIii111,1,111;
1111111511111

tollpmlllllrl

'.J.1111!I
;!1101

7r-

Innungll;

199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1.
'Phone : Clerkenwell 9344, 5, and 6.
'Grams : " Ormondengi, Kincross."

Factory :-Whiskin Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1.

25 YEARS' BRITISH MANUFACTURING EXPERIENCE
1111111MIVIMIL

See the
Inspection
Label
XW
U

aa
ec

MIS

on every
Condenser

11.
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MORE RADIOGRAMS
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agreed to take part in a week's display in
private premises in the city.

also of a large number of foreign stations
which are well received in this country,
BOTH in Berlin and Vienna experiments
The working of the new amplifiers in the British listeners may anticipate good reare being carried out with a view to House of Lords will be watched with ception of the concerts from the Dublin
testing the advantages of wireless com- interest. Three microphones have been put station. It is expected that tests will begin
munication between motor fire -hydrants and in, one on each side of the table for the shortly and that the service will be inbrigade headquarters. The aerial of the use of front -bench- peers, and one for the augurated during December.
Berlin fire brigade is being installed on a Lord Chancellor. Headphones are proThe Carnarvon Town Council has
high building in the centre of the city. vided for back-bench peers, who have comdecided to support an appeal to be made
The supporting masts are 313 ft. high.
plained of the acoustics of the chamber. to the British Broadcasting Co. for the
The Radio Club Senegalais, founded at The Press Gallery will also be able to establishment of a station in North Wales,
St. Louis (Senegal) in December, 1924, has listen in with the aid of phones.
with the addition that its location should
obtained permission from the French
Lord Queenborough, president of the be Carnarvon.
Colonial Ministry to erect a small broad - Miller General Hospital, Greenwich,

fasting station for the purpose of dissemin- recently, acknowledged the gift of a wireating news bulletins and weather reports in less installation for the use of the inmates.
"A Model Goods Depot for a Railway ''
the Colony. .
The apparatus is an eight -valve set, is the subject of an illustrated article
At an early date the Glasgow station capable of serving 290 pairs of headphones appearing in the current issue of "The
Amateur Mechanic and Work" (3d.), and
hopes to broadcast a story in which the and 3o loud -speakers.
will be of interest to model -railway enauthor himself will be the reader at the
The first broadcasting station in the
microphone. The suggestion is that a Irish Free State has been erected by Mar- thusiasts, as it helps in giving the system
story of ten or twelve chapters, by a well- coni's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd., in the a realistic appearance. Other articles in
known writer, should be broadcast at the McKee Barracks, in the outskirts of the same - number are :. "Some Simple
Wooden Stools," "Keeping Tools in Good
rate of a chapter or two each night.
Dublin. The studio will be in Denmark Order," "Two Old-time Candlesticks,"
A novel wireless competition is being Street, off Henry Street. The transmitter, " The A.M.' Reflecting Telescope : Mak.
run in Scotland, in which the first prize is which will operate on a wavelength of 390 ing the Mirror," "The Water -seal:
a free scholarship at .a wireless college. metres and will use the call -sign 2 R N, Hygienic Hints," "Pre-ignition in MotorThe competition, which is for the purpose is a Marconi 6 -kilowatt type -Q set. As this cycle Engines," "Making a Honeycomb of encouraging study of the technical side is the same type as the majority of the coil Winder," "A Combined Plug, for
of wireless, consists of twenty simple British main broadcasting stations, and
Current Supply," "A Coat and Trousers
questions.
Hanger," "Home Boot -repairing : Sewing
By the destruction by fire of the Kelvin
the Sole," "Removing Dents from MotorAsk " A.W. for a List o
Hall, the West of Scotland was deprived
car Radiators," "Practical Photography :
of a wireless exhibition this autumn.
Technical . ooks
The After -treatment of Holiday NegaMany of the manufacturers, however,
tives," etc.

"Now a word on handling
RADIO CONDIT,"
says CLIXIE
" If you'll always remember what RADIO

CONDIT is and act accordingly, you'll never
go wrong in handling it," says CLIXIE.

" CONDIT is made of copper tape curled
up into the form of split tubing, equal in
diameter to 16 -gauge wire. The two reasons
why you shouldn't twist it about like

"CLIXIE"

represented by one of the foremost minds

of the day."-Daily Graphic. A clear explanation-a startling prophecy.

Talks About
Wireless

ordinary wire are obvious. First, because
it amounts to wire with the middle left out;
second, because it's split.

By SIR OLIVER LODGE

" So bend CONDIT carefully with your
fingers. Avoid acute angles. With normal

' Should appeal to all wireless enthusiasts. --Glasgow Evening Times.

care you can persuade' it into practically
any shape without opening the split. If the
tubing does open at the split, no real
damage is done; the effect of the split is
to eliminate lateral surgings. That effect is

unimpaired,
" When you have to use pliers, for terminal -

loops and the like, make them round -nosed
pliers, please! "

Not by any means a technical book.
Sir Oliver Lodge has written interestingly and popularly for the great
army of wireless amateurs and experiIn it

menters.' "-Glasgow Herald.
He infuses a special interest and charm
into a subject already intrinsically

to bend

RADIO CONDIT

CONDIT.

THE H.F. CONDUCTOR

interesting. --Radio Supplement.
` Those readers who chiefly want a

No pliers,

Per packet of six 2 -ft. lengths
Per coil of 12 ft. ...

these chapters very helpful.''-W edgy

Fingers

pleose !
L

" A book simply written and popularly

(P. Patd.)

.,.

Obtainable front all Wireless Dealers or direct
front the Patentees:

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.I

picture of the way things work will find
Westminster.

Illustrated 5/ -

pPf

London, E.C.4

Ca sselr s
Am&

DOI N G5
Barnsley and District Wireless Association

s

Sec. -Mu.
Barnsley.
11011.

W.

PE -icon:,

28,

Park

Grove,

THE association held- their second annual dinner on
October 20, when a wireless menu was one of the
features.

Post orders post free U.K. except where ALL POSTAL communications to:
stated. Extra postage for abroad. All orders 7, GRAPE ST., SHAFTESBURY AVENUE,
in strict rotation. Cash must be registered. W.C.2. Back of New Princes Theatre.
LOUD SPEAKERS GRAN -COILS. ManufacBOWYER
LOWE .
RAYMOND

were elected for the coming year and a very hearty
vote of thanks passed to the retiring officers and
committee. Any who are interested in Adreless are
cordially 'invited to attend a meeting as visitors.

Berlin is broadcasting a talk on
" Travelling in Winter." It leaves -us
cold.

Transformers,
Anti. Pong V.11, 3/-.
Var. Condensers, with V.,
.0003, 19/- ; .0005, 20/-.

Sterling

Low Loss Coil Former,

5/-, BURNDEPT.-

27/6 ; A.R. 111, 50/-

A.B. 114, 65/-; A, R. 19,

Dual,

Detector, 4/, L.F.
24/, Potentiometer, 7/6.

Anti -Phonic, 5/.. Coils
Rom 3/, CRYSTALS. Neutron, 1/6. Listron,
1/9.
Thalium,
1/3.
Shaves Genuine Ilertzhe
(Sealed), 1/-.

Variable

The Original One -Hole Fixing Detector
Stop Fiddling with Cats'Whiskers.
Every

Minor, 3/6; Major, 7/6.

.0001, 21/-. Vernier, 2/6.
Neutrodyne, 3/6. DUBILIER.-.0001 to .0005,

each 2/6; .001 to .006,

3/- each. Grid Leaks,
2/8 each. Type 610,
fixed, 3/-, 8/6, 4/-, 4/6.

Anode, 70, 80, 100,000,

seeing

the name
`Liberty.'

SON-BELL

' Liberty '
tested on
actual

50% lower price
DETECTOR

QUALITY

RADIO). Coils mounted
25, 1/ 8.35, 1/ 8.50, 2/75, 2/3 ; 100, 2/9; 150,
2/- ; 175, 3/6 ; 200, 3/9 ;
250, 5/3 ; 300, 6/-. Valve
Holders, legless, 1/3.

way, 5/, Cans operated 2. ay, 9/-; 3 -way, 12/6.
GAMBRELL.-L.F., 1st
or 2nd Stage, 27/6 each.
2 -way Anti Cap Switch,
; 4 -way, 9/6. Neutro-

hunting for that "special spot" lost

The
the slightest !Ablation.
vibration, sensitive all over, and that
loud spot cannot be lost.

by

" Liberty " is entirely unaffected by

Condenser, 5/6.
Coils all sizes. H.T.C.

dyne

all
deaf:11.°s%

VALVE

Price 3 6

HOLDERS . -

" A," or " It," 1/9; C,

H.T. BATTERIES.
-B.B.C., 36v., 6/3 ; 60v.,
Large
Extra
1/0.

COMPLETE

9/6;

B.B.C., 10/6 ; Ever -ready
66v., 12/6 ; 108v., 20/- ;

DID YOU TRY OUR

DULL EMITTERS
Your L.T. will last twelve and half times longer.
2v.-'06 anti). Best Value Obtainable, 9/6 post free.
Power Valves, 4-6 v.-'3 amp. 8/6
Bright, Detect, or Ampl. 4v,-'5

EXPRESS RADIO SERVICES
Phone: Chancery 7010

W.C1.

-'PHONES REMACNETIZED FREE ALL MAKES REWOUND. 4,000 ohms, 5/..

'Phones Rewound are Ilemagnetized Free, Itemagnetizing
only, 2., Loud Speakers from 3/6. Transformers from
5/.. Post extra.
The H 19..P CO.. 48, St. Mary's Road, LEPTON, E.10.

'PHONES STRENGTHENED!!
NEW SECRET METHOD

-

of magnetising and adjusting improves new or o,d 'phones
20 per cent, to 200 per cent. 2'- pair. Guaranteed results.
New method of layer -wound rewinding renews useless 'phones

and makes them better than new. 5 /- pair. Every class of
repair to 'phones, loud speakers and SETS. All work
guaranteed. Ready same day. Post, 6d. pair. Prospectus
P. gratis.
68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.
Phone : Central 1950

JOHN W. MILLER,

Perfect reception at last !
Cut out that annoying A.C. hum and
interference from lighting mains, trams.
etc. by using the "Trotman smoother."
Improves selectivity and enables you to
listen in comfort to distant stations you
now receive poorly,

Price £2.5 -0

NeutroCondenser, 4/8;

dyne
Coils 25, 35, 4/10 each,.
50, 5/- 60, 75, 5/6 each ;
100, 8/9 ; 150, 7/- ; 200,

8/5; Lissen X 50, IV- ;
60, 6/4 ; 75, 8/5 ; 250, 9/9.
Tuner, 22/8. Mark III.

Particul
reque stars to on

A. E. R. Trotman, 11, Highbury Hill, N.5

Supersonic A7,

.002 to

Sub -Panel, 1/3. 4 -Valve
Sockets, 1/-. Coil Stands
Panel -2 -way, 3/- ; S-

London,

tat, 4/- each.

10/-. Fixed Condenser,
.001, .0001 to .0005, each

GOSWELL

The " Liberty " Detector gives more
ensitive reception Permanently than
a cat's whisker gives Temporarily. No

Featherstone Buildings,

Universal, 10/6. Potosi
tiometer or Wire Rheos-

Variometer for B.ILC. or

2 for 2/-. Loud Speaker,
42/-. Doicevox, 42/-.

detector Prnanals.

Bennett Street, London, W.1

4/- each, 2.
versing,
way series Par., 2/9 each.

each.
12/6.

2/-: .0003, with grid
leak, 2/6. Shaped Plug,

Mi6

Radi-arc Electrical Co., Ltd.,

PARTS. -

1/3; .002 to .006, each,

and fully
Amateur Wireless :
guaranPopular Wireless :
teed.
Wireless Weekly:
FIXING. -- One -hae
clips or by tiro pieces
50','o
51)?., more efficiency
copper wire to existing
.

"THE

DOR-

5 XX, 16/6; Old Model,

broadcasting

Technical Reports.

prices. LISSEN PARTS.

Var., 17/6. MARCONIWOOD,-.091 to .000, PHONE.-Potentiometer
3/- each ; .001, 3/6 ; .0003 11/-. Ideal L.F. Trans(with grid leak clip), formers, 6-1, 4-1, 2-7.1,
Automatic
2/6' EUREKA, - Con- 35/- each.
8/, Mc cert Grand, 25/, 2nd Detector,
Stage,
21/,
Baby MICHAEL
PARTS. Grand, 15/-; Gravity Rheostat, 5/6 ; D.E., 6/6;
Detector, 6/6. ENERGO Dual, 7/8 ; Triple, 22/6 ;
11.F.-B.B.C.,
3/11
Potentiometer,
7/6 ;
Daventry 4/6.
EDI- H.F. Transformers, 10/ -

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR

tions.

all new models makers

20/- ;

bridge Variometer, 300/

Insist on

C.A.V., 27/6, 30/, And

Silverex,

.0003,

12/6.

all
27/8 ;

105/-. Browns,
models, Ultm,

-Anode or Variable Grid
Leak.2/6 ea; L.F. or ILE.
Choke, 10/-. Switches,
D.P.D.T., 5 point Re-

2/6. COLLINSONS.-Se,
lector Low Loss Geared

1,800,

10,

5/,

Rheostats,

each, 5/6 on stand. Mans -

-W4-n""-4112mil

" Baby," 50/-,
55/-; Dinkie, 30/-; Prat max, 155/- ; Amplion,
Dragon Fly, 25/- ; Junior

H.1?.

7/6.

Newcasilleon-Tyne Radio Society
Hon. Sec. -MR. N. HENDRY, Ilertford House, Sanderson Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
THE annual general meeting was held at 5, Charlotte Square, on November g, when new officers

Refuse
inferior
imita-

-

K. RAYMOND

CBruuimin6

!I

Ornattur Wks
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60v., best made, 8/11 ;
dozes).
4.5, 5/6, 6/-

Fixed, and clips,
.1001 to .001, 1/9 each :
.01, 2/3

each,

Grid Leaks, 2/-- Anode,
70, 80, 100,000 ohms,
2/6. L.F.T., 21/-. MAGNUM (BURNE JONES).
Transformers, 7/ -

each.

Coil Holders, 2 -

way, 9/6 ; 3 -way, 12/6.
Valve Holders, 2/8. Vi'
T.A.T. Tapp.
bro.
Coil, 8/6. Neut, Cond.,
4/6. All parts stocked.
POLAR (RADIO COMM.

Illustrated Folder.

100, 2/3; No. 150, 2/6 ;
No. 200, 2/11; No, 250,
8/3; No. 300, 8/6; No.
400, 3/9. Don't forget
these are mounted and
we_will gives you price
for complete set. WATMEL. - variable Grid
Leak. 2/6. Anode, 8/6.
Green Knob, 3/6. Fixed
Condensers, 2/6, 3/6 (at

sizes). W OODHALL
TransPARTS.-L.F.
former.
23/6 Vernier
Rheostat 7 ohms, 2/6 ;
30,

3/6;

10/6.

2 -way,

" WONDER " AERIAL.

Indoor,

Bronze,

phor

Outdoor, Frame Aerial,

100feet, 3/3. SUNDRIES.

STANDS. -2 way Standard, 2/9. Cato.

-COIL

4/8; Geared, 5/6,
3 -way Standard,
8/-.
5/-; Cam, 6/8; Geared,
V.,

7/11. COIL PLUGS(Ebori-

ite).-Fitted Fibre, 1/6

pair. Shaped, Brass sides
1/8 pair. Standard, 1/ -

Panel Mtg., 1/6
pair.
pair. ACCUMULATORS.
-2 v. 40 amps., 9/6,
4 v, 40 amps.,
10/8;
15/11, 17/8 ; 4 v. 60

amps, 22/8, 23/11 ; 4 v.
80 amps., 25/, 26/- ; 6 v.
60 amps., Mkt, 33/- ; 6 v.
St amps., 37/6, 38/6 ; 6 v.
100 amps., 45/-. Radio cell, Rotas, etc., etc.
ATHOL VALVE HOLDERS. -1/3 Aermonic,
1/8. A.B.C. Wavetmp
TERMINper

formes', 3/8.

ALS. -Complete,

dozen. -Ormond, W.O.

and Pillar, generous size,

V., 2 -tray, 6/- ; 3 -way,

Nickel, Sd. dozen extra.
'Phone, 1/1. Screw Pins
or Spades, 1/-. Do.,Red
or Black, 1/6, Nickelled
Tags, 13d, Brass Tags (3
dozen), W. Flush Panel
Sockets, 1/. dozen.

Condensees, Micro, 5/6
Neut., 5/8. Variable,
.001, .0005, .0003, 10/6
each. Coil Stands, Cam.
9/6. LOTUS (GEARED).

7/-;

3 -way,

RJ. (RADIO INSTRUMENTS).-L.F. in
sealed box, 25/, Anode
Choke, 10/-. Permanent
Detectors, 6/, 7/0. New
10/0.

Var, Air Condensers and
V. .0003, 22/6 ; .0005,
24/, REFLEX RADIO
under
(Made
COILS

Burndept License). -35,
£td.. 50, 9d,; 75, 1/-;
100, 1/2; 150, 1/3 ; 200,
2/9 ; 250, 3/8. Post 26.

8/-.

Lever, 51-, 7/6, 10/ -

Nickel, 61. extra.

2/-; Standard do., 1/3.

COLUMN
POST ORDERS
FROM OTHER

VARIABLE

COLUMNS.

CONDENSERS
SQUARE LAW
LOW LOSS.

VARI - CONDENSERS. -

Square Law or standard.
Special Offer, .0005, with
Knob, 3/11 ; .0003, ditto,
3/8, aluminium ends.
Daventry 5XX coils, 1/-,

One hole Fixing.
Ebonite Ends.
With Vernier
...
8 /6
.001
...
.0005
7 /6

..
..

.0003

Crystal Sets,
7/6, 8/11. New Brownie,
10/3 BUS BAR, per 12
ft., 1/I6th sq., 6d. ; 16
1/3, 1/3.

sq., 5d,; 18 round, 3d.
Shaw's Genuine Sealed
Hertzite, 8d. Neutron,

7/.

Without Vernier.
.001
.0005
.0003

Listron, TBalium, Katha.
vox, etc. H.T. BATTERIES. --69 volt. " Crown,"

7/6
5/9

Sal Long Life, 60 v.,

5 /3

B.B.C., 8/11 ; 36 v., 5/8 ;
9 v. (grid bias), 2/-, 1/10,

Knob & Dial FREE.
Post 3d.

-Multi 49 Strand, Phos-

00.)-R.C.R. Unit, 15/-.

HEADPHONES, BRIT- each. STERLING PARTS
ISH 4,000
OHMS.- -.00025 Square Law and
B.T.11.,Browns, Braedes, V., 23/6 .0005, 25/6.
20/- pair; Sterling, Eng- Non Pont Valve Holder,
Ericcson,
22/6
pair. 4/3.
ish
MANS T.C.C.
Bowerman's
Super BRIDGE). -7. Hid. 4.3
Phones, 12/6 pair. 1 Mfd., 3/19 ; 25, 3/-.
HEADPHONES. GENU- SUCCESS (BEARD &
INE 4,000 ohms, -Dr. FITCH)--L.F., all black
Nesper
Adjustable, Super, 21/-.
Claoke,
12/11; Telefunken Ad- 10/6. Var, Condensers.
justable, 18/6; N and K No Loss. List Prices.
Stamped ou back, 14/11 ; SHIPTON. - Rheostats,
Brunet, new model, 7, 30, 60 ohms, 3/- each,
Potentiometer,600 ohms,
14/11. 1GRANIC. L.F., Is., Stage, 21/-; 4/5. TRANSFORMERS
2nd Stage, 19/6. Coils, (L.F.),-Ferranti, 17/6;
Ultrinic, 9/-. Unitune, Pye, 22/8 Silvertown,
Major, 9/-; Minor, 7/5. 21/-; Ormond, 14/-;
Honeycomb, 25,
35,
Royal, 80/-; Lissen T5,
4/3 ; 50, 4/6 ; 73, 4/10 ; 30/-; T2, 25 ; T3, 16/6.
100, 6/3; 150, 7/-; 200, Fow(IMP, 14/6 ; Forme
8/-; 250, 8/6 ; 300, 9/- ; Shrouded, 10/6 ; Ormond
400, 10/-; 500, 10/3; Latest Shrouded Model,
600, 11/750, 12/6
18/6 ; Croix, 0/8 ; Watts
Brunet
1,250, 15/6; 1,500, 17/8. Supra, 12/6.
Rheostats, 3/6,
5/6. Shrouded, 5-1,3-1, 13/6
Vatmmeters, 10/-, 12/6. each.. UTILITY W7Llt teetiometer,5/6. H.R. KIES & WRIGHT).8,6. Variable Grd Leak Variable
Condensers,
New Squara Law .0003, 8 9 .0005, 10/6
Varia. Condensers, .001, (Vernier
extra).
2/8
27/6 .0005,124/. ; .0003, Switches, Knob. 2 -way,
4/. ; 4 -way, 6/- ; 6 -way
21.

Send Post Card for

tured under patent Dickinson Electric No.206233
etc. Very line mounted
plug-in air -spaced coils.
Highly finished and admirable instrument. No,
25, 1/6; No. 35, 1/8; No.
50,1/8; No.75, 1/1.1 ; No

CALLERS

1/-. Ever ready DN.,
Stocked, 1.5 dry cells,

ORMOND

1/8, 1/10, 2/-, 2/8. ACCUMULATORS. -2 v. 40
amps., 8/8, 9/6 ; 4 v. 40

"LOW LOSS"

AMERICAN TYPE
Knob and Dial.
Skeleton Ends.

amps., 13/11, 15/11 ; 4 v.

60 amps., 17/11, 18/6;
4

...

.00025

(With Vernier, 1/6
each extra)

'Phone, W.O., ld., lid.

each. Nickel, 2d. each,
1/8 dozen. Valve or Stop -

J. B. (JACKSON BROS.)

- Square Law - 001,
9/6; '0005, 8/-; -0003,

Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id .
Spade or Pin Screws, 2
for 19d. Tags, 6 a N.

6/8 ;'0002, 8,8. Standard

-.001, 5/6 ; '0001 7/-;
.0003, 5/9;

'0002, 5/-,
Square Law with Vernier.

-'001,13/8 ; '000.5,12/6;
'0003, 11/6.
GEARED
MODELS STOCKED.

I will accept in part

payment for new

goods (or purchase .1

ber Lead-in 10 yds., 1/8.

Extra heavy, 4/-

doz.

Insulating Hooks, 1/8
doz. Empire Tape, 9 -in.,
12

yds., 1/-.

CORDS.

PHONE
ft.

etc. - 6

Plug and Socket, 4(1.
Valve Holders, 994., 104.,
All makes
V-, 1/3.
stocked. Ins. Hooks, 2

lid,
desired) any ar- for
'Phone

so

dozen.

9d.

Flush Panel Sockets, Id.,
10d. dozen. Switch Ann
lacquered, 1 inch radius,
10 studs, 2 stops, 1/4 the

Aerial Egg insulators, 2 for 194. Copper
Foil, 3d. foot. Shorting

ticles you have no use
for,

POST CUSTOMERS

Please write first.

Silence polite negative

Staples, 6 a 14.

Cords,

feet,

13

1/3,1/8. Loud Speaker
Cords, 1/11, 2/9. Twin
Flex, red and black, 12
yards, 1/6. Min. Twin
Silk,

yards,

6

66.

SPECIAL. -W a n (I e r

Aerial, 100 feet, 1/8, also

first quality, 3/, Battery
.

VALVES

1 Burnt -out VALVE
bought by me for each

WIRE (100 f e e t). - New British Valve you
If navy, 7.22, 2/13. Ribbon purchase here. Prices
FLEX given from 1/- to 4/ (Tape), 2/6.
(Twin), etc. (any length according to Valve
cut). -Red and Black,
you take.
12 yds., 2/-. Miniature
Silk, 12 yds., 1/6. Rub-

Nickelled,

lot.

SECOND -RAND
GOODS

Callers can bring goods if
mond, 1/6. Extra quality 'so
but am under
with Dial, 2/8. Peerless, nodesired,
obligation to buy,
6 or 30 ohms, 2/6 each.
Ormond, 2/- Ormond
New Model; 2/6. AERIAL

6

amps., 33/-, 85/6 ; 6 v.
100 amps., 39/8. Best
Flails Batteries, 4d. and
4)4, each. Bram Termi
nals, complete Pillar.

6/6

RHEOSTATS. - Ray-

6 or 30 ohms wound on
china former, 2/- each.

80

26/11

8 /.

.0005

amps., 23/8 ;
v. 60 amps.,
27/6 ; 6 v. SO

v.

25/-;

Clips, 5 for Id.

Coil
wood handle,

Former,

1/8.
1/2.

Sets of Drills, 1/-,
Cuttinti Pliers, 1/-

Panel Switch, DPDT,
1/-; SPDT, 109d Leadin Tubes, 8d., 9d., 10d..
good quality. Simplex
ditto, 1/3. Special Cop-

per Earth Tubes,
Climax.

Red

5/..

4/3.
or

VALVES taken in part
exchange.

Black Spades, lid. each.
Nickel. Id, Strawboard
Varionaeter and Knob.
1/6. Ebonite Ball Rotor

Customers purchasing
worth of our OWN goods

" Baby"

ALSO, USABLE

at full prices presented

with

Knob,

3/11.

Coil Stands
Standard, 2w, 1/11 Be,
4/6. Cam Vernier, 2w

Rubber Insulated, 1/11 ;
ft. do, 2/8, Loud

with a 5,1( class pair of
HEADPHONES, 4,064

fully made and finished.

DR. NESPER OR
GENUINE N & K

3/3, 4/6, 4/11 3w, 5/,
5/6, 6/-, 6/11, all good
value for money. Rheo
stets, 1/3, 1/6,.1/9, with
Special 30
dial, 1/11.

Or, alternatively, if you

ohm, 1/3.

OWN goods you can purchase a good pair of
rEIONES for 4/- extra,
OUR SELECTION. Or
have your
r ANEL DRILLED FREE
Thii offer is limited In
one otter per order,

Loud

7

Speaker, dolls ft. 2/6 ;
Beanti
20 ft., 8/0.
COIL WINDERS (Honey-

comb). - Westminster,
4/-. " Kay Ray," well
made, 46 spokes, handle,

cannot be equalled, 2/-.
EBONITE (line quality).

-Cut to

size,

94. per

square inch, 3/10, Id. for
in. Post extra. VARIO-

METERS.--S tandard

Ebonite Former
Ball Rotor, 4/8. Inside

2/11.

wound (similar to Edison

Bell, etc.), 6/11. Complete with Knob and
Dial, PANEL SWITCHES

DPDT
1/3. VALVES, Marconi,
Osram. Bullard, EdiComer Bright,
swan,
8/- ; D.E.R., 14/- ; .06,
Nickel SPDT,

16/6; Power, 18/6. 22/6

27&28a, LISLE STREET,

ohms.

buy 25/- worth of our

Wales Micro

Dr. Nesper

14/8.

Speaker

" Excallite " (about size
of Pinkie, handsome up.,eoeunee),
L.F.
Transformers, 7/3 up.
Enclosed Detectors, 896.

1/-,

1/3,

1/6.

Mize°

Dials, 84,,
meter, 1/9
1/-. Knobs, 2d. and 11.

Prices and ether .object Voltmeters, 4/11, BROW
lo being cancelled with- ITE.-Stork sizes, 3/16th
out notice.
BRETWOOD
(hid -leak and Condenser,

55,000 ohms to 15 megohms., guaranteed. Prim

s/6. Variabm grid -leak 3/ Anode ResiLtanca 3/ -

Wales Microstat 2/9

AND AT

LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2 7,GRAPE STREET

RICHT OPPOSITE DALY'S CALLERY ENTRANCE,

state, 2/0.

Shaftesbury Avenue,
W.C.2

6X'3-7X5,each

1/2.

8X 6-0X 6, each 1/10.
10X 8-12X 6, 3/-. 12X
12, 5/6. 14X 10, 5/8. in.

also sto-ked. DCC Wire
lb reels 20g 9d., 2.2g

10d., 24g 11d., 26g 1/28g 1/1, 162 1/2 hat.

pound
H.F. Trans
formers, KE.C. 2;11.
5X E 3/6. Fibre Step
36X 1 ltd. Celluiold, 3d,

0 C,2. Emm, Tape, 6d.
doz. yards. Ad. Tape,
3(1., 5&

cute, 6 a

Id.

adluatable
Telefunken
Fine
Phones 14/11.

in 'Phones, 8/11.
9 a.m. to 8 p.m. WEEKDAYS BACK OF PRINCES THEATRE. value
Genuine N and K 12/11.
)ante'
Ericsson
9
a.m.
to
9
p.m.
SATURDAYS
OPEN 11 aim, to 1 p.m. SUNDAYS
OPEN 9 to 7.30. nenta. 11/8 'RV
pair
All Day Saturdays.
for
2 Shops Lisle St. One always open.
and Above Column
only,
No
SEE MY NAME -RAYMOND. Thursday after noon. Callers
POST from same.

(Intakitt" WireteS3
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6FTOADC1 ST

TELEPHONY

2L0 from 4 p.ra. onwards, own con. on Thurs.
Dance music daily (exc. Sun.) till midnight ; on
Fridays until z amt.
IRISH FREE STATE.
Dublin (zRN), 390 m. Testing.

CONTINENT
littliti112111911111

Nont.-In the following list

of transmissions

abbreviations are observed: con. for
Concert; lee. for lecture; orch. for orchestral
concert; irr. for irregular; m. for metres; and
sig. for signal.

these

GREAT BRITAIN
.The times given are according to Greenwich
Mean Time.

service

Graz, 404 m. (1 kw.). Relay from Vienna.
Also own con. (Tues., Wed., Fri.), 19.10.
BELGIUM.

17.00, orch.

09.00, sacred

(Sun.); moo, weather report; t8.00,

time sig., weather, news, opera (Tues., Thurs.,
Sat.).
Eiffel

The times are according to the Continental
system; for example, 16.30 is 4.3o p.m., and
08.00 is 8 a.m. G.M.T.
AUSTRIA.
Vienna (Radio Wien), 530 m. (1.4 kw.).
to.00, con. (almost daily); 14.30, con. ; 18.25,
news, weather, time sig., con., lec., news;
19.00, con. ; 21.00, dance (Wed., Sat.).

Brussels, 265 m. (1% kw.).

FINLAND.
Helsingfors, 370 m. (i kw.).

FRANCE.
Tower, 2,650 in.

(5

kw.).

06.40,

weather (exc. Sun.); 11.55, markets (exc. Sun.
and Mon.) ; 12.14, time sig., weather ; 14.45,
15.30, 16.30, Stock Ex. (exc. Sun. and Mon.);
18.00, talk, con. ; 18.55, news; 19.00 and 23.10,
weather ; 19.30, C011. (2,200 M.); 20.30, con

(on 2,200 m.), irr.
Radi-Paris (CFR), 1,750 m. (about 3 kw.).
Sundays : 12.45, con., news; 16.30, Stock Ex.,
con. ; 20.15, news, Esperanto, con. or dance.

Weekdays ; 12.30, con., markets, weather,
news; 16.30, markets, con. (Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Sat.) ; 20.15, news, con, or dance.

Le Malin gala con. every Sat., 20.30.

Limdon (2L0), 364 m. 1-2 p.m., con. (Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.); 3.15-3.45, transmission to
schools; 3.3o -5.3o, con. (Sun.) ; 4-5 p.m., con.;
5.15-5.55, children; 6 p.m., light music ;

(Tues., Thurs., Sat. only), news; 20.00, lec.,
con., news (opera, Mon. and Wed.).
Haeren (B.AV), 1,too m. (150 w.). 13.00,

p.m., music ; 9.0, news (Sun). ; 10.0-10.30
time sig., news, talk ; 10.30-1 p.m., special

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA.
Strasnice (AD), 546 m. (1 kw.). 10.00, con.;
16.00, con ; 18.15, lec., con.
kw.). 09.00, con.,
Brunn (OKB), 730 m.
news (Sun.) ; 18.00, lec., eon. or dance (daily).
Kbely, 1,15o m. 17.45, daily, German trans-

" Le Petit Parisien," 345 m. (500 w.).
21.15, con. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun.).

mission.

(daily).

7-8 p.m., time sig.,-news, music, talk; 8.o -to
feature (Mon., Wed., Thurs., Fri.). Tues. and

Thurs.

the

Savoy

Bands are relayed

until

11.30 p.m., and on Sat. until midnight.
Aberdeen (2BD), 495 m. Belfast (2BE), 440
m. Birmingham (51T), 479 m. Bournemouth
(6BM), 386 m. Cardiff (5WA), 353 m. Glasgow (58C), 422 M. Manchester (22Y), 378 m.
Newcastle (5N0), 404 m. Much the same as
London times.
Bradford (2LS), 310 m. Dundee (2DE), 331
m. Edinburgh (2EH), 328 m. Hull (6KH), 335
m. Leeds (2LS), 346 m. Liverpool (6LV), 315
m.
Nottingham (5NG), 326 m. Plymouth

(513Y), 338 ra. Sheffield (6FL), 301 m. Stoke.
on.Trent (6ST), 306 m. Swansea (5SX), 482 01.
Daventry (25 kw.), high -power station, 1,60o m.
Special weather report 10.3o a.m. daily ; 11.00

a.m., light music (exc. Sat. and Sun.); relays

weather.

'

DENMARK.

(daily).

Radio.Toulouse, 441 m. (2 kw.). 12.30, con.,
time sig. (daily); 17.30, news.(exc. Sun.); 20.45,
con. ; 21.25, dance (daily).
Radio,Lyon, 2So 01. (2 kw.). 20.15, con.

Radio Agen, 318 M. (250 w.). 12.40, weather,
Stock Ex. ; 20.00, weather, Stock Ex. ; 20.30,
Sundays : 14.30, lec.
16.30, children ; 19.0o, con. (Fri.).
play ; 20.15, news, con. ; 20.5, news, Esperanto *Lyon.la.Doua, 480 m.
(Mon.), silent night. Weekdays (Tues., Fri.,
*Marseilles, 350 in.
Sat.): to.00, lec., con., news, con. ; 20.30,
*Toulouse (PTT) 310 m.
dance (Sat.).
* Grenoble, 875 m.
Ryvang, 1,16o m. (I kw.). Sundays : oS.00,
* Relays of PTT Paris.
sacred service ; 16.30-20.30, same as CopenGERMANY.
hagen ; 19.00 (Wed., Thurs.), lec., con., news,

Copenhagen (Radioraadet), 340 m.

(2

kw.).

;

Berlin, on both 5o5 and 576 m.

orch.

Perhaps You

Didn't Know

Transformer, though constructed
on advanced principles, is sold
at the extremely low price of

I 2 , 6.
Gives ample volume with exquisite
tonal purity, and is completely
shrouded in a nickel plated case.
One -hole fixing, Extra Bracket
for Base Board Mounting.

-that Gamages Radio Stocks are the most
comprehensive in London (Sterling, Gecophone, Marconi, Burndept, Lissen,
Bowyer -Lowe, McMichael, Igranic, etc.,
etc., and a very fine Gamage range).

W/61 Ratio 1.5
Price
W/62 Ratio 1.3
W/63 Ratio 1.2
Post paid if your dealer cannot

MANDAW
9-15, Whitecross Street,
London, E.C.1.

-that you may obtain here Sets and

Apparatus to the value of £5 and over
In our first floorSalon
you

9

may

test

RADIO ACCESSORIES
PERFECT

= ENSURE 1RECEPTION

and

inspect any of the
Apparatus stocked
without obligation to

%purchase.

HERPLUSfr

kw.).

(Continued in second column of page 842,

for quality always,' but
remember it can be bought
economically.
The Etherplus +
" Concerto ',
Low
Frequency

supply.

(4

o8.00, sacred con. (Sun.); ao.00, con. and tests;

ESTHONIA.
Reval, 35o in. (5o0 iv.). Testing

Go

1,14,11P

L'Ecole Sup. des Postes et Telegraphes
(PTT), Paris, 458 In. (Soo w.).* 14.00 or 15.00,
studio con. or outside relay ; 20.00, Esperanto
(Thurs.); 20.30, lec. (almost daily); 21.00, con.

on EASY TERMS.

(First deposit
secures, balance in monthly payments.)
-that our beautifully illustrated Wireless
List contains details of every part you can

ever want for your experimenting (and
it comes post free upon application).

GAMAGES
HOLBORN. LONDON, E.C.1.
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School -days taught You

vaguely of the Genius

M. Leclanche . . . To -day

discretion singles out

Leclanche

Batteries
TO every grown

man who buys
Ripaults Batteries

is revealed with strik-

*.P1111.1.1A A 1A &Am. ...A A A AA A A.14.10ii

ing vividness the -great
genius of M. Leclanche

-the intellect behind

every genuine Ripaults
master production.

DO you want to get the best from your
set? Do you want wiring wrinkles?

Do you know how best to place your
components on the panel? Do you ... ?

I edenche

20 Volts
36 Volts
60 Volts
108 Volts

Price each
1,1

416
7 /6
12 /6
21 /-

If your local dealer is unable to supply Ripaults Leclanche
Batteries apply direct to us, giving his name and address.

Well, if so, send to -day for the Ericsson
Handbook of Components and Circuits.
Full from cover to cover with useful radio
information-and post free to every
constructor.
Write to -day for your copy and
get busy on that Christmas set.
The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON MFG. CO., Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

RIPAULTS, LIMITED
King's Road, St. Pancras, London, N.W.1
Telephone :

NORTH 4374 (4 lines)

COMPONENTS

and

HANDBOOK

I

eradiate

Wwetess
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"BROADCAST TELEPHONY" (cord. from Paeg 840)

time sig., news, weather; 14.00, educ.
hour (Sun.), markets, time sig. ; 14.30, children
(Sun., Wed.); 15.30, children (Tues.); i6.0o,
orch. ;{ 19.30,* con., weather, news, time sig.;
21.30, dance (Thurs., Sat., Sun.). * Relayed
11.55,

on 1,300 in, by Konigswusterhausen.
Konigswusterhausen (LP), 1,300 m. (20 kw.).
10.30-11.50, con. (Sun.); 19.30, relay of Berlin
(Vox Haus) con. (daily) ; 2,525 m. (5 kw.),
Wolff 'S Buro
Press Service: 05.45-19. to;
2,900
news.

m. s

Telegraphen

Union :

07.30-18.45,

4,000 m. (to kw.): 06.00-20.00, news.

Breslau, 416 m. (I% kw.).
(daily) ; Divine Service (Sun.) ;

sig. (Sun.), weather, Stock Ex., news ;
a

con.
time

11.00,
11.55,

15.0o,

children (Sun.) ; 16.00, con. ; 18.9o, lec. ; 19.30,
con., weather, time sig., news ; 20.45, dance
(Sun.. Thurs.).

Cassel, 273.5 m. (04 kw.).

fort -on -Main.

Relays Frank-

Dortmund, 283 m. (1 kw.). Relays Munster.
Elberfeld, 259 m. (1 kw.). Relays Munster.
Frankfort=on.Main, 470 In. (11,[,/ kw.). Re-

lay by Cassel (275 )n.). 07.00, sacred con.
(Sun.) ; 10.55, time sig., news; 11.55, Nauen
time sig. ; 15.00, con. (Sun.); 15.30, con.;
16.00, children (Sun.) ; 17.0o, markets, lec.

19.0o, lec., con., news, weather, dance.
Gleiwitz, 251 tn. (1 kw.). Relays Breslau.

USE the Clearer Tone Valve

Hamburg, 395

kw.).
Relayed by
Bremen (279 m.), Hanover (296 m.). Sundays :
06.25, time sig., weather, news, lec. ; 08.15,
sacred con. ; 12.15, con.; 14.15, Esperanto,
con. ; 17.00, con. ; 18.15, sports, weather, con.
or opera, dance. Weekdays : 05.55, time sig.,
weather ; 06.0o and 06.30, news, weather ; 11.55,

Holder and float your valvessecure from the ever-present,
tone - destroying vibrations
caused by street traffic, indoor
footsteps and the hundred and

one other microphonic dis-

turbances. So thoroughly does

and 17.00, con. ; 18.00, lec., English
(Tues., Sat.), Spanish (Mon., Thurs.); 18.55,
weather, con. ; 21.00, dance. Tests are also
15.15

completely dissipated.
The springs, though delicately
adjusted, are immensely strong

being effected on various wavelengths.
Kiel, 233.5 m.
kw.). Testing shortly.
Konigsberg, 463 m. (, kw.). o8.00, sacred
con. (Sun.); 11.55, time sig., weather, news;

and the tightest valve can be
inserted without fear of

damaging them. Each spring
has one turn only. Bakelite
construction of the body of ehe
holder ensures high insulation,
low capacity and sturdiness.

15.30, con. ; 16.00, con. (Sun.) ; 18.30, lec. ;
19.00, con. or opera, weather, news, dance

(irr.) .
Leipzig, 452

experimenter and

4

with Dull Emitter

Valves, Benjamin

Clearer Tone AntiMicrophonic Valve
Holders are essential.

1'

Relayed

by

15.30. con. (weekdays) ; 17.30, con. (weekdays);
18.15, lec. ; 18.30, con. (Sun.); 19.30, con.,

tion.
Ii

aPir'S/'

w.).

Munster, 410 m. (212. kw.). Relayed by
Elberfeld (259 in.); Dortmund (288 in.). 10.45,
Radio talk, Divine Serv. ; I1.00, news (Sun.);
11.30, news (weekdays) ; 11.55, Nauen time
sig. ; 14.3o, news, time sig. ; 15.00, con. ; 16.0o,
children (Sat.); 18.4o, news, weather, time sig.,
lec., con.
Stettin, 241 in. (15; kw.). Under construc-

by stiffbus-bar wiring.
For good reception

Pending.

Patents

(loo

07.30, sacred con. (Sun.) ;
ro.00, educ. hour (Sun.); MOO, con. (daily) ;
11.55, Nauen time sig., news; 15.30, con.,
children (Wed.); 19.15, con. or opera, weather,
news, cabaret or dance (not daily).
Munich, 485 m. (3 kw.). Relayed by Nuremberg (340 m.). 10.3o, lec., con. (Sun.); 13.00,
time sig., news, weather ; 15.0o, orch. (Sun.);
news, weather, time sig. ; 21.00, late con. (irr.).

flexible wire connections. The spring supports are not affected

iL

m.

Dresden (294 m.).

There are terminal
connections for the

pin sockets. No soldered joints-all one
solid metal piece from
tag to valve leg. No

(3

Nauen time sig., news ; 13.00, weather, con.;

this new holder cushion the
valve that foreign noises are

soldering tags for the
permanent set.
The springs themselves form the valve

m.

BE±gALIN

CLEARER TONE VALVE HOLDER
(ANTI.NICROPHONIC)

From your Dealer or Direct from

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd.,
Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, N.17.
The Benjamin Battery Switch gives

Perfect current control, 2/- each.

ZNikdor-11117<-7149"--. "NeorrAar.

kw.). 10.30, con.
Stuttgart, 446 m.
(Sun.); 15.30, con. (weekdays); 16.00, con.
(Sun.); 17.30, time sig., news, lec., con.
(daily); 20.15, time sig., late con. or cabaret.

HOLLAND.
Amsterdam (PCFF), 1,955 m. (I kw.).
Daily : 07.15-16.10 (exc. Mon. and Sat., when
10.10-11.10), news, Stock Ex.
Hilversum (HDO), 1,o5o m. (21, kw.).

09.40, sacred service (Sun.); 19.50, con.; 21.40,
news, etc.
HUNGARY.
Buda=Pesth (Csepel), 588 m. (2 kw.).
con., news., lec. (Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
nights irr.).
ITALY.
Rome (IRO), 425 M. (212 kw.).
sacred con. ; 12.15, official communiqué ;

19.10,

other

19.30, news, weather, con. ; 21.15, late news,

Jazz band.
Milan, 327 M. (2 kw.). 22.00-24.00, tests.
JUGO.SLAVIA.
Belgrade (Rakovitza) (HFF), /,65o m.
(2 kw.). 17.30, con., news, weather (daily).
LETTLAND.
Riga, 488 m. (2 kw.). Testing.
NORWAY.
Oslo, 382 m. (1.2 kw.). 10.00, Divine service
(Sun.), Stock Ex. (weekdays) ; 12.15, markets ;
18.15, news, time, lec., con. ; 21.00, time,
weather, news, dance relayed from Hotel
Bristol, Oslo.
Aalesund, 515 m. Testing.
RUSSIA.

Moscow (RDW), 1,450 M. (12 kw.). Weekdays : 12.30 and 17.55, news and con.
(Popoff Station), 1,010 m. (z kw.). 10.00,
moo, lec. ; 23.0o, con. (Tues., Thurs., Fri.).
Radio Peredacha, 375 in. (6 kw.).
Trades Union Council Station, 45o m.
(2 kw.). 18.0o, con. (Mon., Wed.).
Leningrad, 940 m. (2 kw.). Weekdays :
15.00, con.

UKRAINE;
Kiev, 1,00o m. (2% kw.). 18.00, con.
SPAIN.

Madrid (EAJ6), 392 m. (1% kw.). Con.:
17.30-19.3o (Sun., Mon., Thurs.) ; 21.3o-24mo

(Tues., Fri.); 15.30-17.30 (Wed., Sat.).

Madrid (EAJ7), 373 m. (4% kw.).

14.30, 16.3o (Sun.) ; 14.30-21.00 (Tues.,

Con.:
Fri.);

22.00-24.00 (other days).

Madrid (EAJ4), 304 m. (, kw.). Con. : 21.0oMon. and Thurs.) ; 15.30-17.oc
(Tues., Fri.); 17.30-19.30 (Wed., Sat.).
Barcelona (EAJ1), 324 m. (65o w.). News,
24.00 (Sun.,

lec., con., 17.00-21.00 (Sun.), 18.00-22.0o (Mon.,

Wed., Thurs., Sat.), 18.00-23.00 (Tues., Fri,).
Barcelona (Radio Catalana) (EAJ13), 460 m.
19.00-24.00, weather, news, lec.,
(.4.% kw.).
con., dance
Sun.).

(weekdays) ;- 21.00-23.00,

con.

Bilbao (EAJ9), 415 m. (t kw.). 19.00, news,
weather, con.
Bilbao (Radio Vizcaya) (EAJI1), 383 m.
(2 kw.). Daily : 21.00-24.00, con.
Cadiz (EA J3), 360 M. (550 w.). 19.00-21.00
con., news. Tests daily (except Sat.), 24.00.
Seville (EAJ5), 35o m. (i% w.). 21.00,
con., news, weather.
San Sebastian (EAJ8), 348 m. (zoo w.).
Daily : 18.0o, con.

SWEDEN.
Stockholm (SASA), 428 in. (1 kw.). to.00
sacred service (Sun.), 11.30 weather ; 13.00,
con. (Sun.); 16.00, children (Sun.); 17.00,
sacred service ; 18.00, lee., con. ; 20.15, news
con., weather. Dance (Wed., Sat.) S.B. from
Stockholm to Gothenburg (SASB), 286 m.
Malmo (SASC), 27o m. ; Sundsvall (SASD), 545
m. ; Boden (SASE), 1,350 in. (IX, kw.); Falur
(SMZK), 37o m.
Eskelstuna, 243 m. (250 w.).
Gefie, 325 in.
(250 w.).
Joenkoeping
(SMZD), 265 m. (250 w.). Linkoeping, 467 M.
(250 w.).
Norrkoeping (SMVV), 26o to.
(250 w.).
Karlstadt (SMXC), 221 m. (250 w.).
'

Trollaattan (SMX0), 345 m. (25o w.).
Karlsborg, 1,250 M. (25 kw.). 19.0o, news,

weather (weekdays).

SWITZERLAND.

Lausanne (HB2), 850 m. (700 w.).

19.00,

lee., con., daily.
Zurich (Hongg), 515 tn. (500 w.). 10.00, con.
(Sun.); i1.0o, weather; 11.55, Nauen time sig.,
weather, news, Stock Ex. ; 12.30, piano soli;
16.00, con. (exc. Sun.) ; 17.15, children, women ;
lec., con., dance

(Fri.); 20.45, news,

weather.
09.30,
16.0o,

children ; 16.3o, relay of orch. from Hotel di
Russia ; 16.55, news, Stock Ex., Jazz band;

Igetyea (HBO,

con. (daily).

1,100 m.

(2

kw.).

19.15,

Berne, 302 m. 09.30, organ music (except
Sat.); 15.00, 19.30, con.
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F ELLows
HEADPHONE

tyaRELEssD,
present

2 more examples
of their amazing new values:
From the very inception of broadcasting the products of the Fellows
Magneto Co. have been renowned as much for their low cost as for
their high quality. To -day they are better value than ever. The
quality remains the same, but the prices show a reduction of 331%.
Under our new policy the middleman's profit has been entirely
eliminated and the public can now purchase all Fellows Wireless
Products at what are practically trade prices,

,

FELLOWS "
fully -protected

COILS

At its price of 126
there is positively not
another headphone to
approach it !
not another. headphone on the
market at 12/6, nor, indeed, are there
many at very -much higher prices which
can -show so many definite advantages as the

There

is

Nothing is sacrificed to its
extremely low price; it is splendidly finished,
and one would have to go to the most expensive instruments to equal its strength and
clarity of tone.

SCIENTIFIC.

The other points which commend it to the
attention of every discriminating listener -in
may be summed up as follows : It is
extremely light, weighing only 81 oz. The

Standard Non -reversible Pin Contacts.
Tuning on. PMG Aerial and '00075 Corvienser
in Aerial Circuit.
Min.
Max.
Price
Coil No.
BI
250
28
400
320
B2
545
2,8
370
660
28
B3
560
930
28
B4
75
100
150

200
300
400
500

600
870
1,340
1,800

2,460
4,000
5,000

"FELLOWS"
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR
An efficient and ab-

solutely

permanent

Crystal Detector. Ex-

yemely efficient. Please
remittance
enclose
postage)
(including

with order.

1,100

3-

1,500
2,520
3,350
4.200
5,750

4-

10,000

36
39
46
56

6-

Fellows coils are enclosed

in

strong

a

crystalate case.

No

broken windings, no
possibility of damage.
Daventry Coil, 3/9.
Please use order form
below and enclose re-

mittance with order.
Postage must be included.

Postage on
each coil, 3d.

PRICE

1/6
complete with brackets
and fixing screws.
Postage 3d.

headbands are woven, making it exceptionally

comfortable though worn for long periods.
It is instantly adjustable without screws, and
is guaranteed for 12 months. Truly, it is
in a class by itself.
holesale Distributors :

Sole

J. C. & W. LORD, LTD.
4 & 6, HORSEFAIR, BIRMINGHAM.

1,0

ALL GOODS ON SEVEN DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH

WRITE FOR SPECIAL FREE CATALOGUE
To THE FELLOWS MAGNETO Co., Ltd.,
Cumberland Avenue, Park Royal, Willesden, N.W.I0.
Herewith Remittance Value

Please forward me

:-

on conditions as per your advertisement.

HOLBEIN HOUSE, SLOANE SQUARE, LONDON, S.W.1

and 112, Queen Victoria Road, COVENTRY.
Scottish Representative :

R. C. DICK, 93, Waterloo Street, GLASGOW.
Irish Representative :
J. B. MARSHALL, 393, Ormeau Road, BELFAST.
LancaAire Representative :
H. HOWARTH, 288, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

NAME

ADDRESS

jE

A.\V. 28/11/25.

Please write clearly in BLOCK LETTERS and register Cash or
Treasury Notes.

E.P.S.194
16m.m..

CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29

oadon
Birmingham

3.30

Cardiff

Newcastle

9.15
9.30

Aberdeen

9.15

chestra.
A Symphony Concert.
" The Land of Heart's
(W. B. Yeats).
Bach Programme.

London

8.0

MONDAY
St. Andrew's Day.

Newcastle
Aberdeen
Belfast

8.0
8.45
8.0
8.0

Light Symphony Concert.
The Coaching Days.
Scottish Programme.
St. Andrew's Day.

London

8.0

TUESDAY
Symphonic Syncopated Music.

920

Birmingham
Manchester

Puccini Programme.

Special Concert by the Station Or-

Desire

Newcastle
Glasgow

WEDNESDAY
10.0
Carmen (Act IV). Performed by the
B.N.O.C. Relayed from the Prince
of \Vales' Theatre, Birmingham.
9.0
Puzzle Feature Programme.
8.0
The Spirit of Welsh Music.
8.0
The Station Dramatic Company in
John Rutherford & Son
8.0
Harlequinade.
8.0
Ballad and Instrumental Programme.

London

7.30

London

9.0
8.15

London

Bournemouth
Cardiff
Manchester

Birmingham
5XX

8.0

Bournemouth

8.0
8.0

and Blossom.
Herbert Bedford Programme.
Variety Night.
Rob Roy.

8.0
8.0

is- that a by-pass condenser (across the
primary winding) is incorporated in the
transformer itself.
Attractive showcards, relative to the
Marconiphone Ideal and Ideal Junior
transformers, have been issued by the
Marconiphone Co., Ltd., of 21o, Tottenham

Constructors of the McMichael seven valve supersonic receiver can now obtain
blue -print diagrams, showing the exact lay-

out and best positions for each

of

each.

components, from Messrs. L. McMichael,
Ltd., of Wexham Road, Slough, Bucks.

SATURDAY
Choral Humour," John Gilpin;'
Footlight Favourites:.

Detectors,

of the

wards, was

inaugurated recently by the Duchess of

due to a faulty H.T. supply.

A RADIAX

H.T. ACCUMULATOR -gives
months of regular, unfailing supply and can be recharged at negligible cost. It comes to you dry, but
charged, you fill it with dilute acid and it works for
months. Our 60 -volt accumulator is equal to an
80 -volt dry battery or more.

No. 835--60 volt

Get one now.
50; -

SUPER -HET KITS.

H.T.

Oscillator Coupler, Intermediate Frequency Transformers, etc., suitable for all circuits -diagrams.
lists of valves and copious instructions with each set,

5 -Valve, 521;

6 -Valve, 64 '6 ;

7.Valve.

7716.

TRANSFORMERS H.F. (or tuned Anode

Coils).
We specialise in H.F. Couplings and Reaction Units
of all kinds. Supplied in all wavelengths from 3 6
to 6/6. Post Free, 3d.

THE CARTRODENSER.
The newest precision component which saves trouble.
Carried on the run of the wiring, it requires no fixing

high and low wavelengths, 17/6 each. Electric Automatic
Earphones, 2/ Switches, in polished cases, 6/- each.
each. .05 mica Condensers, unmounted, 6d. each. Bridge
Condensers, .002, .003 and .006, set, 4/6. Cards of D.C.C.
Resistance Wire, 1/- each. Lead-in Insulators, complete,
6d. Duplex Morse Keys, 8/6. each.

is instantly changeable, clamp proof, and accurate.

Supplied also with Grid Leak. Get the special

list :-

.00025
.0003
.0005
.001

.002

1/7
1/8
1/10

2/-

.0025, with 2-meg.
leak in shunt 23

Ditto, in series

3/-

RADIAX H.E. LOW -LOSS COILS.
These coils consist of wire and air, no shellac, wax
or celluloid, yet they are marvellously strong.
25
.. 1/6 75 .. 2/3 200
4/3
35
.. 1/9 100 .. 2/9 250 .. 419
3/- 300
50
.
2/- 150
5/3

E. S. GALPIN,
16, LOAMPIT HILL
-

..

Sets of essential components comprising Filters,

Marconi Air Condensers,
Condensers, .001, 8/6 each.
.008, 4/6 each. New Sullivan's Head Phones complete,
7/6 pair. Microphones, mounted, 2/- each. Telephone
Transformers, 2/6 each. 1,000 ohm. Chokes, 1/6 each.
Bobbins, of 40 guage wire, 3d. each. .1-H.P. Motors, 100
volts, £3 each. 100 volt 7 amp. Charging Dynamos, £6
each ; Ditto., 110 volts, 15 amp., £10. 100 Volt Motors,
:-H.P., 20/- each. Aerial Tuning Coils, for transmitting

LEWISHAM

The Carlisle Rotary Club has presented
Cumberland Infirmary with a wireless set.

fails, and noises that you call atmospherics are largely

Marconi Loose Coupled Tuners for low wave lengths,

Morse Transmitting Sets complete, 15/- each.

electrocuted.
Music broadcast from Daventry has been

DISCARD DRY BATTERIES
and get reliable reception. The dry battery soon

new,

15/. each. Marconi Variable Condensers .001, 7/6 each.
G.P.O. Galvos in polished cases, 8/6 each. Transmitting
Chokes, 7/6 each. Standard Jack Plugs with cords, 1/6
each.

speakers for each

heard by a wireless amateur in Hobart,
the Tasmania, more than 12,000 miles away.

45/- ; incomplete, 20/-.
Accumulator Charging Resistances, to carry 5 amps., 5/ each ; to carry 10 amps., 7/6 each ; to carry 2 amps., 4/ each.
Charging Switchboards with fittings, no meters,
12/6; with resistances, 17/6. Tangent Galvos, new, 20/ Magnetic

A recently installed wireless set at the
Dumfries and Galloway Royal Infirmary,
which provides headphones and loud-,

issued.

An Hour of Humour by John Henry

Birmingham
Cardiff

CATALOGUES
Electric Works, Ltd., of Woodland Works,
THE Reliability Wireless Guide, issued Chadwell Heath, Essex. This, in addiby Messrs. J. H. Taylor and Co., of tion to dealing with the well-known Sparta
Macaulay Street, Huddersfield, is a most loud -speakers and general accessories, emcomplete list of wireless components, em- bodies three new features -anode supply
bodying practically all the goods of the filters resistance -capacity couplings and
principal manufacturrs.
anode reaction units.
A new low -frequency transformer, type
New premises at 9, St. Martin's Street,
AF3, has been introduced by Messrs. Fer- Leicester Square, W.C.2, have been taken
ranti, Ltd., of Hollinwood, Lancashire. by Messrs. the London Electric Stores,
The transformer, which is shielded. in a Ltd., formerly of Oxendon Street, Haycompact pressed -steel casing, has a ratio market, S.W.i.
of 3% to i. A particularly novel feature

FRIDAY
8.30

8/)

A new 26 -page catalogue (No. 3r5E) has:

been issued by Messrs. Fuller's United

"A Border Foray:.

THURSDAY
The Halle Orchestra relayed from Manchester.
Eric Fogg Programme.
Community Singing Concert relayed
from Stourbridge Town Hall.

BirminghamGlasgow
Dundee

TRADE NOTES AND

Immediately afterwards a
Buccleuch.
Court Road, W.I.
special
message
of congratulation was
An interesting publication dealing with
A.J.S. receivers has been issued by Messrs. received from the Glasgow B.B.C. station.
A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd., of 'WolverAt the Csepel (Budapest) high -power
hampton. A novel accumulator tag, warn- station one of the engineers inadvertently
ing users of -the necessity of treating a came into contact with a high-tension
new accumulator with respect, is also being cable, with the result that he was instantly

.

Newcastle &
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Complete set of 9-26/6.
Postage must be added to your remittance.

S.E.13.

..'SH11111111111111111111111111111ii111111011111:1111111.11111111111:

RADIAX

LTD.,20, RADIO HOUSE, 4, PERCY STREET
riTTENHAM COURTPIF,t0eADd..ONDON,,
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Books that will help you

Oft
111.

T he
he Joy
of

1'6

_Accomplish-

ment is
increased by
these books.

Net each

or 1/9 post free from
the Editor, Amateur
Wireless,

La

Belle

Sauvage, E.C.4.

A complete list

These practical manuals, written by experts,
and illustrated with simple explanatory drawings and diagrams, cover the whole field of
the Handyman's interests. Each is an invaluable guide to the Amateur and a great help
even to the Proficient.

RECENT ISSUES -

Motoring for the Owner -Driver (2/. net)

Practical Upholstery Illustrated
Practical Leather Working
Motor -car Overhaul & Adjustment
Wood Turning Made Easy
Basket Making
Bookbinding

Boot Making and Mending
Building Model Boats
Camera Making
Clock Cleaning and Repairing
Conjuring Apparatus
Cycle Repairing and Adjusting
Domestic Jobbing
Dynamo & Electric -motor Building
Dynamo and Motor Erection
Electric Accumulators
Electric Bells and Telephones
Electric Clocks
Electric Lighting
Electric Primary Batteries
Electro-plating

to Cassell and Co.,
Ltd., 23,

La

Sauvage, E.C.4.

Fishing Rods and Tackle
Furniture Repairing
Gilding, Silvering and Bronzing
Gramophones and Phonographs
Handyman's 1,000 Practical
Receipts

House Painting and Decorating
Household Repairs
Incubators and Chicken Bearers
Induction Coils
Magneto Repair & Adjustment
Metal Turning Made Easy
Miniature Electric Lighting
Motor Cycles and Side -cars

Mounting and Framing Pictures
Photography Simplified
Poultry Houses and Appliances
Small Dynamos

Small Electric Apparatus
Small Lathes-Making and Using
Small Workshop Appliances
Stage Illusions & Entertainments
Ticket -writing and Sign -painting
Toy Making

Cassell & Co., Ltd., La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4.

of

80 titles will be sent,
post free, on request

Belle

Vtrekss

846
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THE PROBLEMS OF TELEVISION

O

OLIH70.TEEDEOCCE0LIEHHOECIEDEEEEWIziwEHEEELJEEEEHEOEHEEEEECIEEEEEMOMEMIDEI CLUB 13 EEEEMDERMEHEEEEEEL1

was only natural that the first efforts
IT to develop a system of television should
have .been Made in the direction of land line transmission.
Wireless was un-

quite distinct problems of transmission

by the speaking voice impinge upon one

and reception. During the latter part of of the surfaces of this cup, causing it
the nineteenth century, and the early years to vibrate. As the result of these vibraof this century, a certain amount of tions the pressure of the carbon particles
developed when-over fifty years ago- spasmodic attention was accorded to these within the cup is altered constantly. At
the peculiar properties of selenium were problems by enthusiastic individuals, but one moment the particles are pressed
first revealed, and the problem of tele- none of the results achieved were of suffi- tightly together (thereby decreasing the
vision which this discovery at once sug- cient importance to attract any wide degree electrical' resistance of the microphone),
gested seemed more likely to be solved of interest. A few years before the war, and at another they are only loosely conby a system of transmission analogous to however, a number of ingenious proposals nected with one another (thereby increasthat of land -line -telephony than by any were put forward for dealing with the ing the resistance of the microphone).
other means. The methods originally sug- main problems involved, and interest in Finally, the changes thus produced in the
gested for the achievement of this purpose, the subject revived considerably. The resistance of the. microphone are reprohowever, were subjected to a good deal war, unfortunately, brought experiment in duced as current -changes in the transof hostile, criticism, and even ridicule, on this direction to a dead stop. Had tele- mitting aerial. It may therefore be said
the grounds that they would involve in- vision been developed to a degree even that the microphone reproduces sound
superable financial difficulties. It was approaching practicability when war broke vibrations as current vibrations.

computed, for instance, that it would be

out it is quite certain that the four years
necessary to lay a ten -inch cable, contain- of international strife would have pro- Light Vibrations
ing over one hundred wires, between the vided the necessary fillip for bringing it
In television we- are not concerned with
'transmitting and receiving ends of the to completion.
sound vibrations, of course. In this case
Subsequent developments-or,
system.
A useful analogy can be established be- the particular kind of vibrations with
rather, non-developments-justified the tween telephony and television by com- which we have to deal are light vibrations,
paring the functions of_ (t) the micro- as reflected from the objects which we wish
criticism,

phone, as used in telephony, and (2) the to " transmit." What we require, thereselenium cell, as used in television. As fore, is not a substance which can be
The problems of television are essen- the resider is aware, a common form of affected by sound waves, but a substance
tially dual in character, of course, as are microphone consists of a small flexible which can be affected by light* waves.
those of telephony-whether land -line or " cup " which contains a quantity' of Selenium is such a substance.
wireless: That is to say, they comprise crushed carbon. The air waves set up
(Concinn-ed on pure 8481
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for re -adjustment of catswhisker, with this new
Crystal, which trou
composed
t surface comp
has a flable-free

of a large number of very
small Crystals mounted together. On this surface your
catswhisker or other contact
readily

remains

in

position - vibration does
not affect it, and the great.

number of sensitive facets
makes adjustment easy.

The Polar Crystal Detector,
illustrated below, consists of

silver contact and the
Polar Crystal, each fitting,
into a socket, mounted on
a

your panel by two
(template provided).

than with the

"K" AUTOMATIC CRYSTAL
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without 4
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There are no interruptions

more

Crystal Adjustment could not be more simple
DETECTOR
You just turn a milled knob, and the whisker, which

does not leave the super efficient crystal, automatically
finds the sensitive spot. It cannot slip.

Fit a " K " Detector to -day, and do away for ever

with the obsolete catswhisker that causes you so much
trou ule.

PRICE, complete with nickel -plated 5/t.
sockets to fit to the panel ...
Send at once for our New Free Illustrated
Catalogue, which gives particulars of this
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and many other interesting specialities.
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We
have the new BROWN A
10/.. per pair, 15/- single earpieces, suitable for use on small sets with

The Polar " Crystal" is sold
in - an ebonite cup with
mounting screw and nuts
complete. Price, from 1 /6
all Radio Dealers ...
Price of Complete Detector,

(as described in "A.W.," October z5th, 1924.)
But we recommend either the old A2 at 18/10, or the original A at 22/6 for this purpose.
3 -inch Length Rod to screw in Reed with nut to lock 'id. Ditto 6.in. for cone -shaped
Loudspeaker, 1/.. Adjustable centre testes and dome, 2/3 (does away with the unsatisfactory cork and makes a neat and easy job). Paper. 391 by 6, US. 354, by 7, 1/9
We have tested this paper thoroughly and consider it the best, it does not require proofing.

in highly polished ebonite,
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RADIO COMMUNICATION

headphones in stock,

"Amateur Wireless" PLEATED PAPER LOUDSPEAKER

with sockets and nuts,
all nickle plated
Showing

adjustable reed type

CO.,

LTD.

34-35, Norfolk St., Strand, London, W.C.2

Not Parchment eubstitete. 12 -in. Frames, Plated or Bronzed, give a very finished
appearance, 5/6 per pair. k rase Ltd+ suls to" fit earpiece to frame. These obviate
drilling your cap. kr- per set of 3. Plated or bronzed, 2/9 per set.

" GOODMAN'S," Loormoat 42a, MYDDLETON ST., LONDON, E.C,1
Also /roux John W. Miller, 68, Fan-in:den Street, E.C.4.
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THE FIRST WIRELESS LOUD SPEAKER WAS A )3r own

Worthy of the honour&
bears
rOR more than is years the name VrowIt has been
recognised throughout the electrical industry as

a

First the famous VW= Relay
-used by Cable Companies throughout the worldname to conjure with.

then the superb A -type Headphone, setting entirely new
standards for sensitiveness.
Afterwards there followed the
marvellous 36r0wn Gyro Com-

pass-a wonderful instrument
capable of pointing true North
under all conditions without

the aid of magnetism. And

then, finally, the 36r0von Loud
Speaker-the first British Loud
Speaker ever used for Wireless.

Sponsored by such supreme

technical skilland daring origi-

nality, it is small wonder that
36row11 Loud Speakers have
won for themselves in all corners

of the globe a reputation for

sensitiveness and mellowness of
tone as yet without equal.

Time and again the insistent
demand for Mrown Wireless
apparatus has necessitated expansions of factory space. Invariably the demandfor .113rowIl

products is far ahead of available supply. But at no time
has the standard of workmanship been relaxed. In spite of
the ever-growing demand for

zrown Loud Speakers not a
hair's -breath deviation from the

The New H 3

recognised Vrown standards

Standing is inches high and fitted with the

tolerated.

generous volume of tone. Owing to its
greater sensitiveness it will give much

of performance would be

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Retail Showrooms: zu Mortimer Street, W. 1.
is Moorfields, Liverpool. 67 High Street, Southampton.
Dej,ots ( Wholesale only): 13 Bushy Park, Bristol.
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

standard Zrown tuned reed movement,
this new H 3 will give an exceptionally
louder results than any other

Loud Speaker of equal size. In
resistances of 2000 or 4000
ohms

3

In' If the Trade have difficulty in obtaining /Grown Wireless Instruments they
should write to us without delay.

Gilbert Ad. 4025.

amateur Wireless
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1' THE PROBLEMS OF TELEVISION " (conlinud

front page 846)

When light waves fall on selenium they
decrease the electrical resistance of the
latter. This decrease in resistance is proportional to the intensity of the light. If
the selenium be connected to an electric
cell, therefore, the current flowing from
the latter will vary in strength as the
light on the selenium varies in intensity.
When the light is strong the current will
be strong, and when the light, is weak the
current will be weak. The analogy be-
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second. How does this compare with the,
variations involved in television?
Before we can answer this question we
must recall, briefly, certain characteristics
of the_ phenomenon of " sight". When
the human eye receives an impression of
- an external object, this impression is not
a very detailed one, however closely we

may look at the object

The retina of

the eye is composed of millions of minute
nerve endings, each nerve being connected
separately to the brain. The sen"s"ation of
sight consists in these sensitive nerve endtween the functions of the microphone and ings being stimulated by the light waves
the selenium cell thus seems to be com- which reach them from the observed
plete, froin which it would appear to object. One fractional part of the object
follow that television should not be so far stimulates one nerve, another minute part
off as we are customarily given to believe. of the object stimulates another nerve, a
But there is another aspect of the problem. third fractional part of the object stimulates a third nerve, and so on. The retina
Variable Factors
of the eye may therefore be described as
What variable factors " are involved in a screen on which the observed object
the transmission and reception of sound projects itself in numerous little fragments
over a telephone (land -line or wireless) ? or dots-each dot representing a nerve
We employ, in the first place, different ending.
If the reader will take the trouble to
syllables, and, secondly, different ranges
of pitch. It is estimated that_about eight,,, observe cloSely any of the photographic
syllables per second can be transmitted illustrations in this journal, he will notice
and received intelligibly. On the other that it can be analysed into conglomera;
hand,-it takes only about one two -hun- ations of small dots; it is not a continuous
dredth of a second to detect, a change in illustration; it is composed solely of dots.
pitch. The operation of a telephony equipment, therefore, only involves the trans- An Analogy
This is a fairly accurate analogy of the
mission and' reception of sound variations
at the rate of about two hundred per manner in which an impression i-, produced

The FAMOUS
GENERAL
RiADIOPHONE

on the retina of me eye.

It is never a
continuous impression, though, for various

reasons, we are constantly deluded into
believing that it is.

So far as the phenomenon of sight

should be analysable into abbut io,000
dots if cleat images are to. be received at
normal range.

MOUNTS IN DIFFERENT WAYS
Whatever design of set you are making the
L. & P. Coil Holder with its wonderfully
smooth movement can be fitted (see illustration at foot). You can mount it at side of set
4

-one -hole fixing for coils back of panel-or
any way to suit your set.
The L. & P. is the only true Vernier because
it works on worm and pinion principle and

7 ounces. Fully guaranteed. Sent on receipt of 6d. deposit.
If satisfied, you send 216 more on receipt, balance 3/. monthly
until only 21 /- is paid. Price full cash with order or within
7 days,

ft.

SIMPSON'S
(Brighton, Ltd.)
15641. 94. Dueen's Road. BRIGHTON.

PROMPT
REPAIRS

has a compensating spring that makes backlash impossible.
until n on have herd our booklet
Don't Soya cod hold, o f anl

TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUDSPEAKERS

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,

34, Colne Lane, COLNE, Lances.

L. & P. Coil Holder

Now Reduced to

8/6

tiln

Established

27

Years

Rewound to any resistance, remagmetired
and made equal to new. Prices quoted on
receipt of instruments. First class workman.
ship only,
THE VARLET MAGNET CO..
Those; I>:00117, it &ES. Woolwich, S.

110,1=111_, IMO OMNI HMI ,_I,_6,.
The "ALLWOODORN

"

IT'S

ALL WOOD

No metal strips or dust'
collecting ribs. Imprevement in tone, detail and

volume guaranteed. As'
illustration, makes a 27'6
Amplion equal to a 15'.

Patent
14

No. 241614

From all Good Dealer's or writ,- oe once/or/is!. Sent feet onnquest

model, improves appear-

Other leading "Ellanpee" Linea.-L. & P. Valve

ance and brings up to -

Windows enhance the appearance of any set. Small size
VAL each. Large size 31d. each. L. & P. Miniature

Send for

Switches, D.P.D.T., 1/6 each. L & P. Pull and Push
Switch-positive action. positive satisfaction-only 2 /e

(h.

date.

of other'
Manufacturer and I
Patenteelist

models.

H. MADDISON;

2a, RONALDS RD., .
Holloway Road, Near r.
Highbury Station, N.5

LI HMI 1=111=111 HMI IMO SIMI

pictures

are

each dot varies continuously between two
maximum values of light and shade.

An Enormous Frequency
Allowing for all these factors, therefore,
it may be estimated that a successful television equipment will have to deal with
variations at the rate of about 300,000 per
second-a very different matter from the
two hundred per second with which telephony has to deal ! It is definitely established that selenium can deal with thohsands of variations per second, but whether
it can be made to respond to hundreds of
thousands of variations per second is a
question
answer.
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only
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future can
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ADVERTISEMENT INSTRUCTIONS for " Amateur
Wireless " are accepted up to first post on Thurs-

day morning for following week's issue, providing

space is available.

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
FOU R PE N C E

under this head are charger,
PER
WORD,
minimum charge

FOUR SHILLINGS.

known General Radio Company,

tested. Accurately designed sound chamber gives DEPOSIT
natural tone. Beautifully comfortable, highly finished. Weight

these

ing, of course-usually at a rate of about
fifteen changes per second.
Moreover,

Advertisements

L td.), super -sensitive and highly efficient.
Receivers matched in tone, Magnets of
highly expensive Cobalt Steel. Diaphragms triple

As

" moving," the dots are constantly chang-

°URSA,.
Latest Standard Model General
Radiophones (made by the well-

is

concerned, therefore, every external object
may be regarded as being composed of a
number of dots. The larger the number
of dots that can be detected when observing any. object, the clearer will be the
impression received from that object. For
cinema work it is computed that pictures

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
As

the

Publishers cannot

accept

responsibili'y

for the bona fides of Advertisers in this publication
they have introduced a system of deposit which it
is recommended should be adopted by readers
when dealing with persons with whom they arc
unacquainted. It is here explained.
Intending purchasers should forward to the Pub.
ushers the amount of the purchase money of the
article advertised. This will be acknowledged to
both the Depositor and the Vendor, whose names
and addresses must necessarily he given.
The
Deposit is retained until advice is received of Vie

completion of the purchase, or of the article havinit
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor In
addition to the amount of the Deposit, a Fec of
6d. for sums of £1 and under, and is. for amounts

to cover postage, etc., must b
remitted at the same time. In cases of persons
in excess of £1,

not resident

within the United Kingdom, double
tees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be
remitted by Postal Order or Registered Letter
(Cheques cannot be accepted), addressed to
" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

LA BELLE SAUVAGE, LONDON, E C.4.
BRITISH VALVES I SPECIAL OFFER
I-Don't run riaks. I
guarantee all valves and pay postage, too. Send 70. for Radios G.P.
today, and I will send valve by return and give you a non -micro phonic valve holder free.-S. R. Oxley, Barkham St., Wainfleet, Lincs.
OUR CRYSTAL AMPLIFIER enables you to hear other stations
with your crystal. costa only a few shillings, - Particulars,
Ledsham's, 297, King Street, Hammersmith.
[41
PATENTS and Trade Marks obtalned.-11. T. P. Gee, Patent Agent,
Member R.S.G.B., A.M.I.R.E., 51/52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.
Phone. Holborn. 1525.
ACCUMULATORS I! Guaranteed.
150 to clear, lowest prices.
Immediate despatch, all sizes.-Accumulators, High Street, Market
Ilarborough.
[59
HOME CINEMATOGRAPH MACHINES from Ss. ad, Films from
Is. Illustrated Catalogue post free. --Cinema Serviee,Dept. J, 10-20,
Craven Street, London, W.C.2.
(53
HALF PRIOE.-Draughtsmen and Students should write for Est of

Celluloid Set Squares, etc., at third to half usual prices.-Technical
Supply Co., 63, The Avenue. Moulsecoomb- Brighton.
[56
DULL EMITTER VALVES. 4s. 94., Blights, Ss 11d.-Particulars,
Dover, 198. King Street, Hammersmith.
( 57
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Marconiphone

IT DOES NOT MATTER
if you are only an
INTERESTED LISTENER,
A

VERY KEEN AMATEUR,

WE CAN BE OF

°MAE Transformers

NO MATTER WHAT YOU

Each transformer guaranteed

OR AN

ADVANCED EXPERIMENTER

SERVICE TO YOU
REQUIRE IN RADIO,

within 5 per cent. of the Curve

whether it is a

CRYSTAL, LOUDSPEAKER, OR A
SUPER-HETRODYNE RECEIVER.
We are in a position to supply your
Our staff are enthusiastic
experimenters, therefore, they can speak
with knowledge and appreciation of your
wants.

The Marconiphone " Ideal " range of transformers provides

a type for every specific purpose, with their use very
extensive amplification is possible without distortion.

difficulties.

transformers are rigorously
tested at each stage in construction, the
highest grade materials are unsparingly
used throughout and the windings are
These

You can obtain UNBIASED advice
about any Receiver, Component, or
Circuit from our Technical Adviser
Free of Charge.

Our policy, which we

realise is the only one that a House of

impregnated with " Marconite," the

Repute in the Radio world can adopt, is,
(a) Studying our clients' particular

most perfect insulating material known
and non -corrosive.
"IDEAL "

needs,

(b)"Ensuring their complete satisfaction.

Send for our two new Catalogues
POST FREE
at once.
-

TRANSFOAIERS
as
are supplied
follows

RADIOCO LTD.

Specialists in Radio
90-91, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1
TELEPHONE: HOLBORN 1744.
4,

ACCUMULATOR BARGAINS

First class make. Brand new and guaranteed 12 month'.
Cash re unded with carriage both ways in case of return.
4,80a .. 24/.
6v -60a
2v -40a ..
83
,. 30/6v -60a .. 364v -100a .. 27.8
4,10a .. 166
6v-ISOn .. 418
4v -60a .. 20/3
6,40a .. 246
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MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, YRAED STREET, W.

ALVES Repaired Quick

: - Type

___."...... " A," ratio 2'7 to
Type "B," ratio 4
to
; Type " C,"
ratio 6 to ; Type
"E,'' ratio 8 to 1.
complete in
Each
... . ....... .....

__

1000

Rem. XS.

FoRmEMOR1

....

M
.1500

500

0000

FREQUENCY20,1_CYCLES PER S

400

metal
case.

3 ob.

Let our valve making plant repair your broken

or burnt -out valves efficiently and promptly
(most makes). Amplification, radiation, and

Marconiphone publication No. 425 gives full particulars and curves for each type of transformer.
copy will be sent on request.

current consumption guaranteed same as new.

FIADIONj
Miabletliessas

Bright emitters 5/. "D.E.'s" (2 and

4 v. types) 7/6. Radions Ltd..

anllington,se.Mace/Enfiew (hes.
argweosrtl. Valve Repairing Firer

The

"Ideal

Junior"

THE b ETTERTON
White Paraffin -Wax -filled H.T. Batteries. Note our
reduced prices for Batteries: 9-v. Grid Bias, 1 9; 15-v.,
2 3; 36-v., 5-; 60-v., 7;6; 90-v.. 1116. Wander Plugs,
6.1. pair. Adjustable Phones, 10;6 pair. Microstats, 2,9.
We can supply Amplion and Sterling Loud Speakers,
1

et eu

Liq

leranic and Dubilier goods, &c, &c. Postage and packing free.

33,

A

BETTERTON WIRELESS SERVICE
Betterton Street, Endell Street, London, W.C.2.

rjr4SEIRR
111M

a

moo

2000

3000

FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SEo0NOS

" IDEAL " JUNIOR
TRANSFORMER
This type has been produced
in a ratio of 3 to 1, for it was
found possible at this ratio
only to successfully retain in
a simplified form the standard
" Ideal principles of construction. Supplied at the

popular price of

2 5 /-

Obtainable from all radio dealers
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2
and 210-212, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1
Branches :' Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Lecds,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea.

Registered
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ACLEVER musician was heard from noveliSt, who is arranging a series of String Music
Bournemouth on Sunday, and will be talks at 2 L 0, is a clever actor, and has
The Music String Society Quartet, who
heard again on -December 6, in Gilbert written many plays, the first of which I play again at Cardiff on December 2, comStacey, the well-known conductor, com- think was Compromising Martha. Equally prises four famous soloists : Andre Manposer and vocalist, at present directing the clever is The Girl Who Couldn't Lie and geot, the French prodigy violinist, H.

Royal Bath Hotel String Orchestra. He

Charles His Friend.

was a solo chorister at Lichfield Cathedral

prior to his studying in Paris under the An Old Favourite
Among his
Listeners who hear that old favourite
famous Vincent D'Indy.

the slow move- The Belle of New York on December 14
ment of his symphonic suite was broad- will recall Edna May, who played the
cast on Sunday, as well as a violin and original Belle when produced in New York
'cello duet entitled "Do You Remember." in 1897. Many people, however, seem to
At Birmingham on Sunday next will be think this was her first appearance on the
heard the well-known vocalist Madoc stage. As a matter of history, she made
Amongst his many interesting her debut at the mature age of five as
Davies.
experiences are reckoned the appearances Little Willie Allen in Dora (no, not East

numerous compositions

made before their present Majesties, when
Duke and Duchess of York, at Llandudno.
Miss Winifred Davis, who has been
heard at most of the stations this last week,
has had wide experience, one of her earlier
parts being the Lady Fiametta in
Decameron Nights at Drury Lane. Fellow
members of the cat were Miss Ellis
Jeffreys and Miss Gladys .\ncrum.

Lynne),
a

and

children's

11.,11.5. Pinafore and the Pirates of Pen- most recent successes were with The
zance.
Beggar's Opera at the Lyric, Hammersmith.
In all letters to advertisers

please mention

Some Interesting Talks
Kcble

Mr.

Howard,

the

years later was in
opera company playing

two

Berly, Boris Pecker and John Barbirolli,
the latter a famous student of the R.A.M.
Mr. Herbert Tjorpe, who was one of the
artistes at the. Boosey Ballad Concert last
week, will be heard on December 3 at
Aberdeen and later Glasgow. He is an
"Old Vic" star, well known throughout
the country for his oratorio work.
Mr. Frederic Ranalow, the well-known
baritone, whose name was announced for
the special Folk Song programme of Sunday, is noted for his oratorio work. A
pupil of Alberto Randegger, he amply
justified the early promise shown, and his

::

" Amateur

Wireless.

Frederic Lamond has made Beethoven's
musk peculiarly his own, and it. is more
than appropriate, therefore, that he will
be the soloist on December 16, which is
Beethoven's birthday anniversary, and for
which a special programme wilt be conducted by Sir Landon Ronald.

well-known
NEM

SAXON GUIDE TO WIRELESS
Internal
Metal
Chuck to

grip 14. to
44. gauge

wire or
flex.

Price:

Plug 4d,
Socket 2d.
Indicating

"BELLING -LEE"

THIS IS THE BEST BOOK OBTAINABLE, AND ENABLES ANYONE

INDICATING
TERMINALS

instructions, WITH CLEAR WIRING DIAGRAMS, are given for making:

WITHOUT PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE TO MAKE WIRELESS SETS WHICH
ARE UNEQUALLED IN PRICE, QUALITY, OR EFFICIENCY.
Everything connected with Wireless is clearly and simply explained, and full

& " MULTY KONTACT"

PLUGS & SOCKETS

Ping ld.

Price:
Brass

(Handles and dome shaped
Indicating
Rings in Red or

4d.
Nickel

Black) Stocked in

41d.

the following

PATENTED

indications :

PATENTED

+,
Earth, Phones +, Phones -, L,T, +, L.T.
L. S.
Output
Input +, Input -, Output
_, Grid +, Grid -, A. T. I., Reaction, A p. Aerial,

Aerial,

TWO SUPER EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SETS, ONE AND TWO -VALVE DUAL
AMPLIFICATION RECEIVERS, ONE AND TWO -VALVE AMPLIFIERS ;
ALSO THE VERY LATEST TYPES OF TWO, THREE. FOUR AND FIVE VALVE TUNED ANODE RECEIVING SETS.
THE CHAPTER ON TESTING WIRELESS COMPONENTS IS ALONE
WORTH THE PRICE OF THE BOOK.

NO SOLDERING, NO SPECIAL TOOLS,
NO TROUBLE. Simply follow instructions

176 PAGES

and you will make a better set for one-fourth the
price you would pay for an inferior instrument.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded

1//.3 FREE

PRICE
POST

SAXON RADIO CO., (DEPT. 12), SOUTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL.

H.T. -,
S.

II. T. Medium, and Blanks.

Live Abney on Valles I

SUB -CONNECTORS

DIAL INDICATORS

Eliminate Soldering.

RADION DE '06 3 -volt (H.F. or L.F.) 10/3

Solid

cast

Compare the prke with any other British -made High -

metal,

RADION 2-v. DE'34 (H.F or L.F.) 10/6
RADION PYRAMID Power Valves 4-v.
and 6-v. types, Guaranteed Filament 2216
RADION G.P. ad -v. Bright valve only 71A user Wri", I am milt:), amused al Ore result; they

Grade -Valve,.

with raised,
polished letters showing

white on a black
Sinbackground.
gle hole fixing,
complete with nut. Stocked

in Tuner, Filament, Reaction,

Aerial, Anode, H. F. Tuner,
Secondary, Rejector.
Price - 6d.

each.

Price 1d. each.
Perfect connection ; lowest possible self.

capacity flow resistance ;

connection

changed in an instant. Tapped to screw

on to 2,4, 5

and 6 B. A. threads;

also T

connectors for joining wires.
Every high-class dealer stocks diem, but in
case of difficulty send to

BELLING & LEE, LTD.,

Queensway Works, Ponder's End, Midx.

Have you seen the curves in our booklet?

are the ter salves I hav yet come across, Let vie thank you
ler executtnc my order so quickly, and when I require any
more valves I will certainly send to Factions, Led,"
From untied dealers or direct Post Free Iron Manufacturers.

RADIONS Ltd., Bollington, Nr. Macclesfield, Cheshire
Seed for ou booklet: it describes valves, repair service,
and gives useful hints. Its free. Write to -day.
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The
All -Important

R31\

E

TRADE

Waystaltoa Ydvegko
NEW NEUTRON PRODUCTS
NOW READY.

11-1.Ve for Iltroih (tied Catalogue of

NErlsox PORTABLE SET.
L.F. TRANSFORMER.
NEUTRON POCKET CRYSTAL SET.
NEUTRON
CRYSTASTAT semi-aerma neat
DETECTOR.
NEUTRON
H.T. BATTERY ELIMINATOR.
(to work Qt1 any cliitct e ?Tent).
NEUTRON

Variable Condenser
And the Prestige
behind the "Polar"

Not all variable condensers can be judged by
appearance and price alone. It is unlikely that
the condensers produced by any but long-established Radio Engineers can
The " Polar " Junior
be fully efficient.
Condenser.
It is, further, unlikely that n-onelescript, cheaply -assembled condensers
will carry anything like the

Sole Distributors:

.....
.

NEUTRON DISTRIBUTORS,
Sentinel Rouse, Southampton Row,

.... :et

UNCONDITIONAL written

LONDON, W.C.I.

GUARANTEE enclosed with
every " Polar " Condenser. It is
a guarantee against original defects,

as well as against breakdown or
the development of faults in ordin-

All Capacities.

The Worlds Greatest Radio Crystal

Possesses all the characteristics of the well-known Polar
" Straight - line - Frequency "
condenser. Gives a straight

line of frequencies with an
approximately even movement of dial in relation to
change of wavelength. Low

minimum self -capacity ; one hole fixing
350 degrees
dial ; perfectly screened ;
remarkably compact; occupying minimum space behind
panel.
;

ary use-for
YEAR.

a

period

of ONE

All constructors of Radio Sets have
an appreciation of quality in
appearance,

as well as of quality

in performance ; yet not all are
equally able to indulge in the
expensive class of components:

For this reason we have introduced
" Polar " Junior Condenser,

the

at a price of 5/6 for all capacities
-putting a product of high quality
(backed by a great reputation)
within the reach of all.

Buy the products of well-known

Firms - disregard any may -be
biased recommendations of " cheap

tisto

clostall71%

etas

Filament Volts

0.,,,,c0:°iti a its.

1015 ooei,t0,,:,

1'5 to 2.
Filament Current,
0'3 amps.
British Made.
Stamped B. B. C.

looatocor001.9,_ pacouseent,

octitoge'rkg"Pii"n 13e It.f

'
c at tie,
Loej, bcrra,u,r4. parrs,
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40.-"ftgoic'tooace't,
13 °Sr ae1104%%s'e,vctci,
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0' oli&1.50 slo; Vrat'1

f ta,s ss
iliCt"

fCe

141 -

oft

t' CLTZI.:Vflea)
C k5g

The ' Polar4Cam-Vernier

Variable Condenser.
Conipcnsotc,/

-

law

design of vanes ; this means
that the Condenser functions
in the square -law manner,
not on the bench, but on
your set. Its shape of vanes
compensates for the inherent
self -capacity of your coils
and aerial, with the result

that the figures on the dial

indicate definite wavelengths.
You can recognise the Cam Vernier Variable Condenser,
if

t..,,ea

square

components-and depend upon the.
Manufacturers
to
"see you
through."

by nothing else, by the

specially engraved dial which

commences
at
" 26 "
recognising that no 'aerial
What the "Six Sixty" is achieving for
users all over the country it can do for you.
If you want range, or if you want volume,
the " Six Sixty will fill the bill to your
complete satisfaction. Its supreme sensi-

A postcard brings
you our free folder.

tivity lies in the patented Molybdenum
Thorium Covered Filament.
Let your next valve purchase be "Six
Sixty."

The ELECTRON CO., LTD.,
Triumph House, 189 Regent Street, London, E.C.1.
Phone : Regent 5336

tuning system can have a

zero capacity. It embodies
the well-known Cam -Vernier
device, giving 10 degrees of
vernier movement in any
position ; and the vernier
readings register on the dial.
Prices :

.0003
.0005
.001

... 10/6
... 11/6
... 12/6

Sold by all reputable Radio Dealers)

ilsk your Dealer, or write to

us,

for the Polar Condenser Booklet.
Radio Communication. Co., Ltd.,
34-35, Norfolk Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.
B
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LANGUAGE NECESSARY ?
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DURING the pdst few months considerable

stress

haS

been

laid on the

advisability of using a universal language,
such as Esperanto or Ido, for the purposes
of international wireless communication.
-Several of the American and Continental

The average wireless amateur knows
that when he has succeeded in picking up
a foreign transmission, it is particularly
galling if the item listened to happens to
be an unintelligible speech.
The chOice of suitable means of inter-

the same manner as any other; many

potential students might be discouraged
after a few attempts to memorise the

To the man who is already /proficient in one Latin and one Teutonic language, the acquirement of either Esperanto
or Ido requires but little effort; but how
many of us fulfil this condition?
English has been adopted by both professional and amateur wireless transwords.

technical 'papers are devoting a weekly national broadcast communication is
column or so to the tuition of either one admittedly a difficult one, as the majority
or other of these languages, and this has of the first-class nations of a certainty
been followed by the broadcasting of would vote for the adoption of their inlesSons and lectures by some of the dividual language; it might, as a matter mitters all over the world, and in the
stations.
writer's opinion there is very little likeli--of fact, reduce itself to the selection of
At first sight there would appear to exist either English or French, these being the hood that any artificial language will
for the wireless listener a necessity to two mostly taught in schools.
replace it. Of all languages, English is
learn either several foreign or one of these
The drawback, however, is that, to a the one most understood in Europe, and
universal languages-at least -for the foreigner, English pronunciation is far, thousands of travellers who at different
possessor of a multi -valve set who tunes from easy; neither is French a simple times of their life have found themselves
in at will- many distant transmissions. language to learn.
at a loss will bear witness to the fact that
Much has been, is, and still can be said
For this reason, perhaps, Esperanto or where their total ignorance or even slight
for both sides of the question, as in view Ido might be said to lend themselves well knowledge of the local tongue has failed
of the daily increase in the number of for the purpose for which they were in- them, English has in every instance come
European broadcasting stations, failing the
knowledge by the listener of several

foreign tongues, recourse must be made
to an international code, easy of acquire"ment and sufficiently developed to allow
of news "items of general interest being
understood by subjects of all nations.

words being composed of to their rescue. English offers many advansounds used in most European languages tages in the simplicity of its grammar and
and the grammar simplified to the greatest in the logical formation of its sentences,
possible limit. But against this we have and the writer, personally, can see no
the fact that both these artificial languages, reason why it could not be adopted
to the non -linguist, are absolutely nee', by all countries for international broadcast
J. G.
and would have to be studied in exactly communications.

vented, the

AMATEUR WIRELESS HANDBOOKS
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Each 1 /6 Net

A Useful Series for Wireless Amateurs
Each Book being well Illustrated
and thoroughly Practical.
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Wireless Telephony Explained Crystal Receiving Sets
The Electron; Induction and Electromagnetism; Waves and How They Travel; InductCONTENTS :

ance

and

Capacity;

Rectification;

Amplification;

Reaction and Beat Reception; Aerials and Earths;
Transmitting Systems; Receiving
Formula' and Data; Index.

Sets;

Useful

and How to Make Them

- - CONTENTS : A Simple and Efficient Receiving Set; A Single -

slider Set; Set with Semicircular Tuner; Crystal Set with
Tapped Single Coil; A Loose -coupled Set; Set with Plug-in
Basket Coils; Combined Crystal and Valve Receiver; Some
Miniature Receiving Sets; Crystal Circuits; How Crystals

Work; Making a Buzzer; Receiving C.W. Signals on a

Crystal Set; Converting Low -resistance Phones; The Morse
Code; Index.

Simple Valve Receiving Sets Wireless Component Parts
and How to Make Them

CONTENTS : A Single -valve Set with Basket -coil Tuner; A

Inductance; A Single -valve
Autodyne Receiving Set; One -valve Variometer Set; A Portable Single -valve Set; Adding a Valve; A Two -valve Set;
A Three -valve Amplifying and Detecting Unit; The
e Amateur Wireless" Unit Set; An Improved Unit Set; Index.
Single -valve

Set

with

Slide

6111111111111MIIM11111111t:1111111J111: 1'1 1111111111111111111111:111:11111111111111111111111 111111: 1111111:111 MAIM

e muteur Wink!"

and How to Make Them

CONTENTS :

Components and Their Varied Purposes;

Crystal Detectors; Coils, Making and Mounting;

Condensers; Variometers and Vario-couplers; Resist-

ances or Rheostats; Transformers; Making a Test
Buzzer; Index.

CASSELL'S, 131iBLISHE1S, LONDON

Available until
Dec, 5th, 1925
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EFESCA
.'"Vernistat

Through the Magnifying Glass
Bretwood speciali-

To the inexperienced eye a variable grid leak Is just that
and no more. Examine one through a powerful magnifyng glass however, and we find out vital facts.
The carbon pellet, impregnated paper or pencil mark grid leak
looks so much coarse sand paper, and when current passes, a

The "Bretwood "
Filament R,sistPrice 5 -.
once.

except under the highest magnification. But as constant
dripping wears away stone so this arcing may ultimately consume considerable portions of the leak material, rendering
it inconstant in action and finally worthless. The use of such
a leak produces a faint hissing noise that spoils the reception

Other guaranteed

efaa

,/ /WV
/

minute awing effect is noticed. This is so small as to be invisible

ties include:-

of weak signals.

Postage 3d.

Bretwood" variable grid leak you eliminate
The material used is such that
current How is perfectly smooth and uninterrupted, although
it offers a high, steady resistance.

By tilting a

The "Bretwood "

all such possible disadvantages.

Anti -Capacity

Switch. Price 5 -.
Postage 3d.

PRICE, 3/-, Postage 2d. With
Condenser 4/6, Postage 3d.

The "Bretwood
Anti-C,pacity

OP

a

ffli Ire are shortly putting on the market
the following new and interesting
Bretwood products: Bretwood Super -

Valve Holder.
Price 1 9.
Postage 3d..

Het.

Transformer (Tunable) Bretwood
Super -Het. Oscillator.

BRETWOOD LTD., 12-18, London Mews, Maple. St., London, W.1

FILAMENT CONTROL
THE Efesca Vernistat provides the
most delicate filament control yet

CONDENSERS
OF QUALITY
A. TYPE (Aluminium)
Square Law oldinary

.001

.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

8/7/6
... 7/3 ... 6/9
6/6/6
5/... 5/6
4/ ... 4/9
.

.

.

.

invented, and is particularly useful
in circuits requiring individual control
of valves, where filament temperature

plays an important part in

efficient

It is especially suitable for
the control of H.F. and detector valves.
reception.

The Vernistat absolutely safeguards valves
from accidental burn outs, as three complete
turns of the knob are required to bring in or
tale out the whole resistance.
For Bright Emitter Valves, Resistance 5 ohms, 6/ For Dull Emitter Valves, Resistance 30 ohms, 6/ -

Ask your Wireless Dealer to show you the
Efesca Vernistat and the complete range of

Vernier 2/- extra.
B. TYPE (Bakelite)

COMPONENTS

Square Law only

8/9
7/9
7/6/5/3

.001

.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

...

Vernier 2/6 extra.

Write

for

Catalogue

No.

559

describing all Efesca Components
WHOLESALE ONLY :

FALK, STACELMANN g Co., Ltd.,
Efesca Electrica! Works,
83 93, Farringdon Rd., London, E.C.1.
and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham
L.F. Transformer

H. E. ASHDOWN (B'HAM) LTD'
PERRY BARR
BIRMINGHAM

'Crams: "Segment"

'Phone: Northern 859

Type ''C"

Anti -capacity
Switch.

Square Law

Val 111111

Condenser.
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LISSENIUM

Whenever

you want a real radio switch-

These LISSEN Switches were designed first of all

for the very work you want them for-REAL
RADIO WORK. The currents they deal with
are so small that the switches you use for
radio should be real radio switches-LISSEN
SWITCHES. And there is a LISSEN RADIO
SWITCH to do anything you ever want a radio
switch to do. Each switch will " click " home in

a manner which will gratify and satisfy you.
Switching on the L.F. side of a receiver is always
popular. Whether you want to increase volume or
reduce it, a touch of a LISSEN SWITCH, and it is

IBSEN
5 -POINT

SWITCH,

done.

LISSEN
REVERSING
SWITCH,

4/-

4/-

LISSEN
D.P.D.T.
SWITCH

LISSEN
SERIES
PARALLEL
SWITCH,

The LISSEN FIVE,POINT SWITCH, for instance,

cuts out a stage of H.F. or L.F. and, at the same
time, it disconnects the L.T. supply from the unused
valve. It has many other uses, 'c -,o. Mese are
explained in the LISSEN DIAGRAM BO )1(LET,
which can be obtained free by applying,
There is now a LISSEN PUSH-PULL SWI fCH foi
every purpose-Two-way, Series -parallel, Reversing,
Five -point, D.P.D.T., and the Key Switch which locks

your set for you.

LISSEN SWITCHES take but a moment to mountjust a single hole in the panel, in the same way as
all LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING DEVICES. They
take up hardly any room. Contacts are self-cl. aning

-the design results in extremely low self-ca-eacity.
LISSEN Five -point Switch
LISSEN D.P.D.T. Switch ...
LISSEN Reversing Switch ...
LISSEN Series -parallel Switch
LISSEN Two-way Switch ...
LISSEN Key Switch ...

44/-

4/ -

3/9

4/3/9
2/9
2/6
'IlLIssEt1:1"

LISSEN TEXT BOOK will be sent free to all readers
applying-also diagrams of connections.

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS,

LISSEN

16-20, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
Te!ephone : Richmond 2285 (4 lines).

7 -WAY

Telegrams: " Lissenium, Phone, London."

LISSEN
KEY

SWITCH,

SWITCH

2/9

2/6

LISSEN SWITCHES HELP SET -HANDLING
Printed and Published in England by CASSELL & COMPANY, LIMITED, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4. Sole Agent for South Africa, CENTRAL NEWS
AGENCY, LIMITED.
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